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ABSTRACT
Development of Electromagnetic Friction Dampers for Improving Seismic Performance of Civil
Structures
by
Mohsen Amjadian
Advisor: Prof. Anil K. Agrawal
Energy dissipation is critical to limiting damage to civil structures subjected to extreme
natural events such as earthquakes. Friction is one of the most reliable mechanisms of energy
dissipation that has been utilized extensively in friction dampers to improve seismic performance
of civil structures. Friction dampers are well-known for having a highly nonlinear hysteretic
behavior caused by stick-slip motion at low velocities, a phenomenon that is inherent in friction
and increases the acceleration response of the structure under control unfavorably, in spite of the
fact that the displacement is generally reduced because of the energy dissipation. This increase in
acceleration can, for example, significantly affect the seismic response of a multi-story baseisolated building as it undermines the seismic isolation system by inserting high-frequency
pulses into the floor acceleration. This may pump a considerable portion of the seismic input
energy into higher modes, resulting in the increase of the floor inter-story drift. Therefore, a
passive friction damper not only decreases the comfort of occupants but also increases the risk of
damage to non-structural components during large earthquakes. The focus of this dissertation is
on developing novel electromagnetic passive and semi-active friction dampers in which the
undesirable effects of stick-slip motion are effectively reduced.
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The first part of this research focuses on the development of passive friction dampers for
seismic hazard mitigation of civil structure. The first proposed passive friction damper, which is
termed as passive electromagnetic eddy current friction damper (PEMECFD), utilizes a
solid‐friction mechanism in parallel with an eddy current damping mechanism to maximize the
dissipation of input seismic energy through a smooth sliding in the damper. In the proposed
PEMECFD, friction force is produced through magnetic repulsive action between two permanent
magnets (PMs) magnetized in the direction normal to the friction surface, and the eddy current
damping force is generated because of the motion of the PMs in the vicinity of a copper plate.
The friction and eddy current damping parts are able to individually produce ideal rectangular
and elliptical hysteresis loops, respectively; which, when combined in the proposed device, are
able to accomplish a higher input seismic energy dissipation than that only by the friction
mechanism. The idea of combining friction with eddy current damping is further investigated by
proposing the second passive friction damper in which arrays of cubic PMs have been used to
generate attractive magnetic normal force across the sliding surfaces and induce eddy current
damping. This damper has a fully solid configuration and, for this reason, is termed as MagnetoSolid Damper (MSD). The influence of eddy current damping on energy dissipation due to
friction is further investigated through modeling, design, characterization testing, and model
identification and validation of proof-of-concept prototype dampers in laboratory.

In the second part of this research, a smart/semi-active electromagnetic friction damper
(SEMFD) is proposed for the control of seismic response of civil structures. The SEMFD
consists of a ferromagnetic plate and two similar arrays of thick rectangular ferromagnetic-core
coils (FCs) connected in series. The FCs are attached to the two sides of the ferromagnetic plate
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through two non-magnetic friction pads. The force in the damper is developed because of the
friction between the friction pads and the ferromagnetic plate when the FCs moves relative to
ferromagnetic plate. The normal force between the friction pad and the ferromagnetic plate is
caused by the attractive magnetic interactions between the FCs arrays and the ferromagnetic
plate. The magnitude of this force is controlled by a proposed semi-active controller that is
capable of varying the current flowing through the FCs in such a way that it is able to avoid
stick-slip motion to smooth the nonlinear hysteretic behavior of the SEMFD. The capability of
the proposed SEMFD and its semi-active controller to control the seismic responses of baseisolated buildings and horizontally curved bridges is demonstrated. The numerical results show
that the proposed SEMFD is capable of limiting the displacement of the base floor in baseisolated buildings without noticeably increasing the inter-story drifts and absolute accelerations
of the floors. Further assessment of numerical results indicates that the proposed SEMFD is also
effective in limiting the motion of the deck in horizontally curved bridges and thereby preventing
it from unseating, which is one of the most common modes of failure in horizontally curved
bridges.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction
Civil structures are susceptible to failure and collapse in major earthquakes. Their
damage can have disastrous consequences ranging from human causalities to significant
economic loss. There are several examples of such strong earthquakes worldwide such as the
1971 San Fernando and 1994 Northridge earthquakes in the United States (J.Goltz, 1994), the
2003 Bam earthquake in Iran , the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake in China (Kawashima et al.,
2009), the 2010 Maule earthquake in Chile (Kawashima et al., 2011), and the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake in Japan (Kawashima, 2012). Figure 1.1 shows four examples of civil infrastructure
sustained severe damage in these earthquakes. The structural damage of such extent has been the
subject of extensive researches over the past few decades. The result show that structural control
systems have significant potential to reduce structural damage in civil structures protecting them
from uncertain effects of strong earthquakes.

The conventional seismic design procedure of civil structures is a forced-based approach
in which the lateral strength of the structural system required to prevent the structure from going
beyond its elastic limit during the design earthquake is identified using an elastic spectral
acceleration (Christopoulos and Filatrault, 2006). The effect of the ductility of the structure is
considered by dividing the elastic strength by a force reduction factor (R factor). The value of
this factor, depending on the type of the lateral-force resistant system, is selected according to
the standard seismic provisions defined based on empirical results. In spite of being simple and
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cost-effective, this design method is not efficient for modern civil structures because its
philosophy is based on considering a single performance level, that is, life safety, when the
structure is subjected to the design level earthquake. However, most of important structures, such
as hospitals, fire stations, police stations, and major bridges, need a performance level higher
than the life safety to be operational during strong earthquakes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1. Examples of structural failures in past major earthquakes: (a) Olive View Hospital in
the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, (b) Gavin Canyon Bridge in the 1994 Northridge earthquake,
(c) Xuankou Middle School in the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, and (d) Lo Echevers Bridge in
the 2010 Chile earthquake.
The modern seismic design procedure of civil structures is a performance-based approach
that was proposed for the first time by SEAOC in the Vision 2000 project (Naeim et al., 2001)
and then developed in the NEHRP guidelines for the seismic rehabilitation of buildings, FEMA
273 (Building Seismic Safety Council (US) and Applied Technology Council, 1997). In this
approach, multiple performance and seismic hazard levels are defined to quantify the seismic
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design process. Figure 1.2 shows the relationship between the performance objective, the type of
facility, and the probability of the earthquake occurrence (Naeim et al., 2001). For example,
according to this design philosophy, it is expected that a critical facility to be operational when
subjected to a very rare earthquake with a recurrence interval of 970 years. Incorporating
structural control systems into the performance based seismic design of civil structures is
important to limit damage during strong earthquakes.

Figure 1.2. Relation between the performance objective and earthquake probability in the
performance-based seismic design.
1.2. Literature Review
In this section, a detailed review on structural control systems and friction damping
devices is presented.

1.2.1. Structural Control Systems
The seismic performance of a civil infrastructure can be enhanced by modification of its
dynamic characteristics such as natural period and damping using structural control systems.
These devices are capable of absorbing or dissipating a significant portion of the seismic input
energy, thereby limiting the response of the structure to a desired level when subjected to a
strong earthquake. These control systems are classified into three major categories: passive,
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active and semi-active systems (Housner et al., 1997; Soong and Spencer, 2002; Spencer and
Nagarajaiah, 2003; Symans and Constantinou, 1999).

Passive Control System
A passive control system consists of a range of materials and devices to modify natural
period and damping of a structure without requiring an external power source for the operation
(Housner et al., 1997; Soong and Spencer, 2002). The control force is produced as a reaction to
the motion of the structure during the earthquake (Symans and Constantinou, 1999). The
structure controlled by a passive protective device is inherently stable because its energy is not
increased by the action of the control system. The main disadvantage of a passive control system
is inadaptability to the change in the response of the structure during the seismic excitation
(Spencer and Nagarajaiah, 2003). Passive control devices are generally classified into two major
groups: (i) seismic isolators and (ii) dampers. The most common types of seismic isolators are:
elastomeric bearing, lead rubber bearing, and friction pendulum systems (Naeim and Kelly,
2000). The most common types of passive dampers are: viscous fluid damper, viscoelastic
damper, friction damper, tuned mass and liquid dampers (Soong and Spencer, 2002).

Active Control System
An active control system is composed of a set of electrical and mechanical devices
including sensors, a computer controller, and actuators (Soong, 1990, 1988). The sensors are
installed at different locations of the structure to measure either response of the structure or the
intensity of the external excitation, or both. The signals output from the sensors are processed by
a computer controller to determine the control force required to ensure the performance of the
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structure according to the control algorithm defined. The actuators are commanded by the
computer controller to apply the control force to the structure (Young-Jin Cha et al., 2013;
Housner et al., 1997; Soong, 1990, 1988; Symans and Constantinou, 1999). An active control
system is more versatile than a passive control systems, but more complicated and expensive to
implement. It requires a large external power source for the operation. However, the main
drawback of an active control system is that it is not fail-safe; it may fail to operate during strong
earthquakes when power failure is a real possibility. In addition, an active control system is
susceptible to instability due to the time delay and uncertainties of the system properties and
signals output from the sensors (Housner et al., 1997; Soong and Spencer, 2002; Wu et al.,
1998). The most common active control systems are active tendon system and active mass
damper (Soong, 1990, 1988).

Semi-active Control System
A semi-active control system has a framework similar to an active control system except
that controllable dissipation mechanisms are used in the place of actuators to apply the control
force. This control system is often viewed as controllable passive system. The control force is
produced by making the energy dissipation capacity of passive damping devices adaptable to a
wide range of sensors outputs conditions. These devices operate based on simple energy
dissipation principles such as friction sliding or fluid orificing. It should be noted that a semiactive control system borrows the best features of both passive and active control systems. It
ensures the reliability of passive control systems while showing the versatility and adaptability of
active control systems without requiring a large power source (Housner et al., 1997; Symans and
Constantinou, 1999). The power required to run a semi-active control system can be supplied by
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a 12V battery. This is one of the key features of this control system which is essential during a
strong seismic event that can lead to the failure of the main power system considered for the
structure (Soong and Spencer, 2002; Spencer and Nagarajaiah, 2003). In contrast to an active
control system that has potential to destabilize the structural system due to the action of the
actuators, a semi-active control system guarantees the stability of the structure during an
earthquake because it does not input mechanical energy into the structural system (Soong and
Spencer, 2002; Spencer and Nagarajaiah, 2003). There are different types of semi-active
damping devices such as variable-viscous damper, variable-friction damper, variable-stiffness
device, smart tuned mass and liquid dampers, and controllable-fluid devices such as
Electrorheological (ER) and Magnetorheological (MR) dampers (Cha and Agrawal, 2013;
Friedman et al., 2015; Spencer and Nagarajaiah, 2003).

Hybrid Control System
The structural control systems described above are rarely used alone to protect a
structural system subjected to strong earthquakes, but rather a combination of a passive control
system with one of the two other control systems is considered. This type of structural control
system is called hybrid control system (Housner et al., 1997; Spencer and Nagarajaiah, 2003).
This control system is able to provide higher levels of performance for a structure under an
intense seismic force because of its reliability as it alleviates the restrictions and limitations that
exist when each control system is used solely (Housner et al., 1997; Soong and Spencer, 2002).

1.2.2. Friction Damper
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Friction dissipates the mechanical energy by converting it to heat. It is an excellent
source of damping in structural and mechanical systems. A friction damper dissipates the kinetic
energy using the mechanism of solid friction produced between two rough surfaces in contact
when sliding relative to each other (Housner et al., 1997; Soong and Spencer, 2002). The main
advantage of a friction damper that makes it superior to the other damping devices is its high
energy dissipation capacity under a cyclic loading condition such as an earthquake. The energy
dissipated by a friction damper is greater than the energy dissipated by the most common types
of passive dampers including metallic yielding, viscous, and viscoelastic dampers with for a the
same force capacity. Figure 1.3 shows a comparison between the idealized hysteresis loops of
these dampers with that of friction damper under similar force and displacement conditions. It
can be seen that a friction damper is capable of dissipating much higher energy by producing
large rectangular-shaped force-displacement loops.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.3. Comparing the hysteresis loops of common damping devices: (a) friction damper, (b)
metallic yielding damper, (c) viscous damper, and (d) viscoelastic damper.
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Passive Friction Damper (PFD)
A wide variety of friction dampers has been proposed and developed over the past few
decades to maximize the dissipation of input seismic energy in buildings and bridges. Indeed, a
large number of these dampers was designed to serve in passive control systems in which the
clamping mechanism was widely adopted to produce the normal force. These dampers often
have a flat configuration in which bolt connections are used to clamp the sliding parts to each
other in the direction perpendicular to the sliding surface. The slip bolted joint is one of the
earliest clamping friction devices proposed and developed by Pall and his co-workers to control
the seismic response of steel braced frame buildings (Pall and Marsh, 1982; Pall and Pall, 2004).
This damper is well known as Pall friction damper, which is available for tension-only cross
bracing, single diagonal tension-compression bracing, and chevron bracing frames as shown in
Figure 1.4. The friction dampers are designed to not slip under lateral service loads such as
moderate winds and earthquakes. However, they slips at a predetermined optimum load during
strong earthquakes before yielding occurs in the key structural components (Housner et al., 1997;
Pall and Marsh, 1982).

The Pall friction damper has been successfully tested (Aiken et al., 1993; Kelly, 1992)
and installed in many new or retrofitted steel frame buildings such as Boeing commercial
factory, Concordia University library building, and Quebec provincial police headquarters (Pall
and Pall, 2004; Vail et al., 2004). The slotted bolted connection proposed by Fitzgerald and
colleagues is another example of passive friction dampers (PFDs) equipped with the clamping
mechanism (Fitzgerald et al., 1989). This friction damper, as shown in Figure 1.5, consists of a
gusset plate attached to two channel bracing members through four cover plates and bolts. The
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friction force is produced through sliding the gusset plate relative to the channels. There are
several other types of friction dampers with the clamping mechanism which can be found in the
literature (Grigorian et al., 1993; Mualla and Belev, 2002; Symans and Constantinou, 1999).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.4. The installation of Pall friction damper in a steel braced frame, (a) single braced
frame, (b) cross braced frame, and (c) typical hysteresis loop.

Figure 1.5. The configuration of slotted bolted connection.
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There are some other types of PFDs whose normal forces are produced by a nonclamping mechanism. These dampers have a tubular configuration in which a simple mechanical
mechanism combined by compression springs is used to provide the normal force. The friction
device manufactured by Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd. of Japan is one example of these types
of dampers. The cross-sectional view of this damper is shown in Figure 1.6(a) (Aiken et al.,
1993; Kelly, 1992). It is composed of a cylindrical steel casting and a piston equipped with a
couple of wedges, copper alloy lining pads, and two cup springs. The friction force is produced
under motion of the piston inside the cylinder that results in the sliding between the friction pads
and the inner surface of the steel cylinder. The normal force is provided by the action of the precompressed springs against the inner and outer wedges. Although this damper was originally
designed to perform as a shock absorber in railway rolling stock, its seismic performance has
been successfully validated by a number of experimental tests (Aiken et al., 1993; Kelly, 1992).
Figure 1.6(b) shows a typical hysteresis loop of this damper installed in a steel frame model
subjected to a given ground acceleration in the laboratory (Aiken et al., 1993; Kelly, 1992).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.6. The Sumitomo friction damper, (a) schematic view, and (b) typical hysteresis loop.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.7. The Energy Dissipating Restraint (EDR), (a) schematic view, and (b) typical
hysteresis loop.
The Energy Dissipating Restraint (EDR) is another example of non-clamping friction
dampers (Aiken et al., 1993; Kelly, 1992). This damper was developed by Flour Daniel, Inc. of
the United States as a seismic restrained device for the support of piping systems in nuclear
power plants (Christopoulos and Filatrault, 2006; Nims et al., 1993; Sadek et al., 1996). Figure
1.7(a) displays the cross-sectional view of this damper. It consists of a piston moving inside a
steel cylinder, steel compression wedges, bronze friction wedges, stops at the end of cylinder,
and a compression longitudinal spring wrapped around the piston. The normal force is produced
by the action of the springs on the compression and friction wedges. The main features of this
damper, due to the action of the longitudinal spring, are its self-centering capability and that the
friction force is proportional to the displacement. Therefore, its hysteresis loop is not
rectangular-shaped (Aiken et al., 1993; Sadek et al., 1996). The shape of the hysteresis loop
depends on the spring constant, the initial slip load, the piston configuration, and the size of the
gap between the piston and end stops. Figure 1.7(b) shows a common hysteresis loop of this
friction damper. The capability of EDR to protect steel frame buildings during an earthquake has
been successfully tested in the laboratory (Aiken et al., 1993; Kelly, 1992). PFDs are capable of
dissipating a large amount of the seismic input energy during a strong earthquake. However, they
suffer from these three major drawbacks: (i) they have a constant normal force, (ii) they are
dependent on the intensity of the ground motion, and more importantly (iii) they are susceptible
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to stick-slip motion. Therefore, semi-active friction dampers (SFDs) have bene developed to
overcome these drawbacks.

Semi-active Friction Dampers (SFDs)
A large number of efforts have been made over the past few decades to improve the
seismic performance of structures using SFDs. Different types of actuators, such as hydraulic
(Feng et al., 1993; Kannan et al., 1995), pneumatic (Pandya et al., 1996), piezoelectric (PardoVarela and de la Llera, 2015; Wieczorek et al., 2014; Xu and Ng, 2008), and electromagnetic
(Agrawal and Yang, 2000; Dai et al., 2012), have been proposed to vary the normal force.
However, among all these various forms, piezoelectric and electromagnetic actuators are more
suitable for seismic protection because of their simplicity, efficiency, and cost-effectivity. They
need less space for installation and less power for operation. The main problem associated with a
piezoelectric actuator is however its small stroke is which limits its force capacity for large-scale
applications (Pardo-Varela and de la Llera, 2015). It seems that an electromagnetic actuator is a
more promising choice for varying normal force in SFDs. In spite of their promising features,
electromagnetic friction dampers have not been the subject of much attention in structural
engineering where taking advantages of damping devices with higher energy dissipation capacity
and lower costs of manufacturing, installation, operation, and maintenance is indispensable for
the enhancement of the seismic performance of civil structures.

1.3. Research Motivation and Objectives
PFDs suffer from several major drawbacks of which some are due to the passive
mechanism itself and some are due to the mechanical action and frictional behavior of the
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device. The first drawback is the inability of varying the normal force during a strong
earthquake. The force applied by a friction damper must be adaptable to change in the response
of the structure and to change in the external excitation (Agrawal and Yang, 2000; Lu, 2004).
The second drawback is related to their efficiency, which depends on the ground motion
intensity. In general, PFDs are designed to be activated beyond a certain level of intensity of the
external excitation. If the activation force is large, the damper performs only when it is subjected
to a strong ground motion so that it may remain inactive during low to moderate ground motion
intensities. When being inactive, a PFD just adds stiffness to the structure. On the other hand, if
the activation force is small, the damper starts to slip as soon as it is subjected to a ground
motion which only causes a small amount of energy dissipation (Pardo-Varela and de la Llera,
2015). Therefore, the activation force must be adaptable to the intensity of the ground motion.
The third and most important drawback is stick-slip motion occurred when transition happens
from the sticking phase to the slipping phase, or vice versa. This phenomenon is undesirable
because it inserts high frequency acceleration pulses into the response of the structure in spite of
the fact that the displacement is reduced because of energy dissipation (Housner et al., 1997).
These sudden discontinuous jerky motions can cause damage to equipment and non-structural
components installed in high-rise buildings as well as reduction of the occupants’ comfort during
long duration ground motions (Lu, 2004).

This doctoral dissertation aims to propose innovative passive and semi-active
electromagnetic friction dampers in which not only the undesirable effects of these issues are
reduced but also higher energy dissipation capacity is archived.
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1.4. Outlines
This doctoral dissertation consists of 10 chapters, with the remaining chapters outlined
and summarized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the state of the art of electromagnetic-based devices developed for
vibration control in structural and mechanical systems.

Chapter 3 focuses on analytical modeling of a novel type of passive friction damper for
seismic hazard mitigation of structures. The proposed seismic damping device, which is termed
as Passive Electromagnetic Eddy Current Friction Damper (PEMECFD), utilizes a solid-friction
mechanism in parallel with an eddy current damping mechanism to maximize the dissipation of
input seismic energy through a smooth sliding in the damper. In this passive damper, friction
force is produced through magnetic repulsive action between two permanent magnetic sources
magnetized in the direction normal to the friction surface; and, the eddy current damping force is
generated because of the motion of the permanent magnetic sources in the vicinity of a
conductor. The friction and eddy current damping parts are able to individually produce ideal
rectangular and elliptical hysteresis loops, respectively, which when combined in the proposed
device, are able to accomplish a higher input seismic energy dissipation than that only by the
friction mechanism. This damper is implemented on a two-degree-of-freedom system to
demonstrate its capability in reducing seismic responses of frame building structures.

Chapter 4 further investigates the influence of eddy current damping on energy
dissipation due to friction through modeling, design, and testing of a proof-of-concept prototype
damper. The design of this damper has been improved over the design in the chapter 3. The
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normal force in this damper is produced by the repulsive magnetic force between two cuboidal
permanent magnets (PMs) magnetized in the direction normal to the direction of the motion. The
eddy current damping force is generated because of the motion of the two PMs and two
additional PMs relative to a copper plate in their vicinity. The dynamic models for the forcedisplacement relationship of the prototype damper are based on LuGre friction model,
electromagnetic theory, and inertial effects of the prototype damper. The parameters of the
dynamic models have been identified through a series of characterization tests on the prototype
damper under harmonic excitations of different frequencies in laboratory. Finally, the identified
dynamic models have been validated by subjecting the prototype damper to two different random
excitations.

Chapter 5 introduces a new type of electromagnetic friction damper termed as magnetosolid damper (MSD) in which friction and eddy current damping mechanisms are combined to
dissipate energy. The MSD consists of a ferromagnetic plate, two parallel copper plates placed
on two sides of the ferromagnetic plate, and two planar arrays of PMs attached to either sides of
the ferromagnetic plate through two non-magnetic friction pads. The force in the MSD is due to
the combined effects of friction and eddy current damping. The friction force is developed
between the friction pads and the ferromagnetic plate when the PMs arrays move relative to the
ferromagnetic plate. The motion of the PMs arrays relative to the copper plates, on the other
hand, causes the eddy current damping that not only smooths the nonlinear hysteretic behavior of
the friction part but also increases the energy dissipation capacity of the MSD as a whole. A
three-dimensional finite element model of the MSD has been developed to optimize the pole
arrangement of the PMs and its influence on the energy dissipation capacity of the MSD.
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Chapter 6 focuses on numerical modeling, design, fabrication, and characterization
testing of a proof-of-concept prototype of the MSD. The design of this damper is based on the
study conducted in chapter 5. The enhanced dynamic model proposed in chapter 4 is used to
characterize the dynamic behavior of the prototype MSD. The parameters of this dynamic model
have been identified and validated through a series of characterization tests on the prototype
damper under three different ground motions in laboratory.

Chapter 7 presents a comprehensive investigation on the modeling and design of a semiactive electromagnetic friction damper (SEMFD) for the seismic response control of civil
structures. The proposed SEMFD possess a simple configuration consisting of a ferromagnetic
plate and two arrays of ferromagnetic-core coils (FCs) attached to the two sides of the
ferromagnetic plate through two friction pads. The attractive magnetic interaction between the
FCs arrays and the ferromagnetic plate creates the normal force, which generates friction force as
the friction pads and the ferromagnetic plate move relative to each other. The magnitude of this
force can be effectively controlled by a semi-active controller that is capable of varying the
current flowing through the FCs.

Chapter 8 demonstrates the capability of the SEMFD to mitigate the rigid-body motion
of decks of horizontally curved bridges by implementing it into the dynamic model of a
horizontally curved bridge prototype. To do so, a semi-active controller is proposed to control
the current flowing through the coils in the SEMFD. This semi-active controller, designed based
on the optimal linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control method, is capable of reducing the
undesirable effects of stick-slip motion in the damper, while restoring the piston of the SEMFD
to its initial position at the end of the excitation.
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Chapter 9 studies the use of the SEMFD proposed in chapter 7 for the control of seismic
response of multi-story base-isolated buildings. The magnitude of the normal force is controlled
by a proposed semi-active controller that is capable of varying the current flowing through the
FCs in such a way that it is able to avoid stick-slip motion by smoothing the nonlinear hysteretic
behavior of the SEMFD. The capability of the SEMFD and the proposed semi-active controller
to control the seismic response of base-isolated buildings is demonstrated by implementing them
into the dynamic model of a six-story base-isolated building supported on lead-rubber bearings
(LRBs).

Chapter 10 concludes this doctoral dissertation by summarizing the results and making
recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 2. STATE OF THE ART OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC-BASED DEVICES IN
VIBRATION CONTROL

2.1. Introduction
Application of electromagnetic-based devices into response control of dynamic systems
has been of great interest to many researchers in electrical, mechanical and structural engineering
fields over the past few decades. This is a broad subject to cover here. Therefore, the literature
review is limited to the works conducted only on electromagnetic and eddy current dampers
which both are the main subjects of attention in this doctoral dissertation.

2.2. Electromagnetic Dampers (EMDs)
The first use of electromagnetic dampers (EMDs) has been for vibration control of
vehicle suspension system. Karnopp (1989) is one of the pioneers in this field. The EMD he
proposed consists of several copper coils interacting with the magnetic fields of permanent
magnets (PMs). The damper showed a good performance under a wide range of frequencies that
a vehicle may encounter in a road (Karnopp, 1989). Gysen et al. (2010, 2011) designed an active
EMD for improving vehicle dynamics. This device is an active suspension system consisting of a
tubular permanent-magnet actuator with a passive spring as shown in Figure 2.1(a). The authors
experimentally proved the efficiency of the device in improving both the ride comfort and road
handling (Gysen et al., 2011, 2010). Ebrahimi et al. (2011) developed a novel hybrid
electromagnetic shock absorber to enhance the ride comfort and road handling of terrain
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vehicles. This shock absorber is composed of an active electromagnetic system and a passive
eddy current damping mechanism. Figure 2.1(b) shows the schematic view of this damper. The
results of the study showed that the passive eddy current damping mechanism produces a
minimum required force that ensures the reliability of the shock absorber while having a low
weight and low power consumption (Ebrahimi et al., 2011).

Figure 2.1. The electromagnetic dampers developed for controlling vibration of suspension
systems of vehicles, (a) the active electromagnetic damper, and (b) the hybrid electromagnetic
shock absorber.
Although the feasibility of using EMDs for vibration control of mechanical and electrical
systems has been demonstrated for decades, their applications in vibration control of civil
engineering systems have not received much attention until the recent decade. One of the first
attempts in this area has been made by Agrawal and Yang (2000) who proposed a semi-active
electromagnetic friction damper for control of peak seismic response of multi-story buildings
(Agrawal and Yang, 2000). Figure 2.2(a) shows the sketch of this damper. It consists of a friction
pad placed between two steel plates with high magnetic permeabilities. These three layers are
attached to each other by a bolt-clamping mechanism and sliding occurs between the friction pad
and the steel plates. As can be seen from the figure, two electrically insulated coils carrying
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opposite electric currents are installed on the outer surfaces of the steel plates to produce an
electromagnetic force to attract steel plates toward each other. This force acts as a variable
normal force between the steel plates and its magnitude is proportional to the square of the
electric current flowing in the coils. The damper can be operated using stand-by batteries.
Inspired by the energy dissipation capability of this semi-active friction damper, He et al. (2003)
proposed a novel semi-active control algorithm to vary the normal force maintaining the motion
of the damper in the slip phase. The damper can dissipate a larger amount of the kinetic energy
when it is slip phase. The proposed semi-active control algorithm can also smooth the response
by introducing a suitable boundary layer about the zero (sticking) velocity (He et al., 2003).
Palomera-Arias et al. (2008) studied the feasibility of using a passive linear displacement EMD
for vibration control of structural systems. Figure 2.2(b) shows the schematic view of this
damper. The main parts of damper include a tubular copper coil (copper pipe) and a cylindrical
PM which moves inside the coil (Palomera-Arias et al., 2008). The eddy current generated
within the copper coil dissipates the kinetic energy transferred to the damper through its piston
motion. The damper can produce an elliptical-shaped force-velocity hysteresis loop resembling
that of a viscous damper. Dai et al. (2012) developed a new electromagnetic friction damper for
seismic protection of structures as shown in Figure 2.2(c). This damper consists of a strong
electromagnet with a ferromagnetic plate located at the top, an armature plate made of siliconsteel, and a controlling circuit. The attractive magnetic force between the electromagnet plate
and the armature plate produces the normal force. This force varies with the current when the
damper is on the semi-active mode or remains constant when the damper is on the passive mode.
The authors conducted an experimental study to evaluate the capability of the damper to reduce
the story drift of a multi-story steel frame (Dai et al., 2012). Although this damper exhibits a
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good performance, it suffers from two main drawbacks. The first drawback is that the friction
force changes with the displacement when the damper is on the semi-active mode. This adds
stiffness to the structure resulting in a narrow force-displacement hysteretic curve. The reason for
this behavior is that the resistance designed for the control circuit varies by the relative
displacement between the two sliding plates causing the current to change with the motion of the
piston. The second drawback is that the silicon-steel plate becomes magnetically saturated when
the electric current increases. This means that the friction force remains constant after saturation
level no matter how the electric current increases.

Figure 2.2. The electromagnetic dampers proposed for improving seismic performance of
structural systems, (a) semi-active electromagnetic friction damper, (b) linear displacement
electromagnetic damper, (c) electromagnetic friction damper, (d) permanent magnetic friction
damper, and (e) electromagnetic inertial mass damper.
In their next study, Dai et al., (2014) studied a permanent magnetic friction damper to
control seismic response of structures. This damper has been shown in Figure 2.2(d). As can be
seen, the damper consists of two top and bottom steel plates, each one embedded with eight PM
strips (Dai et al., 2014). The opposite poles of the top and bottom PM strips are facing each
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other. The normal force is therefore produced by the attractive magnetic interaction between
them. The control force is a function of the relative displacement between the two steel plates
since the area of effective magnetic poles varies by sliding of these two plates. This causes a
variable stiffness in the damper. Nakamura1 et al. (2014) developed an EMD with rotating
inertial mass for vibration control of structures subjected to earthquakes. This damper consists of
two main parts including a ball screw and an electric generator, as shown in Figure 2.2(e). The
ball screw converts the axial oscillation of the rod end into the rotational motion in the internal
flywheel and the electric generator that is turned by the rotation of the inner rod (Nakamura et
al., 2014). The energy dissipation performance of the device was proved through numerical and
experimental studies. It was shown that the damper is capable of reducing story drifts as well as
accelerations of multi-story buildings subjected to earthquakes.

2.3. Eddy Current Dampers (ECDs)
The phenomenon of eddy current has been a subject of great interest to researchers since
the mid of 19th century when it was first discovered by Léon Foucault till the present time when
it is utilized for a wide variety of applications in our daily life (Krawczyk and Tegopoulos,
1993). These electric currents are called eddy because they tend to circulate through specific
paths inside a conductor similar to fluid currents swirling around an obstacle. They are also
sometimes called Foucault currents. Eddy currents are induced within a conductor when it is
subjected to a time-varying magnetic field such as when the conductor is exposed to the
magnetic field of a moving PM or the magnetic field of a moving/stationary coil (Kriezis et al.,
1992b). This phenomenon can be described by Faraday’s and Lenz’s laws in electromagnetic
induction: when the magnetic flux through a closed circuit is variable, an electromotive force
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(emf) is generated in the circuit; the induced electric currents generated by this electromotive
force flow in such a direction causing their magnetic field to oppose the change (Griffiths, 2014).
For example, in the case of a moving PM, the interaction between the induced eddy currents and
the external magnetic field causes a braking force against the relative motion between the
conductor and the PM (magnetic source) (Knoepfel, 2000). This force is proportional to the
relative velocity between the conductor and the PM acting similar to the viscous force in
conventional fluid dampers.

Over the past few decades, eddy current damping has been extensively studied for
different purposes including magnetic braking systems (Heald, 1988; Schieber, 1975, 1972;
Wiederick et al., 1987), vehicle suspension systems (Ebrahimi et al., 2009, 2008), mechanical
and structural vibration systems such as rotating disks (Lee and Park, 2002, 2001) and cantilever
beams (Bae et al., 2005; Sodano et al., 2006, 2005), and structural control systems (Wang et al.,
2012; Zhang et al., 2014; Zuo et al., 2011). Application of eddy current damping in magnetic
braking systems has been investigated by many researchers for years. Schieber (1972 and 1975)
studied braking effects of induced eddy currents on a thin conductive sheet moving through the
magnetic field of an electromagnet. These effects were quantified for two types of
electromagnets with circular and rectangular cross sections by developing closed form formulas
for distribution of eddy currents and braking forces (Schieber, 1975, 1972). Wiederick et al.
(1987) proposed a simple model for studying the problem of eddy current braking including a
thin non-magnetic metal strip rotating in the magnetic field of PM. The accuracy of the proposed
model was evaluated by conducting an experimental test (Wiederick et al., 1987). Heald (1988)
improved the theoretical analysis of the same problem by proposing a more realistic theory based
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on the fact that eddy currants tend to concentrate toward the ends of the magnet footprint rather
than being orthogonal to the direction of motion of the conductive sheet (conductor). This
theoretical approach rests on this assumption that the conductor is a non-magnetic infinite thin
plate moving in a uniform magnetic field produced by a PM located just above the conductive
sheet through a narrow gap such that the magnetic field falls abruptly to zero at the edges of the
magnet footprint. In this method, the eddy current volume density is given by calculating the
electric field of fictitious surface-charges uniformly distributed over two parallel surfaces at the
top and bottom edges of the magnet footprint and extended indefinitely in the direction normal to
plane of the sheet (Heald, 1988). This method has been widely used by many researchers to
calculate eddy currents in electromagnetic systems (Bae et al., 2005; Lee and Park, 2002, 2001;
Zuo et al., 2011).

An important application of eddy current damping is in the automobile industry. The
ECD is installed within the suspension system to provide a comfortable ride by reducing the
vibration transferred to the vehicle cabin when vehicle passes over road irregularities. Ebrahimi
et al. (2008) developed a passive magnetic spring-damper using the eddy current damping
concept. Figure 2.3(a) displays this damper. The configuration of this damper is simple and it
does not require an external power supply or any other electronic device. It consists of two
cylindrical PM, an annular aluminum plate, a mover rod, and a tubular housing made of PVC.
The lower PM and aluminum plate are stationary but the upper PM is moving inside the housing.
The repulsive action between two PMs imitates a compressive spring in the system and the
reciprocating motion of the upper PM with respect to the stationary parts generates eddy currents
inside the conductive plate. An analytical approach was proposed to calculate the repulsive
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magnetic force between the two PMs and the eddy current damping force. The accuracy of this
analytical model was verified through finite element simulation and experimental tests on a
prototype of damper (Ebrahimi et al., 2008). In another work, Ebrahimi et al. (2009) designed
and fabricated a new ECD with an optimized topology to improve their former design. This
damper is shown in Figure 2.3(b). This damper consists of a tubular conductor and an array of
axially magnetized ring-shaped PMs separated by iron pole pieces. The damper piston is made of
a non-magnetic material to avoid interference with the magnetic field of the PMs. The tubular
configuration of the damper is capable of generating stronger eddy currents because its magnetic
flux leakage is low. The motion of the PMs attached to the piston causes eddy currents to flow
within the thickness of the conductor. It was both analytically and experimentally shown that the
device can improve the damping of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) isolated system more
than eight times (Ebrahimi et al., 2009).

Figure 2.3. The developed eddy current dampers for application in suspension system of vehicles
and structural systems, (a) simple passive damper, (b) optimized passive damper and (c) highdamping density eddy current damper.
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The concept of eddy current damping has also been used for mitigation of vibration in
small-scale mechanical and structural systems. Lee and Park (2001, 2002) presented an
analytical solution to calculate eddy currents induced in a rotating disk subjected to a timeinvariant magnetic field. This analytical solution was used to calculate braking torque applied to
the disk while rotating in the magnetic field (Lee and Park, 2002, 2001). Bae et al. (2005)
proposed a new analytical technique to study the effectiveness of an ECD in suppressing the
vertical vibration of an elastic beam. The ECD consists of two cuboidal PMs attached to the
beam and one conductive sheet made of copper located beside the PMs. The authors used the
Method of Images to take the finite width of the conductor into account when calculating the
volume density of the induced eddy currents. The comparison between the theoretical and
experimental results proved the accuracy of the analytical approach in determining the damping
characteristics of the beam (Bae et al., 2005). Sodano et al. (2005 and 2006) studied the ability of
an ECD in lateral vibration mitigation of an elastic beam. In this study, a cantilever beam made
of aluminum was located in the magnetic field of a cylindrical PM whose axial axis was
perpendicular to the lateral surface of the beam. The radial component of the magnetic flux
density of the PM was used to generate the damping force rather than the axial component as
done frequently in the other studies. This is because the beam was forced to vibrate in the
direction normal to face of the PM. The research included developing an analytical model and
experimental tests to verify the accuracy of the theory and applied assumptions. It was concluded
that the proposed eddy current damping mechanism is very effective in suppressing motion of
the conductive beam due to a higher level of damping up to 150 times of the natural damping of
the beam (Sodano et al., 2006, 2005). Although the model was accurate enough to predict the test
results, the study suffers from several important drawbacks. The induced electric field over the
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surface of the conductor was overlooked in developing the analytical model. It was assumed that
the eddy current is only caused by the motional term of Ohm’s law for moving conductors
(Ei=0). The conductive plate assumed to be infinite in comparison with the dimensions of the
PM. This assumption disregards the boundary condition of the eddy current volume density
vector over the edges of the conductive plate where the normal component of this vector must be
vanished.

A few number of researches have also focused on studying the efficiency of eddy current
damping in structural control systems. Zuo et al. (2011) proposed a new type of ECD with a high
damping density. The main idea behind the design of this damper is arranging the PMs poles in
an alternating pattern. Figure 2.3(c) shows this damper fabricated by the authors based on this
concept (Zuo et al., 2011). Wang et al. (2012) studied the feasibility of a large scale tuned mass
damper (TMD) equipped by an eddy current damping mechanism. The damping system consists
of several PMs, a copper plate, and an extra steel plate attached to the backside of the copper
plate. The capability of the device in suppressing vibration of a TMD idealized by a SDOF
system was tested analytically and experimentally. It was shown that PMs with an alternating
arrangement accompanied by a steel plate attached to the back of the copper plate can produce a
higher damping ratio (Wang et al., 2012). The application of eddy current damping in a TMD for
suppressing vibration of structures have been studied by other researchers as well (Bae et al.,
2014; Chen, 2013).
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2.4. Concluding Remarks
A review on electromagnetic dampers (EMDs) and eddy current dampers (ECDs) has
been presented in this chapter. In the first part, a variety types of EMDs with different vibration
control applications have been discussed such as electromagnetic shock absorbers used in vehicle
suspension systems or electromagnetic energy dissipators used in civil structures to reduce lateral
deformations caused by strong winds and earthquakes. The second part focused on researches
carried out on the application of ECDs into magnetic braking systems, vehicle suspension
systems, rotating disks, cantilever beams, and tuned mass dampers.
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CHAPTER 3. THEORY AND BASIC CONCEPT OF
ELETROMAGNETIC EDDY CURRENT FRICTION
DAMPER

3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the concept of a new type of passive friction damper is introduced in
which a permanent magnetic actuation system, which works based on a magnetic repulsive
interaction, is utilized to produce the normal force. In the proposed damper, the actuation system
makes use of neodymium magnets made of an alloy of neodymium, iron, and boron (NdFeB).
These magnets are strongest types of PMs commercially available with a high magnetic
coercivity and saturation level. They are very powerful and may not be easily demagnetized and
saturated in the presence of an external magnetic field. The proposed damper also has a solidbased supplemental damping mechanism, acting in parallel with the solid-friction mechanism, to
enhance energy dissipation capability of the damper. This supplemental damping, which is based
on the induction of eddy currents in a good conductor (i.e. copper plate) moving relative to a
magnetic field, dissipates kinetic energy by converting it to the Joule heat energy (Kriezis et al.,
1992a). The interaction between the induced eddy currents and the external magnetic field causes
a braking force against the relative motion between the conductor and the magnetic source
(Knoepfel, 2000). This force, under certain circumstances, is proportional to the relative velocity,
acting similar to the viscous force in conventional fluid dampers. Furthermore, such a
supplemental viscous-like damping can reduce the degree of nonlinearity inherent in the friction
mechanism because of stick-slip phenomenon and the subsequent sudden change in the sign of
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the damper velocity, thereby eliminating undesirable consequences of high frequency
acceleration pulses resulted from this phenomenon during the operation of the damper. This new
type of solid-based seismic protective device whose energy dissipation mechanism is based on
the parallel actions of friction and eddy current damping is generally termed as Passive
Electromagnetic Eddy Current Friction Damper (PEMECFD). The potential cost of installation,
operation and maintenance of such a solid-based passive damper is expected to be lower than
that of a fluid-based passive damper of equivalent damping force capacity.

The main focus of this chapter is on the theoretical and analytical development of a
simple model of PEMECFDs in order to validate the idea that the parallel actions of friction and
eddy current damping can be efficient in improving the seismic performance of structures
through producing not only a larger but also a smoother hysteresis loop. Furthermore, the
developed analytical model can be also utilized to study large scale PEMECFDs with higher
damping force capacity. In the present work, it is also shown that there is an analogy between the
hysteresis behavior of the proposed damper and that of a passive Magnetorheological damper
(PMRD). Therefore, the performance of the proposed damper can be comparable to that of a
PMRD because of combination of friction force with eddy current damping force. This analogy
is helpful in understanding the capability of the damper in dissipating input seismic energy.

3.2. Mathematical Modeling of a Simple EMECFD
In this section, a simple dynamic model for the demonstration of the force-displacement
behavior of the proposed passive friction damper has been developed. Figures 3.1(a) and (b)
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illustrate the longitudinal cross-section and plan of the model, respectively. Figure 3.1(c) shows
an example of implementation of the damper on a small scale base-isolated braced frame.

Figure 3.1. Configuration of the proposed simple PEMECFD; (a) longitudinal cross-section, (b)
plan, and (c) an example of implementation of the damper on a small scale base-isolated braced
frame (schematic illustration).
As shown in the figure, this damper consists of two main parts: stator and rotor. The
stator, which is the stationary part and fixed to the base, includes a copper plate of dimensions
lc×wc×δc and a stainless steel sheet of dimensions ls×ws×δs, where ls=lc and ws=wc. Electric
conductivity and magnetic permeability of the copper plate are denoted by σc and μc,
respectively, and those of the stainless steel sheet by σs and μs, respectively. The rotor, which is
the moving part of the damper and is activated by the piston motion (Ud=piston displacement),
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includes a friction pad of thickness δf and two identical cuboidal PMs of dimensions lm×wm×hm.
These magnets are magnetized along the Z-axis with the remanent magnetization Mr, and are
placed in such a way that their like-poles are in the vicinity of each other while the lower PM
(i.e. PM1) is in contact with the friction pad and the upper PM (i.e. PM2) is separated from it
through an air gap of size δgZ along the Z-axis without any eccentricity along the X- and Y-axes.

As shown in Figure 3.1(a), each of the PMs is mounted inside an aluminum housing
fastened to the moving piston. The position of the upper PM can be changed (i.e. δgZ is variable)
by four adjustable screws shown in Figures 3.1(a) and (b). Therefore, the repulsive force
between the two PMs, and consequently, the normal force Nf can be varied by adjusting the
position of the upper PM. The position of the lower PM can be smoothly adjusted by the action
of four low-stiffness springs shown in Figure 3.1(a). The motion of the piston or rotor along the
X-axis may be provided by utilizing low-friction axial bearings sliding over two smooth rods in
parallel with the X-axis as shown in Figure 3.1(b). The size of contact surface of the friction pad
matches the XY cross-section of PMs. It should be noted that a pair of cuboidal PMs are used,
rather than a pair of cylindrical PMs, which is another type of frequently-used PM, due to the
fact that the former can produce a larger interaction force along the Z-axis compared to the latter
for a given volume and aspect ratio (Agashe and Arnold, 2008).

In this study, it is assumed that the friction pad and the stainless steel sheet are made of
non-magnetic materials (i.e. μf≃μ0 and μs≃μ0) so that they cannot interfere in the path of the
magnetic flux transferred to the copper plate. A similar assumption can be also made for the
materials used in the PMs housings and the piston. It is also assumed that the electrical
conductivity of stainless steel sheet is far less than that of the copper plate. Hence, induced eddy
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currents in steel sheets are weak enough to be neglected in the analytical formulation. It is
important to understand that the main purpose of the proposed simple PEMECFD in Figure 3.1 is
to validate this idea that the parallel action of friction and eddy current damping can be efficient
in improving the seismic performance of structures by producing not only a larger but also a
smoother hysteresis loop. The model, in fact, is the simplest model that could be used to develop
an analytical model for validating the idea of combining friction with eddy current damping but
yet, as it will be shown later, such a simple model is mathematically very involved.

The repulsive interaction between the two PMs produces the normal force Nf, and
consequently, the friction force Ff that acts between the friction pad and the stainless steel sheet,
as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The motion of the two PMs relative to the copper plate also generates
the eddy current damping force Fe that acts on the mass center of the two PMs. Figure 3.1, as
explained earlier, illustrates the mechanism of the transmission of these forces to the structure.
The details about generation of the eddy current damping will be presented later. The mechanism
of the damper is mathematically formulated by introducing two reference frames S: XYZ and Sʹ:
XʹYʹZʹ, called Laboratory Reference Frame (LRF) and Moving Reference Frame (MRF),
respectively, as shown in Figure 3.1(a). The LRF is defined as an inertial reference frame linked
to the laboratory while its origin is located at the center of the sliding surface. MRF is generally a
non-inertial reference frame linked to the magnetic sources moving with respect to the LRF. The
origin of MRF is positioned at the mass center of the lower PM. In this chapter, all physical
quantities involved in the model are presented with respect to the LRF except for calculation of
the eddy current damping force which is performed in the MRF, to simplify the modeling
process.
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3.2.1. Damper Force
The damper force Fd is calculated by adding the friction force Ff and the eddy current
damping force Fe (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a), which are determined based on the
mechanical and physical properties of the proposed configuration for the damper, as explained in
the following paragraphs.

Friction Force
Friction is an internal tangential reaction to relative sliding motion between two coarse
surfaces. This micro-scale phenomenon is physically the result of several different mechanisms,
all depending on the geometry, material property, displacement and relative velocity of the
contacting surfaces, and existence of lubrication (Olsson et al., 1998). The presence of these
complicated features in the nature of friction have made this phenomenon a highly non-linear
problem such that it is difficult to develop an accurate theoretical model for the friction force.
For this reason, substantial efforts have been put into modeling this involved phenomenon based
on empirical facts, leading to a large number of friction models which are generally classified
into two groups of static and dynamic models (Geffen, 2009; Olsson et al., 1998). The dynamic
friction models, such as Dahl (Dahl, 1968) and LuGre (Canudas de Wit et al., 1995), were
originally developed to compensate for friction in precision control systems. These hysteresis
models are the most accurate models in representing friction, specifically the LuGre model
which has been widely used in the technical literature because of its capability in taking account
of major aspects of friction such as breakaway force, frictional lag, Stribeck effect, and stick-slip
phenomenon (Olsson et al., 1998). Therefore, to ensure that such aspects are taken into account
in the analytical modeling of the proposed simple PEMECFD, LuGre friction model (Canudas de
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Wit et al., 1995) has been used to model the friction force. The standard version of this model
can be expressed into following form (Olsson et al., 1998),

Ff  f 0 Zf  f 1Z f

(3-1a)

where σf0 and σf1 are stiffness and damping coefficients, respectively, Zf is the internal state
variable which can be obtained by solving following nonlinear first-order differential equation at
each time-step,

 
Z f  U
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(3-1b)

where function g(U̇d) stands for Stribeck effect which is a small depression appearing in the
friction force-velocity curve at low velocities, as shown in Figure 3.2(c). This function is given
by,
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(3-1c)

where Ffsl=μfkNf is sliding friction and Ffst=μfsNf is sticking friction in which Nf is normal force,
μfsl and μfst are kinetic and static friction coefficients, respectively (μfst ≥ μfsl), s is a constant,
which usually takes a value equal to 2 (Olsson et al., 1998), and vfs is Stribeck velocity. The
value of this velocity should be small enough compared to the absolute maximum velocity of the
damper (i.e., vfs=0.01~0.1 m/s) to ensure that Stribeck effect takes place at low velocities.

Figure 3.2 shows the force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis loops of LuGre
friction model compared to those of Coulomb friction model used in (Amjadian and Agrawal,
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2017a, 2016a). These hysteresis loops match very well. These plots have been obtained for a
case of friction force opposing the motion of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model sliding
over a rough surface subjected to harmonic ground acceleration Ẍg=Agsin(ωt), as shown in
Figure 3.2(a). The parameters of the system are: M=10 kg (mass); ξn=5% (critical damping
ratio); ωn=π rad/s (natural frequency of the model); Ag= 0.35g (amplitude of the input
acceleration); ω=0.8π rad/s (frequency of the input excitation); σf0=106 N/m, σf1=10 N.s/m,
μfsl=0.250, μfst=0.275, s=2 and vfs=0.01 m/s.

Figure 3.2. Displacement and velocity hysteresis loops of LuGre friction model compared to
those of Coulomb friction model used in (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a) for a SDOF system
subjected to a harmonic ground acceleration; (a) SDOF system model, (b) force-displacement
hysteresis loop, and (c) force-velocity hysteresis loop.
Magnetic Flux Density

In order to determine the normal force Nf in the friction damper, it is necessary to first
calculate the magnetic flux density of the upper PM denoted by B2. This field quantity may be
calculated using the Equivalent Current Model (ECUM) in which a PM is reduced to
distributions of equivalent bound volume and bound surface currents with densities Jb2=∇×Mr2
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and Kb2=Mr2×n, respectively, in which n is the unit surface normal vector and Mr2=+MreZ is the
magnetization vector (Furlani, 2001). In this study, Jb2=0 because of uniform magnetization of
upper PM (i.e. Mr=const.), and as a result, the equivalent bound current flows only over the plane
surfaces of the PM, as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Analytical modeling of the upper PM for calculation its magnetic flux density
B2(X,Y,Z) at the point P(X,Y,Z) in the space.
It can be shown that B2 is given by following surface integral obtained from the solution
of magnetostatic form of Maxwell’s equations governing the magnetic field of the PM,

B2 

r  r0
0
dS0
K b2 
3

4 Sm
r  r0

(3-2)

in which r = XeX+YeY+ZeZ and r0 = X0eX+Y0eY+Z0eZ are the position vectors of field point P
and source point P0, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.3. This integral is evaluated over the
boundary surfaces surrounding the volume of the upper PM whose positions with respect to the
X-, Y-, and Z-axes are {Xc21, Xc22}, {Yc21, Yc22}, and {Zc21, Zc22}, respectively. The analytical
solution of this integral can be represented as (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a),
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where Br is the remanence of the upper PM defined as Br = μ0Mr, μ0 being the magnetic
permeability of vacuum = 4π×10-7 Tm/A, and functions bX(X,Y,Z), bY(X,Y,Z), and bZ(X,Y,Z)
are defined as (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a),
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(3-3b)

1

This closed-form expression is valid at all points of space either inside or outside of the
volume of PM, an advantage that is not seen in the Equivalent Charge Model (ECHM) frequently
used in the literature for the calculation of magnetic flux density of PMs (Aleksic, SVuckovic,
2010; Engel-Herbert and Hesjedal, 2005; Furlani, 2001).

Magnetic Interaction Force

In order to calculate the magnetic interaction force between the lower and upper PMs,
whose magnetizations are uniform, they are reduced to the equivalent bound surface currents
with destines Kb1=Mr1×n and Kb2=Mr2×n, respectively, where Mr1=−MreZ and Mr2=+MreZ, as
shown in Figure 3.4. The magnetic repulsive force Fm1 applied to the lower PM due to the
magnetic field of the upper PM B2 may be calculated using the Lorentz force law for conductive
continuous media in the electromagnetism (Furlani, 2001),
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Figure 3.4. Analytical model used to calculate the magnetic repulsive force applied to the lower
PM exposed to the magnetic field of the upper PM.

Fm1   K b1  B 2 ds
Sm1

(3-4)

The integral is carried out over the boundary surfaces surrounding the volume of lower
PM whose positions with respect to the X-, Y-, and Z-axes are {Xc11, Xc12}, {Yc11, Yc12}, and
{Zc11, Zc12}, respectively. It should be noted that the normal force is magnitude of the Zcomponent of Fm1 disregarding the weight of lower PM, i.e. Fm1z= NfeZ. Therefore, if we
substitute for B2 from Equations (3-3a) and (3-3b), the normal force Nf is given as,

Nf 
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(3-5a)

In Equation (3-5a), IZ1 and IZ2 are two integrals taken over the boundary surfaces of the
lower PM,
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(3-5b)

These double integrals are numerically solved using quad2d command in MATALB, as it is
tedious to find their analytical solutions. The X- and Y-component of Fm1 are zero due to the fact
that the identical PMs don’t have any offset in the XY plane.

Eddy Current Damping
Eddy current induction occurs when a conductor is exposed to a changing magnetic field.
These electric currents circulate through specific paths inside the conductor, similar to fluid
currents swirling around an obstacle. The changing magnetic field may either be attributed to the
relative motion between the conductor and a magnetic source or variation of the magnetic field
with time. The currents generated in the former case are called motional eddy currents and those
in the latter case are called transformer eddy currents (Graves et al., 2000).

In this chapter, we utilize motional eddy currents to create a braking force against the
motion of the lower and upper PMs relative to the copper plate. Figure 3.5(a) illustrates this
mechanism utilized in the simple PEMECFD. This figure is a three-dimensional (3D)
representation of Figure 3.1(a) including the PMs and the copper plate only. It illustrates the
eddy current damping in more detail. As pointed out earlier, it is preferable to formulize the eddy
current damping mechanism in the MRF in which the conductor is in motion but the magnetic
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sources are stationary. In the figure, the velocity of the copper plate is vʹc in the MRF (Sʹ: XʹYʹZʹ)
and is the same as the velocity of the PMs in the LRF (S: XYZ), but in the opposite direction, i.e.
vʹc=−vm. Furthermore, Bʹext is the magnetic flux density vector of PMs, Bʹind is the magnetic flux
density vector of induced eddy currents, and Jʹe is the volume density of the induced eddy
currents.

Figure 3.5. Illustration of eddy current damping mechanism utilized in the simple PEMECFD;
(a) 3D geometric configuration, (b) 3D details of the footprint of the lower PM used to calculate
Je(x,y), and (c) the mirror images created to satisfy the boundary condition of Jey(x,y=±wc/2)=0.
The relative motion between the PMs and the copper plate causes a change in the
magnetic flux of the PMs passing through the copper plate. This change induces the eddy
currents inside the copper plate in accordance with Faraday’s law of induction (Griffiths, 2014).
Magnetic field of these electric currents opposes the change made in the external magnetic flux
as per the Lenz’s law (Griffiths, 2014). To oppose the change, as the PMs move ahead with
respect to the copper plate, the direction of the induced magnetic field is in such a way that it
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attracts and repels the external magnetic field in the rear and front of PMs, respectively, as
shown in Figure 3.5(a). This mechanism produces a braking force denoted by Fʹe whose
direction is always against the relative motion between the PMs and the copper plate (Amjadian
and Agrawal, 2016a; Kriezis et al., 1992b).

Eddy Current Volume Density

In order to determine the magnitude of the eddy current damping force Fe, it is necessary
to first find the volume density of the eddy currents induced inside the copper plate (Amjadian
and Agrawal, 2016a). This field quantity may be calculated using the quasistatic form of
Maxwell’s equations for moving media with non-relativistic velocities, i.e. when vʹc/c→0
(Horibata, 1977), c is the velocity of electromagnetic waves. This special form of Maxwell’s
equations is valid at low frequencies when the wavelength of electromagnetic field propagating
with velocity of light is much longer than the dimensions of the region of interest, which is the
case in our eddy current damping problem (Larsson, 2006). In the other words, it can be assumed
that the electromagnetic field propagates with an infinite speed (c→∞) and any change in the
field is felt instantaneously across the region of interest (Furlani, 2001). Therefore, the
distribution of eddy currents in the MRF is governed by following system of field equations
(Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a),

  H  Je ,
B
  E 
0,
t 
   B  0 ,
  Je  0 ,
B  0 H ,
J e  c (E  vc  B) ,
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(3-6a)

(3-6b)
(3-6c)
(3-6d)
(3-6e)
(3-6f)

Here, Equations (3-6a)-(3-6c) represent quasi-static form of Maxwell’s equations
including Ampere’s law in Equation (3-6a), Faradays’ law of induction in Equation (3-6b), and
Gauss’s law for magnetism in Equation (3-6c). Equation (3-6d) is the continuity equation,
Equation (3-6e) is the constitutive relation for magnetic materials, and Equation (3-6f) is the
Ohm’s law for moving conductors.

In equations above, Hʹ is magnetic field intensity (A/m) and Eʹ is electric field intensity
(V/m). Other parameters in these equations have defined earlier. It should be clarified that the
MRF is generally non-inertial due the fact that the magnetic sources attached to the damper rotor
are likely accelerated during the vibration. Although the form that the field equations take in a
non-inertial reference frame would be generally different and complicated, it can be proved that
the original form of these equations, as presented above, is valid in all rigid inertial and noninertial reference frames while dealing with low frequency electromagnetic fields (Kurz et al.,
2004). It should also be noticed that Bʹ is a total field quantity, that is, it is summation of both the
external and induced magnetic flux densities, i.e. Bʹ=Bʹext+Bʹind (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a).
This induced magnetic field is a reaction to the external magnetic field and perturbs it during the
motion of rotor. In order to develop an approximate analytical solution, the extent of this
perturbation is quantified by introducing a dimensionless number called magnetic Reynolds
number defined as (Davidson, 2001; Woodson and Melcher, 1990),

Rm 

lv
,


(3-7)

in which l is the characteristic length scale, v is the characteristic velocity, and η=1/σcμc is called
the magnetic diffusivity (Davidson, 2001; Zec et al., 2013). There is no a general rule to define l
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and v in an eddy current damping problem. However, in this chapter, it is assumed that l=δc/2
and v=max(|vʹc|) which is the maximum velocity of copper plate in the MRF. This velocity
represents the maximum velocity of the damper during its action in a seismic event in the LRF.
These choices are appropriate for studying common eddy current problems and have been also
recommended in other studies (Uhlig et al., 2012; Zec et al., 2013).

The exact mathematical treatment of eddy current damping is quite involved. However,
an approximate solution may be accomplished by making following underlying assumptions
from reference (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a):

Assumption (i): It is assumed that the induced magnetic field is so weak compared to the
external magnetic field that it can be neglected, i.e., Bʹ≃Bʹext. This assumption is valid as long as
Rm≪1 and the skin effect is negligible, implying that the copper plate should be relatively thin
while moving with a low velocity in the MRF (Uhlig et al., 2012; Zec et al., 2013). In such a
condition, the distribution of external magnetic field inside the copper plate is governed by a
diffusion process. In other words, the magnetic field of PMs can easily penetrate into the depth
of copper plate with lowest extent of perturbation due to the induced magnetic field (Amjadian
and Agrawal, 2016a).

Assumption (ii): It is assumed that the external magnetic field is uniform inside the footprint of
the lower PM, while it is zero outside of this region, as shown in Figure 3.5(a). Therefore, the
total magnetic flux density vector may be defined as,
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where Bʹavg is the average value of the magnitude of the resultant vector of magnetic flux
densities of the lower and upper PMs taken over the volume of footprint given as,
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where Vfp=lmwmδc is the volume of the footprint, {Xʹfp1, Xʹfp2}, {Yʹfp1, Yʹfp2}, and {Zʹfp1, Zʹfp2}
are the positions of the plane surfaces of the footprint volume with respect to the Xʹ, Yʹ, and Zʹ
axes, respectively, defined as Xʹfp1=−lm/2, Xʹfp2=+lm/2, Yʹfp1=−wm/2, Yʹfp2=+wm/2, Zʹfp1=−hm/2−(
δf+δs+δc), and Zʹfp2= Zʹfp1+δc.

Assumption (iii): It is assumed that the copper plate is theoretically infinite in XʹYʹ plane. It
means that its length and width are much larger than the corresponding dimensions of lower and
upper PMs.
Assumption (iv): It is assumed that the copper plate is very thin, i.e. δc/lc≪1 and δc/wc≪1.
The assumption (i) allows us to drop Equation (3-6a) and Equation (3-6e) from the field
equations. Furthermore, as a result of this assumption, Equation (3-6c) is spontaneously satisfied.
Equation (3-6d), which represents the law of free-charge conservation, indicates that Jʹe is a
solenoidal (divergence-free) vector field, and consequently it can be expressed by the curl of
another vector field (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a; Furlani, 2001),

J e    T
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(3-10)

where Tʹ is called the electric potential vector. If we substitute this relation for Jʹe into Equation
(3-6f) and take the curl of the left and right-hand sides of the resultant equation, and then use
Equation (3-6b), considering the fact that its time derivative term vanishes because of the timeindependency of magnetic field of PMs, we get,

    T  c  ( vc  B)

(3-11)

If we apply following vector identity to the left-hand side of above equation,

    a   2a  (  a)

(3-12)

and then impose the Coulomb gauge on the divergence of Tʹ (i.e. ∇ʹ•Tʹ=0) according to the
Helmholtz theory in the vector calculus (Griffiths, 2014), following equation is finally obtained,

2 T  c  ( vc  B)

(3-13)

This is a vector Poisson’s equation that governs the distribution of eddy currents induced
inside the copper plate due to its motion relative to the lower and upper PMs. Exact analytical
solution of this equation is beyond the scope of this research because not only its left-hand side
includes a three dimensional Laplacian operator, but also its right-hand side includes the source
term vʹc×Bʹ, which varies with spatial coordinates (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a). Therefore,
we seek to simplify this equation further using the assumptions made earlier.

If we use the assumption (ii), the source term in Equation (3-13) can be simplified as

vʹc×Bʹ=−vʹcBʹavgeʹY inside the footprint, and as a result Equation (3-13) can be written into
following form in this region,
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where the source term is now a uniform function. This equation in the present form is analogous
to the vector Poisson’s equation that is used in the Equivalent Current Model (ECUM) for the
analysis of magnetic field of a PM with the uniform magnetization vector Mʹrfm=−(Bʹavg/μ0)eʹY
and a cross-section identical to that of the footprint on the XʹYʹ plane. Furthermore, the mass
center of this fictitious PM is located at the centroid of the footprint, while it is surrounded by an
infinite air domain. In this analogy, the volume density of induced eddy currents is numerically
related to the magnetic flux density of the fictitious PM by the following equation (Amjadian and
Agrawal, 2016a),

Je  c vc Bfm

(3-15)

This analogy is complete if the same boundary conditions are also imposed on the both
quantities, that is, the values of Jʹe and Bʹfm have to be vanished at the boundaries of the copper
plate and the air surrounding the fictitious PM, respectively (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a).
Although this is true for Bʹfm, as the boundaries of the air domain are extended to the infinity, it
is not the case for the copper plate with finite dimensions. It should be also kept in mind that
matching the boundary conditions of these two problems is not possible in a 3D space because
the copper plate has a finite thickness even though its plane can be extended to the infinity along
the Xʹ- and Yʹ-axes. The only way to match them is to assume that the copper plate is an infinite
sheet in XʹYʹ plane with a very thin thickness along the Zʹ-axis, as stated in the assumptions (iii)
and (iv). In fact, the assumption (iv) implies that the eddy currents are flowing in the plane of the
copper plate while the normal component of their volume density vector is zero, i.e., Jʹez=0. This
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implies that Bʹfmz=0 (See Equation (3-15)), which is possible if the fictitious PM is infinite along
the Zʹ-axis, implying that Equation (3-14) has to be solved in the XʹYʹ plane as a 2D problem. In
order to solve Equation (3-14) in 2D space, it is more convenient to define the coordinate system
s:xyz whose orientation is identical to that of Sʹ:XʹYʹZʹ, while its origin is located at the centroid
of the footprint, as shown in Figure 3.5(b). This coordinate system is fixed to the MRF and is
instantly moving with the lower and upper PMs. Therefore, in the following, we present the field
quantities with respect to s:xyz and drop the prime sign from the notations. Figure 3.5(b)
presents the details of this analogy. It is observed that the fictitious PM is reduced to two infinite
current sheets of width wm in parallel with the yz-plane and located at x0=−lm/2 and x0=+lm/2. As
it can be seen, the surface densities of these currents are Kbfm1=−(Bavg/μ0)ez and

Kbfm2=+(Bavg/μ0)ez, respectively, in which the value of Bavg is given by Equation (3-9).

If we calculate the magnetic flux density of the fictitious PM using Equation (3-2) and
apply Equation (3-15), the volume density of eddy currents induced inside the copper plate is
given by following relation in the xyz coordinate system (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a),

J ei  

r  r0
1
dS0
c vc Bavg  (e y  n) 
3
4
r  r0
Sfm

(3-16)

where subscript i stands for an infinite copper plate used in (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a),
r=xex+yey and r0=x0ex+y0ey are the position vectors of the field point P and the source point P0,
respectively, as shown in Figure 3.5(b). This integral is carried out over the surfaces of the
fictitious PM with the unit normal vector n. Although this equation was obtained for cuboidal
PMs, it can be also used for other shapes. To the best of author’s knowledge, this is the first time
that a straightforward formulation is proposed to find a distribution function for eddy currents
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induced within an infinite thin conductor due to the motion of a PM with an arbitrary crosssection. After calculating this integral in our problem, Jei is given as,

J ei  J eix (x, y)e x  J eix (x, y)e y

(3-17a)

in which functions Jeix(x,y) and Jeiy(x,y) are defined as,
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The details of this solution are presented in Appendix A. It can be shown that this closedform solution leads to the results identical to those obtained by Heald (1998) (Heald, 1988) for a
given problem, who was the first one to use Equivalent Charge Model (ECHM) to solve this type
of eddy current damping problem. However, it is worth mentioning that the solution presented in
this work is more straightforward because it is valid at all points on the plane of the infinite thin
conductor either inside or outside of the footprint, an advantage that is not observed in solutions
developed based on the ECHM (Bae et al., 2005; Heald, 1988; Lee and Park, 2001; Vidaurre et
al., 2008; Zuo et al., 2011).

Eddy Current Damping Force: Infinite Copper Plate

Using the solution of Jei discussed in the previous section, the eddy current damping force in the
MRF can be calculated using Lorentz’s force formula as follows (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a;
Furlani, 2001),
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Fei   J ei  Bd
fp

(3-18)

This triple integral is taken over the volume of the footprint. If we substitute for Jʹei from
Equation (3-17a) in which x≡Xʹ and y≡Yʹ, and for Bʹ from Equation (3-8), we obtain,

Yfp 2 X fp 2
Yfp 2 X fp 2




Fei   Bavg c   JeY dXdY  eX    Bavg c   JeX dXdY  eY




 X fp1

 X fp1
Yfp1
Yfp1





(3-19)

where the upper and lower limits of integrals have been defined earlier in Equation (3-9). The
second integral is zero because JʹeiX(Xʹ,Yʹ) is odd over the surface of the footprint, as a result,
FʹeY=0 and Fʹei=FʹeiXeʹX. However, we are interested in the force expressed in the LRF, that is,
Fei=−Fʹei. After calculating the analytical solution of the first integral in Equation (3-19), the
eddy current dumping force in the LRF is given as,

 e
Fei  Cei U
d X

(3-20a)

where Cei is the eddy current damping ratio defined as,
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1  1
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(3-20b)

In Equation (3-20b), Am is the area of the PMs cross-section, and βm is the area aspect
ratio of the PMs defined as βm=lm/wm. It is important to realize that Bʹavg is also a function of
geometry of the PMs and size of the air gap. The details of this deduction are presented in
Appendix A. The damping force formula in Equation (3-20) is similar to the formulas derived by
other researchers (Bae et al., 2005; Heald, 1988; Schieber, 1975; Zuo et al., 2011), although we
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used a different form of eddy current distribution function in Equation (3-17). It is important to
mention that the eddy current damping force is proportional to the velocity of damper and is in
the direction opposing the motion of the piston, thereby showing a behavior similar to the force
in linear viscous dampers.

Eddy Current Damping Force: Finite Width Copper Plate

Uniform paths of induced eddy currents become distorted as the PMs move in close
proximity to the edges of the copper plate at X=±lc/2 and Y=±wc/2. This phenomenon, known as
edge-effect, results in the reduction of the eddy current damping, which is not desirable for the

purpose of energy dissipation (Sodano et al., 2006). Therefore, the length lc and the width wc of
the copper plate have to be large enough compared to the corresponding dimensions of the PMs
to ensure that the induced eddy currents are uninterruptedly distributed within the copper plate.
Although it is reasonable to assume that the length of the copper plate is theoretically infinite to
accommodate the motion of the PMs along the X-axis, the width of the copper plate must be
finite even though with a size much larger than the widths of the PMs. Therefore, it is necessary
to improve the assumption (iii) and modify Equations (3-17) and (3-20) for a copper plate with
finite width.

The finiteness of the width of the copper plate can be taken into account by imposing the
boundary condition of zero normal current (Jn=0) on the lateral edges of the copper plate, i.e.
Jefy(x,y=±wc/2)=0. This boundary condition can be fulfilled using the method of images (Bae et
al., 2005; Schieber, 1972). In this method, first, a series of mirror images of the finite width
copper plate and the moving PMs are created relative to the edges of the copper plate at
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Y=±wc/2, as shown in Figure 3.5(c). Second, the y-component of the eddy currents caused by
these images are calculated using Equation (3-17b) and then added to Jeiy(x,y) for the infinite
copper plate. The result will be the y-component of volume density vector of eddy currents
induced within the finite width copper plate as follows,

J efy (x,y)  J eiy (x,y) 

N img

 ( 1) [J
n 1

n

eiyn 

(x,y)  J eiyn  (x,y)]

(3-21a)

where the subscript f stands for the finite width copper plate, Nimg is number of images, Jeiyn-(x,y)
and Jeiyn+(x,y) are the eddy currents of the n-th image projected at y=−nwc and y=+nwc,
respectively, defined as,

J eiyn  (x,y)  J eiy (x,y  nwc )
J eiyn  (x,y)  J eiy (x,y  nwc )

(3-21b)

Therefore, both x and y components of volume density of eddy currents induced within
the copper plate with an infinite length (lc → ∞) and the finite width wc are calculated as follows,

J efx (x,y)  J eix (x,y)
J efy (x,y) 
j
k
2
2
2 N img
1
i  j n
1  2y  ( 1) wm  ( 1) 2nwc 
J eiy (x,y) 
tan 
c v c Bavg   ( 1)

2
2x  ( 1)i l m
i 1 j 1 k 1 n 1



(3-21c)

It should be noted that Jefy(x,y=±wc/2) → 0 as Nimg → ∞. The eddy current force and
damping ratio for the finite width copper plate can be calculated by substituting
Jʹef=JʹefX(Xʹ,Yʹ)eʹX+JʹefY(Xʹ,Yʹ)eʹY (Note that, Xʹ≡x and Yʹ≡y) for the eddy current density term
in Equation (3-18) and then by solving the resultant triple integral over the volume of the
footprint, as follows,
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 e
Fef  Cef U
d X

(3-22a)
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In Equation (3-22b), Λm is an integral function defined as,
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where γcY=0.5(wc/wm-1), which is a ratio representing the free space between the edges of the
PMs and the edges of the copper plate along the Y-axis.
3.2.2. Damper Force Optimization

In this section, an optimization study is carried out to investigate the effects of sizes of
PMs and the copper plate on the damping force of proposed simple PEMECFD damper. The
results of the study can be also used to find the optimum size of the damper that causes
maximum damping force for a given volume of the materials used.

Friction Force Optimization

To find the effects of the size of the PMs on the normal force, we can write Equation (35) into following dimensionless form,

2

1
3
Nf 
Vm B2r f Z ( mX ,  mY , gZ )
16 0
hm

(3-24)

where αmX=lm/hm and αmY=wm/hm are volume aspect ratios of one single PM along the Xʹ and Yʹ
axes, Vm is volume of one single PM, and fZ is a dimensionless function depending on
geometries of the PMs and size of the air gap δgZ. In this equation, hm is related to αmX, αmY, and
Vm through the elementary geometry, hm=[Vm/(αmXαmY)]1/3. Furthermore, it is assumed that
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Vm=2 in3 and Br=1.2 T, which are common values for relatively strong neodymium PMs
available commercially.

Figure 3.6. Results of the optimization study: (a-f) maximum normal force of a pair cuboidal
PMs of rectangular cross-section versus αmX and αmY for δgZ=1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 mm,
assuming that Vm=2 in3 and Br=1.2 T.
Figures 3.6(a)-(f) show the variation of Nf with αmX and αmY for δgZ=1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and
50 mm. It should be mentioned that gaps less than 1 mm are not practically achievable. Hence,
the minimum size of the air gap is fixed at 1 mm. It is observed that when the size of the air gap
is very small (e.g. δgZ=1 mm), the maximum normal force is achieved using cuboidal PMs with
narrow rectangular cross-sections. However, when size of the air gap is large (e.g. δgZ=50 mm),
this force can by produced by cuboidal PMs with wide square cross-sections. Although cuboidal
PMs with narrow rectangular cross-sections cause the highest value of the friction force, they
may not be appropriate for producing the eddy current damping force because of practical
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limitations. For example, as it will be explained later, they cause increase in the size of the
copper plate. Therefore, it is more appropriate if we use cuboidal PMs with square cross-sections
in which αmX=αmY=αm. These PMs also produce the highest normal force at large air gaps (i.e.
δgZ≥10 mm).

Figure 3.7. Results of the optimization study for Br=1.2 T and δgZ=1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 mm:
(a) maximum normal force of a pair cuboidal PMs of square cross-section versus αm, assuming
that Vm=2 in3 and, (b) the eddy current damping ratio of the infinite copper plate versus βm,
assuming that Am=4 in2 and hm=0.5 in, and (c) the eddy current damping ratio of the finite width
copper plate versus γcY , assuming that lm=wm=2 in and hm=0.5 in.
Figure 3.7(a) shows variation of the normal force between a pair of cuboidal PMs of
square cross-sections with αm for δgZ=1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 mm. It is seen that the maximum
normal force occurs for a αm in the range of 2.1-3.4 for different sizes of the air gap considered.
In the case of δgZ=1 mm, a pair of PMs of dimensions lm=1.663 in, wm=1.663 in, hm=0.723 in
(αm=2.3) cause the largest possible normal force (i.e. Nfmax=457.577 N). However, unfortunately,
a PM with these dimensions is not available commercially. As demonstrated in Figure 3.7(a),
αm=4.0 results in a pair of PMs of standard dimensions lm=2 in, wm=2 in, hm=0.5 in, which
produce a normal force as high as 431.054 N for δgZ=1 mm, which is only 6% less than the
largest normal force. These PMs also cause Nf=17.725 N for δgZ=50 mm.
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Eddy Current Damping Force Optimization

As described previously, the copper plate is considered to have an infinite length along
the X-axis (i.e. lc → ∞), while it has a finite width along the Y-axis and a very thin thickness
along the Z-axis (i.e. δc/lc → 0).

First, according to the assumption (ii), thickness of the copper plate should be small
enough so that the magnetic Reynolds number takes a small value. If we put σc=58.58×106 S/m,
μc≃μ0=4π×10-7 Tm/A, 2l=δc=0.25 in, and v=max(|U̇d|)≃0.5 m/s (which is a quite high velocity
for seismic dampers under moderate to high earthquakes) into Equation (3-7), we obtain Rm≃0.1,
which is significantly smaller than 1.0. Therefore, δc=0.25 in may be an appropriate size for the
thickness of the copper plate. Now, we can use Equation (3-20b) to find the effects of sizes of the
PMs on the eddy current damping ratio caused by the infinite copper plate. In this equation, it is
assumed that Am=4 in2, hm=0.5 in, δs=0.0625 in, and δf=0.15625 in, while other parameters are
kept to values introduced earlier. Figure 3.7(b) shows variation of Cei with βm for δgZ=1, 2, 5, 10,
20, and 50 mm. It is observed that the eddy current damping ratio decreases with a decrease in
the size of air gap because of the repulsive interaction between magnetic fields of PMs.
Furthermore, the maximum eddy current damping ratio occurs for a βm in the range of 2.0-3.0 for
different sizes of the air gap used. In the case δgZ=50 mm, a pair of PMs of dimensions lm=1.095
in, wm=3.651 in, hm=0.5 in causes the largest possible eddy current damping ratio, i.e. βm=0.3
and Ceimax=18.749 N.s/m. It should be noted that lm is the length of the side which is parallel to
the direction of motion. As shown in Figure 3.7(b), in the case of a pair of cuboidal PMs with
square cross-sections (i.e. βm=1, or lm=wm=2 in), we obtain Cei=13.665 N.s/m for δgZ=50 mm,
which is approximately 27 % less than the largest eddy current damping ratio. These PMs result
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in Cei=4.965 N.s/m for δgZ=1 mm. Finally, it is of interest to estimate the width of the copper
plate using Equation (3-22b). Figure 7(c) presents variation of Cef with γcY for δgZ=1, 2, 5, 10, 20,
and 50 mm when βm=1, hm=0.5, Nimg=50. It can be seen that the eddy current damping ratio
increases with increase in the width of the copper plate represented by γcY. If we assume that
γcY=1, implying that wc=6 in, we get Cef=4.676 N.s/m for δgZ=1 mm and Cef=12.874 N.s/m for
δgZ=50 mm which are approximately just 6% less than the corresponding values obtained for the
infinite copper plate.

Second, it should be noted that although the length of copper plate is assumed to be
theoretically infinite, its real physical length is finite. The real physical length of the copper plate
was estimated roughly in (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a). However, it is necessary to make a
more accurate estimation on this length. This finite length can be identified through a 2D finite
element (FE) model of the problem in COMSOL multiphysics software (COMSOL v.4.4, 2013).

Figure 3.8(a) shows the schematic drawing of this model in which both the lower and
upper PMs (lm=2 in, wm=∞, and hm=0.5 in) are moving with the constant velocity vm=0.5 m/s
relative to the copper plate in the direction of the X-axis. In this figure, X0=−Δs is the initial
position of the PMs, Δs is the damper stroke with a value of 2 in (i.e. Xmax=Δs=2 in), and
Δc=γcXlm is the free distance between the edges of the copper plate at X=±lc/2 and the
corresponding edges of PMs at X=±Δs. The relationship between the length of the copper plate
and the lengths of the PMs is lc/lm=3+2γcX. It should be noted that components of the model,
including the copper plate, the lower and upper PMs, and the surrounding air are infinite along
the Y-axis. The value of Ce when the PMs are in the middle of the copper plate (i.e. X=0) is
different than that when the PMs reach their maximum displacement (i.e. X=Δs) because of the
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edge-effect phenomena. In this analysis, we seek to find the minimum length of the copper plate

required to eliminate this effect.

Figure 3.8. Edge-effect study, (a) 2D model of the problem, and (b) 2D FE model of the problem
in COMSOL multiphysics software including details of the meshing and Je(X,Z) when γcX=0,
δgZ=1 mm, and X=0.
This problem can be modeled using the Moving Mesh technique in COMSOL
multiphysics software, and can be quantified using an edge-effect ratio defined as
λe=Ce(X=0)/Ce(X=∆s). Figure 3.8(b) shows that the distribution of the induced eddy current
inside the conductor domain due to the motion of the PMs generated Jemax=5.5 MA/m2 when
γcX=0 (i.e. lc=3lm), δgZ=1 mm, and X=0. Figure 3.9(a) presents the variation of λe with γcX for
δgZ=1 and 50 mm. It is seen that when γcX=1.5, the length of the copper plate (i.e. lc=6lm=12 in)
is long enough to disregard the edge-effect phenomenon in our calculation. For the sake of
clarification, we compare variation of Ce due to motion of PMs in the case of γcX=0 with the case
of γcX=1.5 for δgZ=1 mm, as shown in Figures 3.9(b) and (c), respectively. It is clear that lc=12 in
is an appropriate length for the copper plate. However, if we conservatively add 2 in tolerance to
each end of the copper plate, the design length of the copper plate is lc=16 in.
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Figure 3.9. Edge-effect study, (a) edge-effect ratio versus γcX, and variation of Ce with motion of
the PMs along the X-axis when (b) γcx=0, δgZ=1 mm, and λe=0.808, and (c) γcx=1.5, δgZ=1 mm,
and λe=0.999.
3.2.3. Numerical Verification

In this section, a 3D FE model of the problem is created in COMSOL multiphysics
software (COMSOL v.4.4, 2013) in order to verify the analytical formulas developed to calculate
the normal force and the eddy current damping ratio presented in Equations (3-5) and (3-22b),
respectively. In this model, the PMs have dimensions of 2 in×2 in×0.5 in and the copper plate
has dimensions of 16 in×6 in×0.25 in. At each time-step of the transient analysis, the mass
centers of PMs are aligned with the mass center of the copper plate while moving with the
constant velocity vm along the X-axis. This technique is correct as long as the copper plate is
long enough along the X-axis (i.e. lc=16 in).

Figures 3.10(a-b) show meshing details and distribution of the induced eddy current
inside the conductor domain due to the motion of PMs with vc=0.5 m/s and δgZ=50 mm, which
causes Jemax=3.5 MA/m2 and Cef=10.9 N.s/m. Figure 3.10(c) shows the variation of Nf with δgZ. It
is seen that the results of the analytical formula in Equation (3-5) are in good agreement with the
FE model results. Figure 3.10(d) shows the variation of Cef with δgZ. It is observed that the results
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from analytical method in Equation (3-22b) are slightly larger than those from the FE model.
This is due to the assumptions made to simplify the analytical solution, particularly, the
assumption (ii) in which we assumed that the magnetic fields of PMs are entirely focused at the
footprint of the lower PM. It is noted that the error is more noticeable at larger air gaps, i.e. 18.5
% for δgZ=50 mm, compared to smaller air gaps, i.e. 15 % for δgZ=1 mm. When two PMs are
close to each other at the smaller air gaps, the focus of their resultant magnetic field at the
footprint is sharper, which is more aligned with the assumption (ii). Therefore, the proposed
analytical model overestimates the value of eddy current damping.

Figure 3.10. Numerical verification of the analytical model developed for the simple PEMECFD,
(a,b) 3D FE model of the problem in COMSOL showing Je(X,Y,Z) when vc=0.5 m/s and δgZ=50
mm, (c) variation of Nf with δgZ, and (d) variation of Cef with δgZ, compared to the results of FE
model.
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The normal force and the eddy current damping ratio of the proposed simple PEMECFD
are proportional to the dimensions of the PMs, as can be seen from Equations (3-22) and (3-24).
Therefore, from theoretical perspective, the dimensions of the PMs used in the damper can be
scaled up to produce a stronger magnetic field (i.e. Bʹext) and consequently a larger damping
force. However, from practical perspective, the scalability of the PMs is limited because of
commercial unavailability of these large PMs required to produce such a large damping force
and the difficulty in handling these large PMs during manufacturing of the dampers, even if these
PMs are commercially available. Instead of using two large size PMs alone, it is more efficient to
use two special arrangements of small size cubic PMs as lower and the upper PMs shown in
Figure 3.1. These planar arrays, such as linear Halbach array or Patchwork array (Robertson et
al., 2010), may be helpful in strengthening the magnetic field of the PMs, and consequently, in
enhancing the damping force of the damper. The analytical model presented for the two PMs in
this chapter can be used as a basis to model and design such a high capacity PEMECFD. The
design and numerical modeling of such a large scale PEMECFD requires extensive finite
element analysis in COMSOL multiphysics software (COMSOL v.4.4, 2013). This work is
beyond the scope of this research and will be the subject of future research.

3.3. Passive Control of a 2DOF Base-Isolated Model

One of the main objectives of passive damping devices is to supplement seismic isolators
with higher energy dissipation capacity to limit the displacement of base-isolated buildings.
However, inter-story drifts and accelerations of superstructure may unfavorably increase because
of the increase in the damping of seismic isolators (Naeim and Kelly, 2000). The proposed
simple PEMECFD is implemented on a 2DOF base-isolated model in order to evaluate its
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efficiency in improving seismic performance of base-isolated buildings. This model is shown in
Figure 3.11(a). It is assumed that both the superstructure and the isolation bearings (i.e. lowdamping rubber bearings) remain linear during seismic excitations. The equation of motion of
this system is given as,

  CU
  KU  MΓ
MU
x g  ΛFd

(3-25a)

where U={xb xs}T is the displacement vector of the model in which xb is the displacement of the
base floor and xs is the displacement of the superstructure; ẍg is the ground acceleration; Fd is the
damper force; M is the mass matrix; C is the damping matrix; K is the stiffness matrix; Γ is the
ground acceleration influence vector; and Λ is the damper force influence vector. These matrices
are defined as,
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where mb is the mass of the base floor, ms is the mass of the superstructure, cb and kb are
damping and stiffness of the isolation system, respectively, and cs and ks are the damping and
stiffness of the superstructure, respectively. The damping and stiffness terms in Equation (3-25b)
are defined as follows,

c b  2 b (m b  ms )b , k b  (m b  ms )b2 , cs  2s ms s , k s  ms s2

(3-25c)

where ξb and ωb are the critical damping ratio and natural frequency of the isolation system and
ξs and ωs are the critical damping ratio and natural frequency of the superstructure.
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To correlate seismic response of the 2DOF base-isolated model to the force capacity of
the proposed simple PEMECFD, which is considered to be below 50 N, the values of the
parameters of this model in Equation (3-25c) have been calculated such that they represent a
small-scale model of the two story base-isolated prototype used by Ramallo et al. (2002) to study
smart base isolation systems (Ramallo et al., 2002). The length, time and mass scales of the
model have been assumed to be Sl=1/5, St=1/3, and Sm=1/1000, respectively, where S ≡
Prototype/Model. The values of the dynamic parameters of the model and the prototype are
presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Parameters of the simple PEMECFD, MRD, and the 2DOF base-isolated model
Proposed Simple PEMECFD
2DOF Base-Isolated Model
PMRD
Friction
Eddy Current Damping
Modela
Prototype
6
σf0
10 N/m
lm
2.0 in
Cmra
3.02 N.s/m
ms
29.485 kg
ms
29485 kg
σf1
10 N.s/m
wm
2.0 in
Cmrb
2.00 N.s/m.V
ωs
62.832 rad/s
ωs
20.944b rad/s
μfsl
0.250
hm
0.5 in
αsa
2730 N/m
ξs
0.02
ξs
0.02
μfst
0.275
lc
16.0 in
αsb
2650 N/m.V
mb
6.8 kg
mb
6800 kg
vfs
0.01 m/s
wc
6.0 in
As
120
ωb
7.540 rad/s
ωb
2.513b rad/s
s
2
δc
0.25 in
βs
30000 1/m
ξb
0.02
ξb
0.02
δs
0.0625 in
γs
30000 1/m
δf
0.15625 in
ηs
80 1/s
δgZ
1 mm ~ 50 mm
n
1
v
0V~4V
σc
58.58 106 S/m
μc
4π 10 7 Tm/A
1.2 T
Br
a. The scale factors of the model are Sl=1/5, St=1/3, and Sm=1/1000 for length, time, and mass, respectively. The
corresponding similitude relations can be found in Yoshioka et al. (2002) (Yoshioka et al., 2002).
b. The values of ωs and ωb in the prototype correspond to Ts=0.3 s and Tb=2.5 s, respectively.

The effectiveness of the proposed simple PEMECFD has been evaluated by defining the
following four evaluation criteria:

Criteria (i) Absolute maximum displacement of the base floor normalized by the corresponding

displacement of the base floor without damper (uncontrolled case),
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J1 

max x b (t)
max x 0b (t)

,

(3-26a)

Criteria (ii) Absolute maximum acceleration (absolute) of the base floor normalized by the

corresponding acceleration of the base floor without damper,

J2 

max 
x b (t)  
x g (t)
max 
x 0b (t)  
x g (t)

,

(3-26b)

Criteria (iii) Absolute maximum inter-story drift of the superstructure normalized by the

corresponding drift of the superstructure without damper,

J3 

max x s (t)  x b (t)
max x s0 (t)  x 0b (t)

,

(3-26c)

Criteria (iv) Absolute maximum acceleration (absolute) of the superstructure normalized by the

corresponding acceleration of the superstructure without damper,

J4 

max 
x s (t)  
x g (t)
max 
x s0 (t)  
x g (t)

.

(3-26d)

The small values of these evaluation criteria are generally more favorable. In the previous
works (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a), it was shown that the proposed simple PEMECFD,
consisting of an infinite copper plate, has a higher capability to reduce the displacement response
compared to a passive linear viscous damper (PLVD) of same force capacity. In this work, the
performance of the proposed damper is compared with a passive Magnetorheological damper
(PMRD) of same force capacity. The force model of the proposed simple PEMECFD is given as,
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 F
Fd  Cef U
d
f

(3-27)

where Cef and Ff are obtained from Equations (3-22) and (3-1), respectively. The parameters of
the proposed simple PEMECFD and their values have been summarized in Table 3.1. The
stiffness coefficient σf0 must be very large to ensure a sudden transformation from the sticking
phase to the sliding phase, and vice versa (See Figure 3.14(d)) (Canudas de Wit et al., 1995). In
this work, the value of this parameter is set to 106 N/m. The values larger than this limit cause
problem in convergence of the numerical integration even for a time step size as small as
△t=10−4 s. The damping coefficient σf1 is assumed to be 10 N.s/m (See Table 3.1). The sizes of

the PMs and the copper plate are based on the optimization study carried out in the previous
section. The force model of the PMRD is expressed as (Yi et al., 2001),

  Z,
Fd  C mr U
d
s
  [   sgn(U
 Z)] | Z |n U
 ,
Z  A s U
d
s
s
d
d

(3-28a)

where Cmr is the damping ratio; αs is the pseudo-stiffness ratio; and As, βs, γs, and n are the
parameters that control the shape and the size of the hysteretic loop of the damper (Yi et al.,
2001). In this model, Cmr and αs are varied by the command voltage v through following linear
relations,

Cmr  Cmra  C mrb u ,
s  sa  sb u ,
u  s (u  v) ,

(3-28b)

where Cmra, Cmrb, αsa , αsb and ηs are constant parameters. The parameters of the PMRD and their
values have also been presented in Table 3.1. These values correspond to a MR damper tested by
Yi et al. (2001) with a maximum force of approximately 29 N at the maximum command voltage
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of vmax=4 V subjected to a harmonic displacement input (Yi et al., 2001). A comparison between
the performance of the proposed simple PEMECFD and that of the PMRD has been made
because of analogous dynamic behavior of these two dampers. The friction part of the proposed
simple PEMECFD resembles the shear behavior of the MR fluid during both pre-yield and postyield phases. Furthermore, the phenomenon of break-away force (Olsson et al., 1998) in the
beginning of the sliding phase in the friction force is similar to the phenomenon of force
overshoot, which is sometimes observed in MRDs in the beginning of their post-yield phase
because of sticking in the MR fluid (Weber et al., 2005). The eddy current damping part of the
proposed passive damper has a behavior similar to the viscosity of the MR fluid. The focus of
this work is only on the passive mode of the MRD despite the fact that this type of damper is
often considered as a semi-active damper due to its controllable nature. The dynamic behavior of
a MRD is captured better in its passive mode than in its semi-active mode since the dynamic
behavior of a semi-active MRD (SMRD) is affected not only by the properties of the MR fluid
itself, but also by the control algorithm (Spencer et al., 1997).

By implementing the equation of motion (i.e. Equation (3-25)) in MATLAB R2015a
(“MATLAB,” 2015), the 2DOF base-isolated model has been analyzed under three ground
acceleration components recorded during (1) 1971 San-Fernando, (2) 1995 Kobe, and (3) 1985
Loma Prieta earthquakes with PGAs (Peak Ground Accelerations) of 1.226g, 0.821g and 0.644g,
respectively. In conformity with the similitude requirements mentioned earlier, the amplitudes
and the time axes of these ground motion records have been scaled by the acceleration and the
time scale factors of Sa=Sl/St2=9/5 and St=1/3, respectively (Yoshioka et al., 2002).
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Figure 3.11. (a) 2DOF base-isolated model, (b-d) the peak forces produced by the PMRD (──)
and the proposed simple PEMECFD (── PEMECFD, ‧‧‧‧‧‧ Friction, ----- ECD) versus v and δgZ,
respectively, for the scaled records of (b) 1971 San-Fernando, (c) 1995 Kobe, and (d) 1985 Loma
Prieta earthquakes, respectively.
Three different approaches have been considered for the performance assessment of the
dampers:

Approach (A): The voltage to the PMRD is maintained at its maximum value, i.e. v=4 V, and

then the peak force of the damper is determined during each of the earthquakes. The size of the
air-gap in the proposed simple PEMECFD is regulated to produce the peak forces the same as
those of the PMRD.

Approach (B): The size of the air-gap for which both the friction and eddy current damping

parts of the proposed simple PEMECFD produce the same peak force is determined during each
of the ground motion records (i.e., both the friction and eddy current mechanisms have equal
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contribution to the peak force of the proposed simple PEMECFD). The input voltage of the
PMRD is adjusted to generate the same peak force as that of the proposed simple PEMECFD for
each of the earthquakes.

Approach (C): The eddy current damping is set to be zero (Cef=0) by eliminating the copper

plate from the model of the proposed simple PEMECFD so that it acts like a pure Passive
Friction Damper (PFD) during each of the earthquakes. The size of the air-gap is adjusted to
produce friction forces with same magnitudes as those for the proposed simple PEMECFD in
approach B.

The approach A is useful for comparing the performance of the proposed simple
PEMECFD with the highest level of performance of the PMRD in its passive mode, known as
passive-on state in the literature (Yi et al., 2001). The results of approach B and C are used to

evaluate the efficiency of eddy current damping part of the PEMECFD in reducing the
undesirable effects of sudden changes made in the sign of the damper velocity on the
acceleration response of the model (i.e. evaluation criteria J2 and J4) because of stick-slip
phenomenon during the earthquakes. Figures 3.11(b)-(d) show the plots of peak forces of PMRD
and PEMECFD as functions of voltage (v) and the size of the air gap (δgZ) when the baseisolated model is excited by the scaled records of 1971 San-Fernando, 1995 Kobe, and 1985
Loma Prieta earthquakes. In these plots, peak forces for PMRD are plotted as a function of
voltage (v) on the horizontal axis at the bottom of the plot, whereas peak forces of PEMECFD
(including those for friction and eddy current damping parts) are plotted as a function of the size
of the air-gap (δgZ) on the horizontal axis at the top of the plot. In these plots, the points denoted
by A, B, and C correspond to approaches A, B, and C distinguished by blue, red, and brown
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colors, respectively. For example, it is observed from approach A in Figure 3.11(b) that a
constant voltage of 4V to the PMRD results in a peak force of 35.54 N during 1971 San
Fernando earthquake. This force can be achieved for the proposed simple PEMECFD for the airgap size of 15.93 mm.

Table 3.2. Evaluation criteria of the model under the actions of the PMRD and the proposed
simple PEMECFD in approaches A and B.
Approach
A
B

Damper
PMRD
PEMECFD
PMRD
PEMECFD

(1) 1971 San Fernando
J1
J2
J3
J4
0.80 1.73 0.97 0.97
0.80 1.71 0.98 0.98
0.86 1.36 0.95 0.95
0.87 1.16 0.93 0.94

J1
0.68
0.68
0.82
0.83

(2) 1995 Kobe
J2
J3
1.87 0.89
1.89 0.89
1.48 0.96
1.25 0.92

J4
0.89
0.89
0.96
0.92

(3) 1989 Loma Prieta
J1
J2
J3
J4
0.42 3.02 1.22 1.22
0.42 3.07 1.25 1.26
0.61 1.39 0.72 0.72
0.70 0.97 0.77 0.77

Table 3.2 shows the values of the four evaluation criteria calculated to assess the seismic
performance of the proposed simple PEMECFD compared to that of the PMRD in approaches A
and B. The efficiency of these passive dampers in reducing the displacement of the base floor
represented by J1 is obvious in both approaches A and B for all the earthquake records. However,
it is seen that evaluation criteria J2, representing the acceleration of the base floor, has been
amplified by the actions of the both dampers in approach A in which the contribution of the eddy
current damping part is smaller. It is well known that the absolute acceleration of the base floor
of the base-isolated building increases when the displacement of the base floor is reduced by
increasing damping of isolators using supplemental dampers. This increase could be further
amplified because of nonlinear action of stick-slip phenomenon in the proposed simple
PEMECFD, and because of yielding of semisolid state in the case of the PMRD (Yi et al., 2001).

It is seen that the seismic performances of the both dampers in approach A are generally
similar. They both have resulted almost in same values for evaluation criteria J1 and J2. For
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example, the proposed simple PEMECFD has resulted in J1=0.68 and J2=1.89 for 1995 Kobe
earthquake which are quite similar to J1=0.68 and J2=1.87 caused by the PMRD for same
earthquake. The inter-story drift and the acceleration of the superstructure, represented by J3 and
J4, are not, affected significantly because of installation of either the proposed simple PEMECFD
or the PMRD in approach A for 1971 San Fernando and 1995 Kobe earthquakes, since both J3
and J4 are less than unity. These evaluation criteria are larger than unity for 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake, which may be attributed to a higher-mode effect because of the large stiffness of
both the dampers affecting the second mode of the model. It is of interest to evaluate the
efficiency of the eddy current damping part of the proposed simple PEMECFD in reducing the
high-frequency acceleration pulses caused by the nonlinear action of its friction part. Table 3.2
shows that evaluation criteria J2 has reduced noticeably from 1.71, 1.89, and 3.07 in approach A
under 1971 San Fernando, 1995 Kobe, and 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes, respectively, to 1.16,
1.25, and 0.97 in approach B. These reductions have been made by increasing the ratio of the
eddy current damping force to the friction force (i.e., Fe/Ff) from 0.25, 0.21, and 0.10 in approach
A under the aforementioned earthquakes, respectively, to 1.0 in approach B. These results
indicate that increasing the eddy current damping part of the proposed simple PEMECFD is
effective in achieving the objective of reducing the peak absolute acceleration of the base floor.
The amount of such a reduction made by the proposed simple PEMECFD is larger than that of
the PMRD. However, it comes at a cost of slight increase in the displacement of the base floor,
shown by J1, in approach B for both the dampers compared to approach A. The increase made by
the PMRD is somewhat less than that of the proposed simple PEMECFD. The values of
evaluation criteria J3 and J4 have also favorably decreased by the proposed simple PEMECFD to
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less than 1.0 in approach B because of the increase in its ratio of the eddy current damping force
to the friction force.

Figure 3.12. Effects of the eddy current damping part of the proposed simple PEMECFD on
evaluation criteria (a) J1 and (b) J2 in approaches B compared to those in approach C.

Figure 3.13. Time histories of the base floor (a) displacement and (b) absolute acceleration in
approach B compared to those in approach C for 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake.
Figure 3.12 compares the effects of the eddy current damping on the evaluation criteria J1
and J2 during (1) 1971 San Fernando, (2) 1995 Kobe, and (3) 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes by
comparing results for approaches B and C. This comparison is less biased than that made
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between approaches B and A since the magnitude of the damper force is the same in approaches
B and C. It is observed from Figure 3.12(a) that the base floor displacement evaluation criteria,
J1, has been increased slightly by the action of the eddy current damping in approach B,
compared to those in approach C for all three earthquake records considered. However, Figure
3.12(b) shows that the base floor acceleration evaluation criteria, J2, has been significantly
reduced in approach B compared to those in approach C in which the model has been controlled
by a pure Passive Friction Damper. Figure 3.13(a) and (b) compare time histories of the base
floor displacement and absolute acceleration in approach B with those in approach C for 1989
Loma Prieta earthquake. It is clear from the time histories that association of a larger amount of
eddy current damping with the proposed simple PEMECFD in approach B is effective in
reducing acceleration spikes significantly compared to approach C, while keeping the
displacement response almost the same as that in approach C.

Figure 3.14 shows the conceptual development of the potential hysteresis loops of the
proposed simple PEMECFD under harmonic loading. It is seen that the friction and eddy current
damping parts can individually generate ideal rectangular and elliptical force-displacement
hysteresis loops, respectively, which when combined, a larger and smoother hysteresis loop can
be accomplished for the damper which may be comparable to that of a PMRD under similar
harmonic loading (Spencer et al., 1997), but at a lower cost. It is worth mentioning that the
hysteresis loops shown in Figure 3.14 should be looked at from a theoretical perspective on the
dynamic behavior of the proposed simple PEMECFD. The real hysteresis loops of this type of
damper may be a little different due to unwanted imperfections or human error in the fabrication
process of the damper which cause issues such as backlash, which is somewhat common in
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friction dampers (Cao et al., 2015). However, these issues can be minimized through improved
design and fabrication.

Figure 3.14. Ideal hysteresis behavior of the proposed simple PEMECFD under harmonic
loading; force-displacement behavior of (a) the friction part, (b) the eddy current damping part,
(c) the PEMECFD itself; force-velocity behavior of (d) the friction part, (e) the eddy current
damping part, (f) the PEMECFD itself.
It is of interest to compare the force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis loops of
these two passive devices under a realistic ground motion. Figures 3.15(a)-(d) show a
comparison between force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis loops of the proposed
simple PEMECFD with those of the PMRD for approaches A and B under 1989 Loma Prieta
earthquake record. It is observed that the hysteresis shapes of the proposed simple PEMECFD
are quite different in both approaches, but those of the PMRD are similar. The hysteresis shape
of the PMRD is independent of change in the input voltage. However, the variation in δgZ
changes the hysteresis shape of the proposed simple PEMECFD, depending on the portions that
the friction and eddy current damping represent in the total force of the damper. As shown in
Figures 3.15(a) and (b), the behavior of the proposed damper is dominated by the action of its
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friction part in approach A, which has a smaller δgZ compared to approach B (See Figure
3.12(d)).

Figure 3.15. Hysteresis behavior of the proposed simple PEMECFD compared to that of the
PMRD in both approaches A and B for 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake; (a) force-displacement,
and (b) force-velocity loops in approach A; (c) force-displacement, and (d) force-velocity loops
in approach B.
It is seen that the force of the proposed simple PEMECFD is slightly higher at zero
velocity when the damper piston reaches its maximum stroke. The Stribeck effect is obvious at
this moment in the force-velocity hysteresis loop of the damper. Figures 3.15(c) and (d) show
significant contribution of the eddy current damping part in the behavior of the proposed simple
PEMECFD. As a result of this contribution, the maximum damper force occurs at zero
displacement when the damper piston reaches its initial position. Due to the action of eddy
current damping, the Stribeck effect isn’t very visible in Figure 3.15(d) and the sudden change in
the friction force in the proposed simple PEMECFD, as shown in Figure 3.15(c), is desirably
replaced by a smooth transition because of the effects of the eddy current damping.
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3.4. Concluding Remarks

A novel type of passive friction damper, termed as Passive Electromagnetic Eddy Current
Friction Damper (PEMECFD), has been proposed for the seismic hazard mitigation of structures.
The operation of this seismic damping device is based on parallel actions of a solid-friction
mechanism and an eddy current damping system. The eddy current damping part has been
utilized to increase the energy dissipation capacity of damper and to decrease undesirable effects
of the friction part on the acceleration response of the controlled structure. A simple
configuration of PEMECFD has been modeled and designed to demonstrate the forcedisplacement behavior of this type of passive damper. The sizes of the PMs and the copper plate
used in the damper have been designed through optimization studies using both analytical and
finite element models of the damper. The analytical model has been validated through 3D finite
element analysis on the damper. It has been shown that the performance of proposed PEMECFD
is comparable to the performance of a passive MR damper (PMRD) of the same force capacity to
reduce the displacement of a 2DOF base isolated model. It is also shown that the eddy current
damping is effective in reducing high-frequency acceleration response of the structure caused by
the action of friction part of the damper. The proposed damper has a promising seismic
performance which is quite comparable with that of the MR damper, while benefiting from a
more simple and cost-effective design. However, it is necessary to maintain a proper balance
between the portions of friction and eddy current damping in the damper force to ensure a lower
displacement and acceleration, and consequently, a higher level of performance. Further work on
experimental validation of the damper through the proof-of-the-concept testing and the
development of high force capacity damper will be presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4. PROOF OF THE CONCEPT OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC EDDY CURRENT
FRICTION DAMPER

4.1. Introduction

Eddy current damping is an effective solid-based mechanism for dissipating kinetic
energy. Eddy currents are induced in a good conductor, such as copper, because of a moving
permanent magnetic source in the vicinity of the conductor (Kriezis et al., 1992a). The
interaction of the induced magnetic field because of eddy currents and the external magnetic
field causes a braking force, called as eddy current damping force, against the motion of the
permanent magnetic source (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a; Knoepfel, 2000). This force
is proportional to the velocity of the permeant magnetic source for the velocities in the range of
engineering applications and behaves like a viscous force (Uhlig et al., 2012). Therefore, eddy
current damping is capable of dissipating the kinetic energy of civil engineering structures
smoothly during strong earthquakes and windstorms similar to viscous damping.

This chapter is focused on the investigation of the influence of eddy current damping on
increasing the efficiency of friction mechanism in dissipating kinetic energy, since eddy current
damping has two beneficial effects on the dynamic behavior of the proposed damper: (1)
smoothing the nonlinear hysteretic behavior of the friction part by lessening the undesirable
effects of stick-slip motion, and (2) increasing the energy dissipation capacity of the proposed
damper as a whole. This has been demonstrated through modeling, design, and testing of a proof-
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of-concept prototype damper. Two dynamic models have been developed to demonstrate the
force-displacement relationship of the prototype damper. A series of characterization tests have
been conducted on the prototype damper under harmonic excitations of different frequencies in
the laboratory to identify parameters of these dynamic models. Identified dynamic models have
been validated by subjecting the prototype damper to two different random excitations.

4.2. Dynamic Model

Figure 4.1(a) shows the longitudinal cross-section of the dynamic model developed to
characterize the force-displacement relationship of the proof-of-concept prototype damper. The
characterization process is carried out in two coordinate systems S:XYZ and Sʹ:XʹYʹZʹ linked to
the laboratory and moving reference frames, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.1(a). All physical
quantities involved in this process are measured and calculated in the laboratory reference frame
(LRF) except for calculation of the eddy current damping force which, for the sake of simplicity,
is made in the moving reference frame (MRF). The dynamic model exclusively includes the key
components of the damper responsible for the generation of the friction and eddy current
damping forces. This model is an extension of the simple dynamic model proposed in chapter 3.

As can be seen from Figure 4.1(a), the proof-of-concept prototype damper is composed
of two main parts, called rotor and stator. The rotor is the moving part of the damper and is
linked to the piston whose displacement has been designated by Ud in the figure. The key
components of the rotor are four cuboidal neodymium permanent magnets (PMs), namely PM1,
PM2, PM3, and PM4, and a friction pad. The dimensions of these PMs, along the X-, Y-, and Zaxes, are lm×wm×hm, lm×wm×hm, lm0×wm0×hm0, and lm0×wm0×hm0, respectively. The PMs are
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magnetized along the Z-axis with the remanent magnetization vectors Mr1=−MreZ, Mr2=+MreZ,
Mr3=−MreZ, and Mr4=−MreZ, respectively.

Figure 4.1. Dynamic model of the prototype damper, (a) longitudinal cross-section and (b) an
example of installation of the prototype damper on a small-scale base‐isolated braced frame
building.
PM1 and PM2 are kept separated from each other through an air gap of size δgZ along the
Z-axis without any offset along the X- and Y-axes. These two PMs are arranged such that their
like-poles are facing each other causing a repulsive magnetic interaction between them. The
strength for this magnetic repulsion can be increased or decreased by varying the location of
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PM2. The advantage of this arrangement is that it can be easily manipulated by varying the size
of the air gap to increase or decrease the strength of the repulsive magnetic interaction without
need to change the size of the PMs. The friction pad is assumed to be made of a non-magnetic
material (brake lining material) so that it cannot interfere in the path of the magnetic fluxes of
PM1 and PM2 throughout the copper plate (μf≃μ0=4π×10-7 Tm/A). The gap between the friction
pad and PM1 shown in Figure 4.1(a) represents the thickness of the housing that encloses PM1
and is assumed to have a magnetic permeability same as that of the surrounding air. The stator is
the stationary part of the damper and is fixed to the base. The key components of the stator are a
copper plate and a stainless steel sheet, as shown in Figure 4.1(a). The main reason behind the
utilization of the stainless steel sheet is its high strength against wear and abrasion. The copper
plate has the dimensions lc×wc×δc along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, while the stainless steel sheet
has the same length and width but a thickness of δs. The copper plate has an electric conductivity
of σc and a magnetic permeability of μc which is assumed to be approximately equal to that of the
air surrounding it, i.e. μc≃μ0. The stainless steel sheet is also assumed to be non-magnetic
(μs≃μ0), having a very low electric conductivity compared to that of the copper plate, i.e. σs≃0.
Figure 4.1(b) shows an example of installation of the prototype damper on a small‐scale
base‐isolated braced frame building. This figure also schematically illustrates that how the
motion of the structure is translated into the motion of the rotor. The prototype damper is a
small-scale PEMECFD developed only for the purpose of the proof-of-concept of the combined
effects of friction and eddy current damping. It should be, however, mentioned that a large-scale
PEMECFD might have different configuration and design than those of the prototype damper so
that its installation on a structure and the mechanism of the translation of the motion of the
structure to its motion would also be different.
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The repulsive magnetic interaction between PM1 and PM2 causes the normal force Nf
shown in Figure 4.1(a), and as a result of that, the friction force Ff is developed between the
friction pad and the stainless steel sheet. The motion of all the four PMs relative to the copper
plate causes the eddy current damping force Fe that acts on the bodies of the PMs in a direction
opposite to the direction of motion of the PMs, as illustrated in Figure 4.1(a). It should be noted
that this force does not necessarily act on the mass center of the PMs because its distribution
over the volumes of the PMs is not uniform as demonstrated by de Medeiros et al. (1999) in (de
Medeiros et al., 1999), i.e. Ze≠Zm in Figure 4.1(a) where Zm is the Z-coordinate of the mass
center of the PMs. For low velocities, which is the case for most of the dampers used for the
purpose of natural hazards protection, i.e. U̇d≤0.5 m/s, eddy current damping force is
proportional to the velocity of the damper, i.e. Fe=CeU̇d where Ce is called eddy current damping
coefficient (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a; Uhlig et al., 2012). Therefore, the eddy
current damping part of the damper acts similar to a linear viscous damper. Hence, the total
damper force Fd that is the summation of the friction and eddy current damping forces is given by
(Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a),

 F
Fd  Ce U
d
f

(4-1)

Figure 4.2 shows the expected hysteresis behavior of the proof-of-concept prototype
damper because of the combined effects of friction and eddy current damping forces when
subjected to a harmonic displacement. The resulting hysteresis loop in Figure 4.2(c) is desirable
because of a larger area than that of the friction part and smooth corners, which imply reduced
stick-slip effects and larger energy dissipation.
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Figure 4.2. Theoretical hysteresis behavior of the proof-of-concept prototype damper subjected
to a harmonic displacement; force-displacement behavior of (a) the friction part, (b) the eddy
current damping part, (c) the prototype damper itself.
Friction is a highly non-linear phenomenon and therefore is difficult to accurately model.
However, it has been shown that hysteretic friction models, such as Dahl (Dahl, 1968) and
LuGre (Canudas de Wit et al., 1995), are accurate enough to represent the main features of
friction, specifically the LuGre friction model which has been used by many researchers because
of its ability to take account of the key aspects of friction such as breakaway force, frictional lag,
Stribeck effect, and stick-slip motion (Cao et al., 2015; Olsson et al., 1998). Therefore, in order
to ensure that such aspects are considered in analytical modelling of the prototype damper, the
LuGre friction model has been used to model the friction force between the friction pad and the
stainless steel sheet. The standard version of this model is described by (Amjadian and Agrawal,
2017a; Olsson et al., 1998),


Ff  f 0 Z f f 1Z f  f 2 U
d

(4-2a)

where σf0 is stiffness coefficient, σf1 is micro-damping coefficient, and σf2 is macro-damping
coefficient representing the viscous friction caused by the lubrication between the sliding
surfaces in contact, which can be ideally assumed to be zero (i.e. σf2=0) when dealing with dry
friction which is also the case for modeling the friction damper in this study (Canudas de Wit et
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al., 1995). In Equation (4-2a), Zf is the internal state variable which is given by solving following
nonlinear first-order differential equation at each time-step,

 
Z f  U
d
f0


U
d
Zf

g(Ud )

(4-2b)

where g(U̇d) is a function representing the Stribeck effect defined as (Amjadian and Agrawal,
2017a; Olsson et al., 1998),
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(4-2c)

where Ffsl=μfslNf and Ffst=μfstNf are the sliding and sticking friction forces, respectively, μfsl and
μfst are the kinetic and static friction coefficients, respectively (μfst≥μfsl), s is a constant which
usually takes a value equal to 2, and vfs is the Stribeck velocity (Olsson et al., 1998). To ensure
that the Stribeck effect takes place at low velocities, the value of vfs has to be kept small
compared to the absolute maximum value of the damper velocity during the simulation, i.e.
vfs=0.01-0.1 m/s (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a).

4.2.1. Normal Force (Nf)

To illustrate the mechanism of the magnetic interaction between the PMs that causes the
normal force Nf, let’s consider PMI and PMJ with the uniform remanence magnetization vectors
MrI=+MrIeZ and MrJ=+MrJeZ, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.3. Using Equivalent Current

Model (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a; Furlani, 2001), PMI can be reduced to an equivalent
bound surface current with the density KbI=MrI×nI in which nI is the unit surface normal vector.
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Figure 4.3. Analytical model used to calculate the repulsive magnetic force applied to PMI due to
the magnetic field of PMJ.
The magnetic force applied to PMI due to the magnetic field of PMJ is given by (Furlani,
2001),

FmIJ   K bI  B J ds ,
SmI

(4-3a)

where BJ is the magnetic flux density vector of PMJ defined as (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a,
2016a),

b X (X  X cJi , Y  YcJj , Z  ZcJk ) 
2
1

i  j k 
B J (X, Y, Z)   BrJ  ( 1)
b Y (X  X cJi , Y  YcJj , Z  ZcJk )  ,
4 i, j,k 1
 b (X  X , Y  Y , Z  Z ) 
cJi
cJj
cJk 
 Z

(4-3b)

where X=XcJ1, X=XcJ2, Y=YcJ1, Y=YcJ2, Z=ZcJ1, and Z=ZcJ2 are the coordinates of the boundary
surfaces surrounding the volume of PMJ with respect to the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively, BrJ
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is the remanence of PMJ defined as BrJ=μ0MrJ, and functions bX(X,Y,Z), bY(X,Y,Z), and
bZ(X,Y,Z) are defined as,

b X (X, Y, Z)  ln(Y  R) , b Y (X, Y, Z)  ln(X  R) ,

 YZ 
1  XZ 
b Z (X, Y, Z)  tan 1 
  t an 
.
 XR 
 YR 

(4-3c)

where R=(X2+Y2+Z2)1/2. The integral in Equation (4-3a) is carried out over the boundary
surfaces surrounding the volume of PMI whose positions with respect to the X-, Y-, and Z-axes
are X=XcI1, X=XcI2, Y=YcI1, Y=YcI2, Z=ZcI1, and Z=ZcI2, respectively. The solution can be
written into this form,

X mIJ YmIJ ZmIJ
1
3
BrI BrJ VmIfmIJ ( mXI ,  mYI ,  mXJI ,  mYJI ,  mZJI ,
,
,
)

160
lmI
w mI h mI
2

FmIJ

(4-3d)

where VmI is the volume of PMI and fmIJ(.) is a dimensionless vector function that depends on the
following parameters: αmXI=lmI/hmI, αmYI=wmI/hmI, γmXJI=lmJ/lmI, γmYJI=wmJ/wmI, γmZJI=hmJ/hmI, and
the mass center eccentricity ratios ∆XmIJ/lmI, ∆YmIJ/wmI, and ∆ZmIJ/hmI along the X-, Y-, and Zaxes, respectively, where ∆(.)IJ=(.)I-(.)J (see Appendix B). The normal force Nf in Equation (4-2)
is the magnitude of the Z-component of the magnetic interaction force between PM1 (I=1) and
PM2 (J=2) with the remanences Br1 and Br2 disregarding the weight of PM1 and the magnetic
effects of PM3 and PM4 on PM1, i.e. Nf=|FmZ12|. It is assumed that the weight of PM1 and its
housing is balanced by the action of four soft springs along the Z-axis so that it does not need to
be taken into account for calculation of the normal force Nf (See Figure 4.5(a) in Section 4.3).

4.2.2. Eddy Current Damping Coefficient (Ce)
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To illustrate the mechanism of eddy current induction that causes the eddy current
damping coefficient Ce, let’s consider PMI passing over the copper plate with the velocity vector

vmI=+U̇deX in the coordinate system S:XYZ linked to the LRF, as shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4. Illustration of the eddy current damping mechanism developed due to motion of the
copper plate relative to PMI in the MRF.
It should be noted that the copper plate is moving with the velocity vector v'c=−U̇de'X in
the coordinate system S':X'Y'Z' linked to the MRF, while PMI is stationary and its mass center is
positioned at C'mI(X'mI,0,0). The motion of the copper plate relative to PMI changes the magnetic
flux of PMI passing through the copper plate which results in the induction of motional eddy
currents within the copper plate according to Faraday’s law of induction (Graves et al., 2000;
Griffiths, 2014). The magnetic field of the induced eddy currents B'indI resists the change made in
the magnetic flux of PMI in accordance with Lenz’s law (Griffiths, 2014). To resist this change,
as PMI moves in the X-direction in the LRF, the induced eddy currents with a volume density
vector of J'eI are distributed inside the copper plate in such a way that their magnetic field repels
and attracts the magnetic field B'extI of PMI in the front and rear of PMI, respectively, as shown in
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Figure 4.4. This mechanism results in the braking force FʹeI in the MRF that resists the motion of
the copper plate in this reference frame (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a; Kriezis et al.,
1992a).

The total eddy current damping force acting on the copper plate in the MRF because of
its motion relative to PM1, PM2, PM3, and PM4 is given by (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a,
2016a; Furlani, 2001),

Fe   Je  Bd
c

(4-4)

where Ωc is the volume of the copper plate and B' is generally the summation of both the external
and induced magnetic flux density vectors, i.e. B'=B'ext+B'ind. Following fundamental
assumptions are made to simplify the solution (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a),

Assumption (1): The induced magnetic field is weak enough that it cannot perturb the external
magnetic field, i.e. B'≃B'ext because B'ind≃0. This implies that the external magnetic field
penetrates into the depth of the copper plate by obeying a stationary-diffusion process with
minimal transient-advection effects, which is valid at low magnetic Reynolds numbers
(Rm=0.5σcμcδcvc), i.e. Rm<<1.

Assumption (2): The external magnetic field is zero outside of the PMs footprints neglecting the
magnetic leakage. However, it is uniform inside the PMs and is given by,

Bext 

 sign(B

I 1,3,4

rI

)(BavgIeZ ) , B  Bext .
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(4-5)

PM1 and PM2 both have one footprint beneath PM1, while PM3 and PM4 have their own
footprint on the copper plate. It should be noted that Bʹavg1 for I=1 is the absolute value of the
average of the magnitude of the resultant vector of magnetic flux densities of PM1 and PM2 taken
over the volume of their corresponding footprint (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a).

Assumption (3): The copper plate has a finite width but infinite length, i.e. wc/lc<<1.

Assumption (4): The copper plate has a small thickness, i.e. δc/lc<<1 and δc/wc<<1. Therefore,
the induced eddy currents penetrate into the depth of the copper plate without any variation.
However, the validity of this assumption is completely assured when the thickness of the copper
plate δc is less than the motional skin depth that can be obtained by this relation: δsk=δc/(2Rm)0.5
where Rm=0.5σcμcδcvc is Reynolds number (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a; Uhlig et al.,
2012). If one puts δc=0.25 in., σc=58.58×106 S/m, μc≃μ0=4π×10−7 Tm/A, and vc=max(|U̇d|)≃0.5
m/s into this relation, it can be concluded that δsk≃0.5 in. (Rm≃0.12) which, by two times, is
larger than the thickness of the copper plate, as wished for.

Based on above assumptions, J'e can be obtained from the quasistatic form of Maxwell’s
equations as follows (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a; Larsson, 2006).

J e 

 J

I 1,3,4

eI



 (J

I 1,3,4

e  JeIY eY ) ,

eIX X

(4-6a)

where functions J'eIX and J'eIY are given by,

JeIX (X, Y)  

1
 sign(B )B j (X  X , Y) ,
c U
d
rI
avgI eIX
mI
4
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(4-6b)

JeIY (X, Y)  

1
 sign(B )B j (X  X , Y) ,
c U
d
rI
avgI eIY
mI
2

in which j'eIX(X',Y') and j'eIY(X',Y') are defined as follows (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a,
2016a),

2

jeIX (X, Y)   (-1)i+ j ln  (2 X+ (-1)i lmI ) 2 + (2Y + (-1) j w mI ) 2 

(4-6c)
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In Equation (4-6c), Nimg is the number of the PMs images required to satisfy the boundary
condition of zero normal current on the lateral edges of the copper plate, i.e.
J'eIy(X',Y'=±wc/2)=0. If we substitute for B' and J'e from Equations (4-5) and (4-6), respectively,
into Equation (4-4), the total eddy current damping force applied to the PMs, after transferring
from the MRF to the LRF as per Fe=−F'e, the eddy current damping force may be given by,

 e ,
Fe  Ce U
d X

(4-7a)

where Ce is obtained as,

Ce 

1
XmIP
)
c c   sign(BrI ) sign(BrP )BavgI BavgP A mP ceIJ (mP ,  mXIP ,  mYIP ,  cYP ,
8
lmP
I 1,3,4 P 1,3,4

(4-7b)

In Equation (4-7b), AmP is the area of the PMP cross-section and ceIJ(.) is a dimensionless
function that depends on the following parameters: βmP=lmP/wmP, γmXIP=lmI/lmP, γmYIP=wmI/wmP,
γcYP=wc/wmP, and the mass center eccentricity ratio ∆X'mIP/lmP along the X'-axes (See Appendix
B).
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4.3. Design and Fabrication

The design of the proof-of-concept prototype damper involves determination of the
geometrical and material properties of its key components that can be described by following 16
parameters: lm, wm, hm, lm0, wm0, hm0, lc, wc, δc, δs, δgZ, δgX0, ΔgZ, ΔgZ0, Br, and σc, as illustrated in
Figure 4.1(a). The values of these parameters and their descriptions have been listed in Table 4.1.
The dimensions of PM1, PM2, copper plate, and stainless steel sheet have been selected based on
an optimization study performed on the configuration of the damper in order to achieve a
maximum damping force Fd of approximately 50 N (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a).
Figure 4.5 shows the drawing details and 3D view of the prototype damper designed and
fabricated for the purpose of the characterization tests.

Figure 4.5. Design and fabrication of the proof-of-concept prototype damper: drawing details of
the design including (a) longitudinal cross-section and (b) plan, and 3D views of (c) the
fabricated prototype in the laboratory and (d) PM1, PM2, PM3, and PM4.
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Table 4.1. Geometrical and material parameters of the proof-of-concept prototype damper
Parameter
lm
wm
hm
lm0
wm0
hm0
lc
wc
δc
δs
δgZ
δgX0
ΔgZ
ΔgZ0
Br
σc

Value
2.0
2.0
0.5
2.0
2.0
0.25
16.0
6.0
0.25
0.0625
0.75 & 1.5
1.0
0.21875
0.125
1.2
58.58

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
T
MS/m

Description
Length of PM1 and PM2
Width of PM1 and PM2
Height of PM1 and PM2
Length of PM3 and PM4
Width of PM3 and PM4
Height of PM3 and PM4
Length of the copper plate
Width of the copper plate
Thickness of the copper plate
Thickness of the stainless steel sheet
Size of the air gap between PM1 and PM2
Horizontal distance between PM1 and PM3 (PM4)
Vertical distance between the copper plate and PM1
Vertical distance between the copper plate and PM3 (PM4)
Remanence of the PMs, note that Br1=Br2=Br3=Br4=Br
Electric conductivity of the copper plate

Figure 4.5(d) shows the four PMs used in the prototype damper which are rare-earth
magnets made of an alloy of neodymium, iron, and boron (NdFeB). As shown in Figure 4.5(a),
PM1 and PM2 are mounted inside two aluminum housings fastened to a stainless steel piston
through a thick aluminum base plate and two aluminum angles. Four regulating brass screws are
used to vary the position of PM2 with respect to PM1, and consequently the size of the air gap.

As can be seen from Figure 4.5(a), the engagement of PM1 with the stainless steel sheet
in the vertical direction is smoothly adjusted by the action of four low-stiffness springs used to
balance the weight of PM1 and its aluminum housing. On the other hand, PM3 and PM4 are fixed
below the thick aluminum base plate, and are kept separated from the stainless steel sheet by a
narrow air gap with a size about ΔgZ0−δs≃1.6 mm. Therefore, their thicknesses are chosen to be
half of those of PM1 and PM2 because of space limitations. However, for the sake of simplicity,
their lengths and widths are kept the same as those of PM1 and PM2, as shown in Table 4.1.
These two PMs have been added to the configuration to increase the contribution of the eddy
current damping to the damper force and consequently to make the hysteretic behavior of the
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prototype damper smoother and larger. However, as mentioned previously, it is critical to
minimize their magnetic interaction effects on PM1. The parameter that control such effects is
the horizontal distance between these two PMs and PM1 denoted by δgX0 in Table 4.1. The details
on the selection of the value of this parameter, i.e. δgX0=1 in, will be discussed later. Finally, the
motion of the piston and the whole of the rotor is guided by means of two linear stainless steel
ball bearings along the length of the prototype damper. The stroke of the piston is limited to Δs=1
in. Therefore, the minimum free distance between the edges of the copper plate at X=±lc/2 and
the outer edges of PM3 and PM4 (or the rotor in Figure 4.5(a)), when the piston reaches to its
maximum displacement of Ud=±Δs=±1 in., will be 3 in. This distance is large enough to ensure
that the uniform paths of the induced eddy currents are not distorted by edge effects, and
consequently, the assumption of having a copper plate with a theoretical infinite length remains
valid (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a). It should also be noted that the reason behind the
use of aluminum and brass materials in the rotor is to avoid interference in the magnetic field of
the PMs.

Two different sizes for the air gap are considered in this study: δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in., as
shown in Table 4.1. The normal force Nf increases with the decrease in the size of the air gap.
However, the eddy current damping coefficient Ce decreases with the decrease in the size of the
air gap. The minimum size has been limited to 0.75 in. to keep the normal force small enough to
avoid error caused by possible deformation in the thick aluminum base plate. The arrangement of
the PMs based on the direction of their poles is another important feature of the proof-of-concept
prototype damper that affects the magnitude of the damper force Fd. In this study, two different
cases are feasible for the pole-arrangement of the PMs: Case 1: NNN and Case 2: NSN. Figure
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4.1(a) is the representation of Case 1 in which N-poles of PM1, PM3, and PM4 are pointed
toward to the copper plate forming a uniform pole-arrangement. However, in Case 2, PM1 and
PM2 are turned over by 180° so that S-pole of PM1 faces toward to the copper plate making an
alternate pole-arrangement. Finally, a Gauss-meter was employed to estimate the magnetic
remanence of the PMs, i.e. Br.

Figure 4.6. Measurement of the magnetic flux density of the PMs using a Gauss-meter compared
to the results obtained from Equations (4-3b) and (4-3c) for Br=1.2 T.
Figure 4.6 shows the data collected from the measurement of the magnetic flux density of
the PMs at point P(0,0,δZ) for δZ=0, 5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm, and 40 mm, compared to the results
obtained from Equations (4-3b) and (4-3c) at the same points for Br=1.2 T. It is observed from
this figure that analytical results correlate strongly with those from measurement when Br=1.2 T.
It should also be mentioned that the value of the electric conductivity σc=58.58 MS/m (101% of
IACS, International Annealed Copper Standard) of the copper plate was taken from a data sheet
provided by the manufacturer.

4.3.1. Finite Element Analysis
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Figure 4.7. Finite element modelling of the prototype damper; (a) meshing details, B field vector
on the XZ-plane in (b) Case 1 and (c) Case 2, J'e field vector on the top surface of the copper
plate in (d) Case 1 and (e) Case 2.
A three-dimensional finite element model of the proof-of-concept prototype damper,
including its key components, has been developed in COMSOL multiphysics software
(COMSOL v.4.4, 2013) to validate the analytical model and also to obtain an estimate on the
range of the testing results. The model has been built by means of AC/DC module and Magnetic
and Electric Fields interface in the software. Figure 4.7(a) shows this model and its meshing
details for δgZ=0.75 in. The size of the meshes used in the domains, boundaries, and edges has
been chosen carefully to ensure the accuracy of the results while keeping the computational cost
low. The surrounding air has been modeled by a sphere with the radius 16 in. and the center
positioned at O (0,0,0).
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Magnetic Interaction

The magnetic interaction between the PMs can be described by the magnetostatic form of
Maxwell’s equations in the LRF, while the PMs may be assumed to be stationary (Ud=0 and
U̇d=0). The demagnetization curve of the PMs is linear at room temperature. Their relative recoil
permeabilities can also be assumed to be unity. Therefore, the governing equation can be
obtained as (Furlani, 2001),

  [ 0 (M r   )]  0 ,

(4-8)

where Φ is the magnetic scalar potential function and Mr is the magnetization vector of the PMs
acting as a source term.

Therefore, the magnetic flux density vector can be obtained by,

    0 M r
B 0
 0

inside
.
outside

(4-9)

A stationary solver node is defined to solve the problem. Figures 4-7(b) and 4-7(c) show
vector field of B(X,Y,Z) on the XZ-plane at Y=0 for the two cases of the PMs pole-arrangement
considered when δgZ=0.75 in. The magnetic force acting on PM1 is obtained by (Griffiths, 2014),

Fm1  
 T  dS ,
Sm1

where T is the Maxwell stress tensor whose terms are given as,
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(4-10a)

Tij 

1
0

1

2
 Bi B j  2 ijB  ,

(4-10b)

In Equation (4-10b), δij is the Kronecker delta (i,j=X,Y,Z). The integral is taken over an arbitrary
surface surrounding the volume of PM1 in air (Freschi and Repetto, 2013). To obtain satisfactory
results, it is vital to use a very fine mesh along the edges of PM1, as shown in Figure 4.7(a).

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for this problem are: (1) Φout Φin=0, i.e. Φ is continuous across
the boundaries of the PMs, and (2) ∂nΦout ∂nΦin=Mr•n (Griffiths, 2014).

Eddy Current Induction

The eddy current induction caused by the motion of the PMs relative to the copper plate
can be described by the quasistatic form of Maxwell’s equations in the MRF (Larsson, 2006) in
which the copper plate is assumed to have the constant velocity of vʹc=0.5 m/s. The magnetic
Reynolds number of the problem is given as Rm≃0.12<<1.0. The governing equations for this
problem can be expressed as (Furlani, 2001; Zec et al., 2013),

 

1
A
  A  c (
 V  vc    A) ,
c
t 
A
   c (
 V  vc    A)  0 ,
t 

(4-11a)
(4-11b)

In Equations (4-11a) and (4-11b), A' is magnetic vector potential and V' is electric scalar
potential. It is assumed that the mass center of the PMs is aligned by the mass center of the
copper plate (vʹc=0.5 m/s) at each time step of the transient analysis. This assumption is valid as
long as the PMs remain far from the edges of the copper plate at X=±lc/2 so that the paths of the
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induced eddy currents are not distorted because of the edge effects (Amjadian and Agrawal,
2017a). The time derivative term can also be disregarded under such conditions. To ensure the
convergence, a small time step of ∆t=0.01 s is used for the integration, and small values are also
attributed to the electric conductivities of the surrounding air and the PMs (σ=1~10 S/m). Then,
the volume density vector of the eddy currents induced within the copper plate can be obtained
by,

Je  c (

A
 V  vc    A) .
t 

(4-12)

The term that includes the velocity of the copper plate is the source term causing an
electromotive force that drives the eddy currents. The stationary solver is used to compute A'
inside and outside of the PMs, which are stationary in the MRF. Then, a time-dependent solver is
defined to solve the problem with initial conditions obtained from the stationary solution. Figures
4.7(d) and 4.7(e) show vector field of J'e(X',Y',Z') on the X'Y'-plane at Z'=−ΔgZ−hm/2 for the two
cases of the PMs pole-arrangement considered when δgZ=0.75 in. Finally, the eddy current
damping force is obtained by the Lorentz force formula presented in Equation (4-4).

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for this problem are: (1) magnetic insulation boundary
condition, i.e. n'×A'=0, on the surrounding air boundaries, and (2) continuity boundary condition,
i.e. n'•J'e=0, on the interfaces between the copper plate and the surrounding air.
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Figure 4.8. Results of the analytical analysis of the prototype damper compared to those of the
finite element model; (a,b) resultant magnetic flux density for Case 1 and Case 2, (c,d) eddy
current volume density for Case 1 and Case 2, and (e,f) vector field of the eddy currents induced
within the plane of the copper plate for Case 1 and Case 2.
4.3.2. Analytical Analysis

The analytical model developed in section 2 has been used to analyze the proof-ofconcept prototype damper. Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) show the magnitude of the resultant
magnetic flux density vector of the PMs, i.e. B=B1+B2+B3+B4, calculated by Equations (4-3b)
and (4-3c) along the X-axis from X=−lc/2 to X=+lc/2 (lc=16 in.) for Z=−δs, −(δs+δc/2), and
−(δs+δc) corresponding to lines at the top, middle and bottom of the copper plate thickness. The
results have been obtained for the two cases of the PMs pole-arrangement considered with
δgZ=0.75 in. These results have been compared to those obtained from the finite element model
shown in Figure 4.7. They match very well.
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Figures 4.8(c) and 4.8(d) show the magnitude of the volume density vector of the induced
eddy currents, i.e. J'e, calculated by Equation (4-6) along the X-axis from Xʹ=−lc/2 to Xʹ=+lc/2
for Case 1: NNN and Case 2: NSN with δgZ=0.75 in. The results have been compared to those of
the finite element model, shown in Figure 4.7, calculated along the line at the middle of the
copper plate thickness, i.e. Z'=−ΔgZ−(hm+δc)/2 (see Figure 4.1(a)). The results obtained by
Equation (4-6) match satisfactorily those of the finite element model, especially for Case 2 in
which the poles have been arranged in an alternate array. It is seen that Case 2 induces stronger
eddy currents than that for Case 1. The intensity of the eddy currents induced in Case 2 increases
inside the footprints of the PMs and decreases dramatically in the region between the footprints.
However, the intensity of the eddy current increases in the region between the footprints for Case
1. To clarify this point, the vector field of the eddy currents induced within the plane of the
copper plate in Case 1: NNN has been compared to that in Case 2: NSN, as shown in Figures
4.8(e) and 4.8(f). These vector fields are comparable to those obtained from the finite element
analysis shown in Figures 4.7(d) and 4.7(e). It is seen that the uniform arrangement of the PMs
poles in Case 1 causes a larger number of current loops with shorter paths that increases the
electric resistance of the circuit, thereby decreasing the power loss (Joule Heating).

In fact, this is the idea behind the lamination of core in power transformers to reduce the
amount of eddy current loss (Cheng, 2014; Zuo et al., 2011).On the other hand, the alternate
arrangement of the PMs poles in Case 2 causes a lower number of current loops with longer
paths generating stronger eddy currents. Therefore, Case 2 is more favorable for the purpose of
dissipating the kinetic energy in civil engineering structures.
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Figure 4.9. Results of the analytical analysis of the prototype damper compared to those of the
finite element model; (a,b) magnetic force applied to PM1 along the Z-axis for Case 1 and Case
2, (c,d) eddy current damping coefficient for Case 1 and Case 2, and (e,f) BZ for Case 1 and Case
2 assuming δgZ=0.75 in.
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The horizontal distance between PM1 and PM3 (and PM4), denoted by δgX0 in Figure
4.1(a), should be chosen to minimize the magnetic interaction of PM1 with PM3 and PM4.
Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) show the variation of the resultant magnetic force applied to PM1 along
the Z-axis versus δgX0/lm for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively, and for δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in.
This force that is caused by the nearby PMs can be calculated as FmZ1=FmZ12+FmZ13+FmZ14 using
Equations (4-3a) to (4-3d). The sign of FmZ1 has been taken into account in the plots for the sake
of clarification. The results obtained from the analytical analysis have been also compared to
those given by the finite element analysis. They match perfectly. It can be seen from the figures
that |FmZ1| decreases dramatically in both Case 1 and Case 2 for δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in., when
δgX0/lm increases from 0 to 0.5. However, for δgX0/lm≥0.5 (δgX0=1 in.), |FmZ1| remains constant and
tends to be equal to |FmZ12|, which is the magnitude of the normal force, i.e. Nf=|FmZ12|.

As can be seen from these figures, Nf=90.49 N and 31.24 N for δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in.,
respectively. These values are approximate because they correspond to δgX0/lm=1 (δgX0=2 in.).
The exact values which correspond to δgX0/lm=0.5 (δgX0=1 in.) are slightly different because of
the weak magnetic interaction of PM1 with PM3 and PM4. These values are Nf=84.78 N and
Nf=26.14 N in Case 1, and Nf=95.36 N and Nf=36.14 N in Case 2 for the gaps δgZ=0.75 in. and
1.5 in., respectively, as shown in Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b). It should also be noted that the
reduction in the repulsive magnetic interaction between PM1 and PM2 caused by the increase in
the size of the air gap from δgZ=0.75 in. to δgZ=1.5 in. reduces the normal force. It can be
concluded that the magnetic effect of PM3 and PM4 on PM1 is negligible for δgX0=1 in, as
presented in Table 4.1. Therefore, the arrangement of the PMs poles in both the cases has minor
effects on the magnitude of the normal force when δgX0=1 in. which can be neglected.
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Figures 4.9(c) and 4.9(d) show the variation of the eddy current damping coefficient
calculated by Equation (4-7b) versus δgX0/lm for both Case 1 and Case 2, respectively,
considering δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in. It is observed that Ce increases and decreases with the
increase in δgX0/lm in Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. The results obtained from the finite
element analysis follow same tends. This can be easily understood when it is seen that the
increase in δgX0 enlarges the regions between the PMs that, on one hand, strengthens the eddy
currents induced in Case 1, but on the other hand, weakens the eddy currents induced in Case 2
(See Figures 4.8(e) and 4.8(f)). The discrepancy between the results obtained from the analytical
and finite element analyses also decreases and increases with the increase in δgX0/lm in Case 1
and Case 2, respectively. This discrepancy is due to the assumptions made to simplify the
analytical solution in section 2.2, in particular, due to the second assumption in which it was
assumed that the magnetic flux density vector of each PM has only a Z-component the field of
which is entirely focused at the footprint of the PM. The magnitude of this vector is equal to the
average of the magnitude of the magnetic flux density vector of the PM over the volume of its
footprint on the copper plate, as presented in Equation (5). Figures 4.9(e) and 4.9(f) show the Zcomponent of the resultant magnetic flux density vector of the PMs, i.e. BZ=BZ1+BZ2+BZ3+BZ4,
for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively, compared to the average of the magnetic flux density vectors
of the PMs, i.e. BavgI where I=1,2,3, plotted versus X/lm along the length of the copper plate from
point P(−lc/2,0,−δs−δc/2) to point P(+lc/2,0,−δs−δc/2) assuming δgZ=0.75 in. The decrease in the
difference between the values of BZ and BavgI preserves the validity of the second assumption,
thereby ensuring the accuracy of Equation (7b). It is seen that such a difference is decreased by
the increase in δgX0 for Case 1 and by the decrease in δgX0 for Case 2. This explains that why the
discrepancy between the results obtained from the analytical and finite element analyses shown
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in Figures 4.9(c) and 4.9(d) decreases with the increase in δgX0 for Case 1 and with the decrease
in δgX0 for Case 2. It should also be noted that Equations (4-7b), as shown in Figures 4.9(c) and
4.9(d), overestimates the values of Ce obtained from the finite element model because of the
simplification made through the second assumption and the fact that magnetic leakage has
ideally been assumed to be zero, but it is automatically taken into account in the finite element
model developed to solve Equations (4-11) and (4-12) (Schieber, 1975). It should be noted that
the increase in the size of the air gap from δgZ=0.75 in. to δgZ=1.5 in. increases Ce because of the
reduction in the repulsive magnetic interaction between PM1 and PM2. The eddy current
damping coefficient in Case 2 is higher than that in Case 1 for all the values of δgX0/lm considered
in the range 0 to 1. The values of Ce corresponding to δgX0/lm=0.5 (δgX0=1 in.) obtained from the
analytical and finite element analyses for both the cases have been shown on the plots.

4.4. Experimental Setup

Figure 4.10(a) shows the experimental setup to test the prototype damper. In addition to
the damper itself, the other apparatus involved in the experiment include a linear servo actuator
(Dyadic Systems, SCN5-010-100, AS03), a DC to DC linear variable differential transformer
(LVDT: RDP, LDC4000C, ±100 mm), a load cell (HBM, U9C, 0.5kN, ±0.2%), a data logger
system (WaveBook 516: Data Acquisition System in parallel with WBK 16/SSH: Strain Gauge
Module), and a PC. The entire setup was assembled on a rigid wood platform to minimize
ambient interference in the magnetic field of the PMs. The actuator was aligned with the left end
of the piston to drive the prototype damper by programmed harmonic motions.
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Figure 4.10. Experimental setup for testing the proof-of-concept prototype damper; (a) apparatus
arrangement, (b) δgZ=0.75 in., (c) δgZ=1.50 in. and (d) PM1 and PM2 aluminum housings.
As shown in Figure 4.10(a), the load cell was installed between the actuator and the left
end of the piston to measure the damper force Fd, and the LVDT was installed between the right
end of the piston and the base to measure the displacement of the rotor Ud. Time histories of both
the force and the displacement of the prototype damper during the experiment were recorded by
the data logger system set up on a 1 kHz sampling rate. Figures 4.10(b) and 4.10(c) show the
positions of PM1 and PM2 for the air gap sizes δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in., respectively. Figure
4.10(d) shows a close-up of the PM1 and PM2 aluminum housings. The friction pad shown in the
figure was sanded before conducting each test case to make sure its surface remained clean and
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unglazed during the experiment. The ball bearings depicted in Figure 4.5(a) were also lubricated
well to minimize their friction effects on the motion of the piston (sealing friction).

In order to identify the parameters of the dynamic model, a series of characterization tests
have been conducted on the proof-of-concept prototype damper under three types of harmonic
excitations with the frequencies f=0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, and 1.5 Hz, and the amplitude Δs=1 in. for two
cycles of loading. The excitation frequencies considered are the lower and upper bounds to a
range of frequencies that includes the fundamental frequencies of conventional civil engineering
structures. A wavelet denoising technique (Luo et al., 2006) was used to filter the displacement
and force signals in MATLAB (“MATLAB,” 2015). The velocity and acceleration of the
prototype damper, used as inputs for the simulation of the dynamic model, are obtained by
taking the first and second derivative (1-dimensional gradient) of the denoised displacement
signal in MATLAB (“MATLAB,” 2015), respectively, i.e. Vd=∂Ud/∂t and Ad=∂2Ud/∂t2. The sign
of the force signal outputted from the load cell that represents the damper force as a reaction
force is reserved during the processes of model identification and validation for the sake of
convenience, i.e. Fd-exp= Floadcell.

4.4.1. Model Identification

Figure 4.11 provides comparisons between the force-displacement and force-velocity
hysteresis loops of the prototype damper obtained from the experiment and those resulted from
the simulation of the dynamic model represented by Equations (4-1) and (4-2), which hereafter is
called “basic dynamic model” (See Figure 4.13(b)). These comparisons are made for Case 1 and
Case 2 with the air gap sizes δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in. and the frequencies f=0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz.
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Each test was performed twice to ensure the repeatability and reproducibility, and consequently,
the accuracy of the experimental data. The five parameters of the basic dynamic model including
Ce, Ffsl, Ffst, σf0, and σf1 are identified by minimizing a sum-of-squared error function defined by,

Np

   (Fd exp,n  Fd sim,n ) 2

(4-13)

n 1

where Fd-exp is the damper force obtained from the experiment after denoising, Fd-sim is the
damper force resulted from the simulation of the dynamic model, and Np is the number of
experimentally obtained points. The process of the minimization is performed by the parameter
estimation tool in SIMULINK (“SIMULINK,” 2015). The value of the two other parameters of
the dynamic model are kept constant as s=2 and vfs=0.01 m/s. Table 4.2 presents the average
values of the estimated parameters for each test that carried out twice independently. It can be
seen that the value of the eddy current damping coefficient Ce estimated for Case 2 is larger than
that estimated for Case 1, as expected. The differences between the estimated values of Ce with
those obtained from the FEM (See Figures 4.9(c) and 4.9(d)) are less than 15%. It can be seen
that the value of the eddy current damping coefficient Ce estimated for Case 2 is larger than that
estimated for Case 1, as expected. The differences between the estimated values of Ce with those
obtained from the FEM (See Figures 4.9(c) and 9(d)) are less than 15%.
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Figure 4.11. Comparison between the predicted and experimentally obtained hysteresis responses
of the prototype damper under 0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz excitations; (a-d) Case 1: NNN, and (e-h) Case
2: NSN
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Figure 4.11. Cont’d.
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Table 4.2. Estimation of the parameters of the basic dynamic model of the prototype damper
subjected to low frequency harmonic excitations for δgZ=0.75 in. and δgZ=1.5 in.
Case 1: NNN
Case 2: NSN
f=0.1 Hz
f=0.5 Hz
f=0.1 Hz
f=0.5 Hz
0.75 in. 1.50 in.
0.75 in. 1.50 in.
0.75 in. 1.50 in.
0.75 in. 1.50 in.
Ce
N.s/m
17.399
17.777
18.312
15.878
24.534
26.722
26.072
26.486
Ffsl
N
10.070
2.477
12.390
4
11.616
3.729
13.689
5
N
12
4
15
7
13
5
16
8
Ffst
s
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
σf0
N/m
126385 126360
125005
125010
125765 125740
125000 125005
N.s/m
740.050 747.405
506.385
501.19
750
741.455
653.965 572.955
σf1
vfs
m/s
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.119
0.095
0.146
0.153
0.122
0.103
0.144
0.138
μfsla
μfsta
0.142
0.153
0.177
0.268
0.136
0.138
0.168
0.221
a. To accurately estimate the kinetic and static friction coefficients, it has been assumed that Nf=84.78 N and
Nf=26.14 N in Case 1, and Nf=95.36 N and Nf=36.14 N in Case 2 corresponding to the exact values of the normal
forces at δgX0/lm=0.5 (δgX0=1 in.) for the gaps δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in., respectively, as shown in Figures 4.9(a) and
4.9(b).
Parameter

Figure 4.11 demonstrates that the basic dynamic model has the ability to predict the
response of the prototype damper quite well for the low frequencies 0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz in both
Case 1: NNN and Case 2: NSN with the air gap sizes δgZ=0.75 in. and 1.5 in. It is seen that the
force-displacement hysteresis loops generated for δgZ=0.75 in. are rectangular-shaped and, to
some extent, similar to the theoretical loop shown in Figure 4.2. However, perfectly rectangularshaped loops are not obtained for δgZ=1.5 in. This issue is likely caused by the imperfection in
the manufacturing of the prototype damper which is more noticeable when the value of the
damper force recorded is low and in the order of the accuracy of the load cell that is about 1 N,
for example, Ffsl=2.477 N in Case 1 for δgZ=1.50 in. and f=0.1 Hz (See Table 4.2 and Figure
4.11(b)). The noise also becomes more pronounced in this condition. The damper force increases
slightly with the increase of the frequency from 0.1 Hz to 0.5 Hz. This increase can be attributed
to the eddy current damping force, which is a frequency-dependent force because of its viscouslike characteristic (see Equation (4-7a)) (Zuo et al., 2011), and also the small increase in the
coefficients of friction as presented in the last two rows of Table 4.2. A similar trend of the
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increase in the coefficients of friction has been reported by the other researchers for the friction
force generated by PMs (Choi et al., 2015) and piezoelectric stack actuators (Wieczorek et al.,
2014). From Table 4.1, the average values of the predicted coefficient of static friction for the
frequencies 0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz are μfst=0.142 and 0.209, respectively, which are consistent with
μfst=0.269 obtained from the standard brake material testing under higher levels of velocity and
normal force (Blau, 2009).

Figure 4.12. Time histories of the (a) displacement, (b) velocity, (c) acceleration, and (d) force of
the prototype damper under a 1.5 Hz harmonic excitation for Case 2 with δgZ=0.75 in. (ST:
Sticking Phase; SL: Sliding Phase).
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Figure 4.13. Phenomenological model of the prototype PEMECFD; (a) rigid body diagrams of
the rotor and stator, (b) basic dynamic model, and (c) enhanced dynamic model.
It is also of interest to investigate the response of the prototype damper under the high
frequency excitation with f=1.5 Hz. Figure 4.12 shows time histories of the displacement,
velocity, acceleration, and force of the prototype damper subjected to this excitation for Case 2
with δgZ=0.75 in. It can be observed that the prototype damper sticks when reaching its
maximum displacement at Ud=±25.4 mm, i.e. at the moments when the sign of the velocity
changes. The velocity and acceleration responses are zero during the sticking phases while the
damper force is zero at Ud=+25.4 mm but about 8 N at Ud=−25.4 mm, as shown in Figure
4.12(d). It is also seen from Figure 4.12(c) that the acceleration response suddenly decreases and
increases just before and after the sticking phases (ST), respectively. In chapter 3, it has was
proved that eddy current damping is effective in reducing the magnitude of such acceleration
pulses caused by stick-slip motion (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a). The increase in the
acceleration of the prototype damper increases the contribution of inertial effects in the damper
force.

To clarify this issue, the rigid body diagrams of the rotor and stator of the prototype
damper have been illustrated in Figure 4.13(a). It is observed that the force generated by the
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prototype damper includes not only the effects of friction Ff and eddy current damping CeU̇d, but
also the inertial effect of rotor mrÜd as well as the effect of friction between the ball bearings and
the piston f0 (sealing friction) which is small compared to the inertial effect because of the
lubrication of the ball bearings guiding the piston as shown in Figure 4.5(a). The mass of the
rotor including all its components is about 1.9 kg, i.e. mr≅1.9 kg. To take account of such effects
on the hysteresis behavior of the prototype damper, a new dynamic model called “enhanced
dynamic model” is proposed, as shown in Figure 4.13(c). The force-displacement relationship of
this model may be expressed by,

  C U

Fd  F0  M 0 U
d
e d  Ff

(4-14)

where Ff is given by Equation (4-2), M0 is a mass parameter, and F0 is a constant force. It should
be noted that M0 and F0 are not necessarily equal to mr and f0 (sealing friction) discussed
previously. Here, F0 may also represent the effects of the imperfection in the manufacturing of
the prototype damper that becomes more noticeable in higher frequencies, which for the sake of
simplicity, is represented by such a constant force. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 present comparisons
between the force-displacement, force-velocity hysteresis loops and the force time history of the
prototype damper obtained from the test under the 1.5 Hz harmonic excitation for Case 2 with
δgZ=0.75 in. with those from the simulation of the basic and enhanced dynamic models. It can be
concluded that the basic dynamic model is not able to predict the hysteresis behavior of the
prototype damper accurately.
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Figure 4.14. Comparison between the predicted and experimentally obtained hysteresis responses
of the prototype damper under 1.5 Hz excitations for Case 2 with δgZ=0.75 in; (a) basic dynamic
model (b) enhanced dynamic model.

Figure 4.15. Comparison between the predicted and experimentally obtained time history
response of the prototype damper under 1.5 Hz excitations for Case 2 with δgZ=0.75 in; (a) basic
dynamic model (b) enhanced dynamic model.
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The seven parameters of basic dynamic model are estimated as follows: Ce=24.21 N.s/m,
Ffsl=19.0 N, Ffst=22.0 N, s=2, σf0=149999.5 N/m, σf1=738.95 N.s/m, and vfs=0.01 m/s (Note:
μfsl=0.199 and μfst=0.231 for Nf=95.36 N). However, the proposed enhanced dynamic model has
been very successful in simulating the experimental behavior of the prototype damper. The nine
parameters of the enhanced dynamic model are estimated as follows: Ce=27.313 N.s/m,
F0= 2.741 N, Ffsl=15.272 N, Ffst=17.25 N, M0=2.147 kg, s=2, σf0=150000 N/m, σf1=500.01
N.s/m, and vfs=0.01 m/s (Note: μfsl=0.160 and μfst=0.181 for Nf=95.36 N). The differences
between the values of μfsl, μfst, σf0, and σf1 obtained here and those obtained for the tests under
the harmonic excitations with the low frequencies 0.1 Hz and 0.5 Hz shown in Table 4.2 are
small. So, it can be concluded that these parameters are frequency-independent. There is a little
difference between the predicted value of the mass parameter M0=2.147 kg with the real value of
the mass of the rotor mr=1.9 kg.

Figure 4.16 shows the force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis loops
corresponding to the friction, eddy current damping, friction combined with eddy current
damping, inertia of the rotor mass, and F0 in the enhanced dynamic model based on the
simulation under 1.5 Hz excitations for Case 2 with δgZ=0.75 in. It is observed that the eddy
current damping part, represented by an elliptical-shaped force-displacement curve, has a
considerable contribution to the damper force. It has been able to produce a damping force as
large as 50% of the friction force at the point Ud=0. The contribution of the inertia of the rotor
mass has also been significant. It should be noted that such an inertial effect may be more
important for large scale damping devices as reported by researchers for large scale MR dampers
(Yang et al., 2002).
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Figure 4.16. Force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis loops of the different parts of the
prototype damper obtained from the simulation under 1.5 Hz excitations for Case 2 with
δgZ=0.75 in; (a) friction and eddy current damping, (b) inertial force Fi=M0Üd and constant force
F0.
4.4.2. Model Validation

Figure 4.17 shows the random motions used to validate the accuracy of the proposed
enhanced dynamic model. The amplitude of these motions has been limited to 25.4 mm which is
equal to the stroke of the prototype damper, i.e. Δs=1 in. Random motion No. 1 plotted in Figure
4.17(a) is applied to the prototype damper and the nine parameters of the enhanced dynamic
model are estimated. To ensure the repeatability and the reproducibility of the results, this
process is carried out two times and then the average values of the estimated parameters are
calculated. The average values of the nine parameters of the enhanced dynamic model are
obtained as follows: Ce=26.072 N.s/m, F0= 0.295 N, Ffsl=13.889 N, Ffst=15.0 N, M0=3.448 kg,
s=2, σf0=137960 N/m, σf1=653.65 N.s/m, and vfs=0.01 m/s (Note: μfsl=0.146 and μfst=0.157 for
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Nf=95.36 N). As it can also be seen, the value of F0 is merely about 2 percent of Ffst, which is
negligible. Figure 4.18(a) compares the force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis loops of
the prototype damper obtained from the test under random excitation No.1 for Case 2 with
δgZ=0.75 in. with those from the simulation of the enhanced dynamic model. Figure 4.19(a)
compares time histories of the damper force for this case. The model shows a good agreement
with the experimental data in both the figures.

Figure 4.17. Random motions (a) No. 1 and (b) No. 2 applied to the prototype damper for
validation of the proposed enhanced dynamic model.
Figure 4.18(a) shows that the lower and upper branches of the force-displacement
hysteresis curve obtained from the test has a minor deviation from the straight line, apparently,
due to the existence of an unwanted small stiffness in the prototype damper. This error is likely
caused by a small inclination in the piston when moving to the left and right, respectively.

Generalized Parameters

In order to facilitate the use of enhanced dynamic model for the simulation of
PEMECFDs in general, the values of the main parameters of the LuGre friction model, i.e. the
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six parameters s, vfs, μfsl, μfst, σf0, and σf1, obtained for the tests under the harmonic excitations
with the frequencies 0.1 Hz, 0.5 Hz, 1.5 Hz, and random motion No.1 are averaged and
presented in Table 4.3. These values are independent of the input frequency and can be used for
modeling of large-scale PEMECFDs or even SEMECFDs (Semi-active Electromagnetic Eddy
Current Friction Dampers) the materials of the sliding surfaces of which are same as those used
in this study. The SEMECFDs make use of electromagnets to produce the normal force instead
of PMs. Furthermore, the values of Nf and Ce can be obtained from Equations (4-3d) and (4-7b),
respectively, and those of F0 and M0 can also be estimated from the dimensions and
configuration of the PEMECFD. The effect of F0 can be disregarded for low-frequency
excitations, i.e. f<1.0 Hz.

Table 4.3. General values of the main parameters of the LuGre
friction model estimated from the tests.
s
2

vfs (m/s)
0.01

μfsl
0.15

μfst
0.2

σf0 (N/m)
131000

σf1 (N.s/m)
650

Random motion No.2 plotted in Figure 4.17(b) is applied to the prototype damper and the
obtained results from the tests are compared with those obtained from the simulation of the
enhanced dynamic model, whose parameters have the same values as those presented in Table
4.3 while assuming that Nf=95.36 N and Ce=30.57 N.s/m which are obtained from Equations (43d) and (4-7b), as shown in Figure 4.9(b) and 4.9(d). The value of F0 is assumed to be

0.295 N

same as that estimated for random motion No.1 and the value of M0 is assumed to be 1.9 kg that
is the mass of the rotor of prototype damper. The corresponding results have been compared in
Figures 4.18(b) and 4.19(b).
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Figure 4.18. Comparison between the predicted and experimentally obtained hysteresis responses
of the prototype damper under random motions (a) No.1 and (b) No. 2 for Case 2 with δgZ=0.75
in.

Figure 4.19. Comparison between the predicted and experimentally obtained time history
response of the prototype damper under random motions (a) No.1 and (b) No. 2 for Case 2 with
δgZ=0.75 in.
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It is observed that they are also in good agreement with each other, which proves the
accuracy of the proposed dynamic model and the robustness of its estimated parameters.
Therefore, the developed dynamic models and its identified parameters can be utilized to predict
the dynamic behavior of larger scale PEMECFDs or SEMECFDs equipped by electromagnets,
both with higher levels of friction and eddy current damping forces, as well as, major inertial
effects.

4.5. Concluding Remarks

This chapter has focused on the modeling, design, and testing of the proof-of-concept
prototype of a new type of passive damping device that combines the advantages of both friction
and eddy current damping for dissipation of kinetic energy. The friction force is produced by the
magnetic force of cuboidal PMs magnetized in the direction normal to the direction of the
motion. The eddy current damping force is produced by the motion of the PMs relative to a
copper plate in their vicinity. The prototype damper has a simple and compact design in which
the combined effects of both friction and eddy current damping make the prototype damper to
produce larger and smoother force-displacement hysteresis loops for the purpose of energy
dissipation efficiency. To model the force-displacement relationship of the prototype damper,
LuGre friction model was used to formulate the friction force, and magnetostatic and quasistatic
forms of Maxwell’s equations were used to formulate the normal force and the eddy current
damping force, respectively. By the use of finite element and analytical analyses of the prototype
damper, it has been shown that the alternate pole-arrangement of the PMs produces a larger eddy
current damping coefficient than their uniform pole-arrangement, while both may cause normal
forces with the same magnitude. Two dynamic models namely “basic” and “enhanced” have
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been proposed to demonstrate the force-displacement relationship of the prototype damper. To
characterize these dynamic models and estimate their parameters, a simple experimental setup
was established to test the prototype damper under harmonic excitations with different
frequencies. It has been shown that the proposed enhanced dynamic model is superior to the
basic dynamic model in the prediction of the dynamic responses of the prototype damper since
the enhanced dynamic model takes inertial effects into account. This dynamic model has been
validated by subjecting the prototype damper to random excitations.
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CHAPTER 5. MAGNETO-SOLID DAMPER

5.1. Introduction

In this chapter, the idea of combining friction with eddy current damping is further
investigated by proposing a new type of PFD in which arrays of cubic permanent magnets (PMs)
have been used to generate attractive magnetic normal force across the sliding surfaces and
induce eddy current damping. This magnetic PFD has a fully solid configuration and for this
reason, is termed as Magneto-Solid Damper (MSD). This chapter focuses on optimal placement
of the PMs in design of the proposed MSD.

5.2. Dynamic Model of the MSD

Figure 5.1 shows the key components of the MSD responsible for the generation of the
friction and eddy current damping forces. The finite element simulation of the MSD is carried
out in two coordinate systems: S:XYZ and Sʹ:XʹYʹZʹ. These coordinate systems are linked to the
laboratory and moving reference frames, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.1. All physical
quantities involved in this model are measured and calculated in the laboratory reference frame
(LRF), except for calculation of the eddy current damping force which, for the sake of simplicity,
is made in the moving reference frame (MRF).

The MSD, as can be seen from Figure 5.1, is composed of two main parts: stator and
rotor. The stator is the stationary part of the damper and is fixed to the base. It consists of a soft
ferromagnetic plate of the dimensions Lfpl×Wfpl×δfpl, and two identical copper plates of the
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dimensions Lcpl×Wcpl×δcpl. These plates are located at the top and bottom of the configuration, as
shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Dynamic model of the MSD.
The relative magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic plate is denoted by μrfpl and the
magnetic permeability and electric conductivity of the copper plates are donated by μcpl and σcpl,
respectively. The ferromagnetic plate is assumed to have a very low electric conductivity
compared to that of the copper plate. The rotor is the moving part of the damper and is linked to
the piston moving with the displacement ud along the X-axis, as shown in Figure 5.1. The rotor
consists of two identical planar multipole arrays of cubic neodymium permanent magnets (PMs)
stacked together along the X- and Y-axes and two friction pads assumed to be made of a nonmagnetic material so that they don’t interfere in the path of the magnetic flux of the PMs
throughout the ferromagnetic plate. The size of the gap between the PMs arrays and the
ferromagnetic plate along the Z-axis is denoted by ΔgfplZ and that between the PMs arrays and the
copper plates is denoted by ΔgcplZ. These two parameters have critical roles in increasing and
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decreasing the force capacity and smoothness of the hysteretic loop of the MSD. The finite
element modeling is performed only on the upper part of the damper with Z ≥ −0.5δfpl, because
the configuration of the damper is symmetric with respect to the line Z = −0.5δfpl.

5.2.1. Friction

The attractive magnetic interaction between the upper PMs array and the ferromagnetic
plate causes the normal force Nf (see Figure 5.1), and as a result of that, the friction force Ff is
developed between the upper friction pad and the ferromagnetic plate. This force can be
represented by the standard form of LuGre friction model (Canudas de Wit et al., 1995),

Ff  f 0 z f f 1z f

(5-1a)

where σf0 is the stiffness coefficient, σf1 is the micro-damping coefficient, and zf is the internal
state variable, which is obtained by solving the following nonlinear first-order differential
equation at each time-step,



f 0 u d


z f  u d  
 zf
s
 fsl  ( fst   fsl ) exp  u d vfs  N f 








(5-1b)

where μfsl is the kinetic friction coefficient, μfst is the static friction coefficient (μfst≥μfsl), vfs is the
Stribeck velocity, and s is a constant.

5.2.2. Eddy Current Damping
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The motion of the upper PMs array relative to the upper copper plate causes the eddy current
damping force Fe that opposes the motion of the upper PMs array, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
This force is proportional to the velocity of the damper,

Fe  Ce u d

(5-2)

where Ce is the eddy current damping coefficient. This linear relationship between the eddy
current damping force and the velocity is valid for low velocities/frequencies, which is the case
for the MSD in this study (|u̇d|≤0.5 m/s).

Figure 5.2. Mechanism of eddy current induction in the upper copper plate due to motion of a
single PM.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the mechanism of eddy current induction because of the motion of
one of the PMs in the upper PMs array. The PM has the velocity vector vm=+u̇deX in the
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coordinate system S:XYZ linked to the LRF. The PM is, however, stationary in the coordinate
system S':X'Y'Z', but the upper copper plate is moving with the velocity vector v'cpl=−u̇de'X in
this coordinate system. The motion of the upper copper plate relative to the PM changes the
magnetic flux of the PM passing through the upper copper plate, which induces motional eddy
currents within the upper copper plate according to Faraday’s law of induction (Graves et al.,
2000; Griffiths, 2014). The magnetic field of the induced eddy currents B'ind resists the change in
the magnetic flux of the PM in accordance with Lenz’s law (Griffiths, 2014). To resist this
change, as the PM moves in the X-direction in the LRF, the induced eddy currents are distributed
inside the copper plate with the volume density vector J'e in such a way that their magnetic fields
repel and attract the magnetic field B'ext of the PM in the front and rear of the PM, respectively,
as shown in Figure 5.2. This mechanism results in the braking force Fʹe that resists the motion of
the copper plate in the MRF and the braking force Fe=−Fʹe that resists the motion of the PM in
the LRF (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018a, 2017a, 2016a; Kriezis et al., 1992a).

5.2.3. Force-Displacement Hysteretic Behavior

The force of the MSD is given by Fd=2fd, in which fd is the force generated in each of the
lower and upper parts of the damper. This force is equal to the summation of friction and eddy
current damping forces, i.e., fd= Ff + Fe. Figure 5.3 shows the force-displacement hysteresis loop
of the MSD because of the combined effects of friction and eddy current damping forces when
subjected to a harmonic displacement. It is seen that the resulting hysteresis loop has a large area
with smooth corners, which are essential for the reduction of the stick-slip motion in the damper.
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Figure 5.3. Force-displacement hysteresis behavior of the MSD subjected to a harmonic
displacement; (a) the friction part, (b) the eddy current damping part, and (c) the MSD itself.

Figure 5.4. Linear Halbach array created by stacked PMs sequentially rotated by 90°.
5.2.4. Planar Arrangement of the PMs

The arrangement of the PMs based on the magnetic direction of their poles is the key
feature of the MSD that can strongly affect the magnetic interaction of the PMs with the
ferromagnetic and copper plates. The poles of the PMs can be arranged in such a way that the
magnetic flux density of the PMs on one side of the array becomes significantly stronger (strong
side) than that on the other side (weak side) where the magnetic flux densities of the PMs are
significantly canceled out. The most widely known array of PMs of this type is the Halbach array
in which arrangement of the poles follows a harmonic pattern shown in Figure 5.4 (Halbach,
1980; Mallinson, 1973). The minimum number of PMs required to repeat this pattern is five,
where the PMs are sequentially rotated by 90° from the left to right (see Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.5. Planar arrangement of the PMs poles in seven different multipole arrays: (a) uniform,
(b) X-linear alternating, (c) Y-linear alternating, (d) planar alternating, (e) X-linear Halbach
(Strong Side), (f) Y-linear Halbach (Strong Side), and (g) planar Halbach arrays (Strong Side).
Figure 5.5 shows the planar arrangement of the PMs poles in seven different multipole
arrays including: (1) uniform, (2) X-linear alternating, (3) Y-linear alternating, (4) planar
alternating, (5) X-linear Halbach, (6) Y-linear Halbach, and (7) planar Halbach arrays. These
arrays consist of 25 identical cubic PMs with the side length am, which are separated from each
other by air-gaps of the size δgmX and δgmY along the X and Y-axes, respectively. It is observed
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that Arrays 3 and 6 are created by 90° rotation of Arrays 2 and 5, respectively. The magnetic
interaction of Array 2 with the ferromagnetic plate is the same as that of Array 3. However, the
magnetic interaction of Array 2 with the upper copper plate is different than that of Array 3
because the magnetic flux densities of the PMs in these two arrays have different angles with the
direction of the motion, which can strongly affect the distribution of eddy currents within the
upper copper plate (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018a, 2017a). The same deduction can also be
made for the magnetic interactions of Arrays 5 and 6 with the ferromagnetic and copper plates.
The number of PMs along the X- and Y-axes has been limited to five because it is the minimum
number of PMs required to create a linear Halbach array, as illustrated above.

5.3. Finite Element Model

Finite element modeling is performed only on the upper part of the MSD because of the
symmetry (see Figure 5.1). Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) show two separate finite element models
developed in COMSOL multiphysics software (COMSOL v.5.4, 2018) to calculate the normal
force Nf and the eddy current damping coefficient Ce, respectively. The magnetic interaction of
the upper PMs array with the ferromagnetic plate can be modeled separately from that with the
upper copper plate. The influence of magnetization of the ferromagnetic plate on the distribution
of the eddy currents within the copper plate is negligible, as proved by the Method of Image in
magnetostatics (Furlani, 2001). The air domain surrounding the upper PMs array, the
ferromagnetic and copper plates is modeled by a sphere of the radius 168.75 m with a center
positioned at the origin of the XYZ coordinate system.
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Figure 5.6. Finite element models of the key components of the MSD; the upper PMs array and
the ferromagnetic plate in the (a) XY- and (b) XZ-planes, and the upper PMs array and the upper
copper plate in the (c) XY- and (d) XZ-planes.
5.3.1. Magnetic Interaction

The attractive magnetic interaction between the upper PMs array and the ferromagnetic
plate is described by the magnetostatic form of Maxwell’s equations in the LRF. The PMs are
assumed to be stationary in this finite element model implying that ud=0. The demagnetization
curve of the neodymium PMs is linear at room temperature and their relative recoil
permeabilities can also be assumed to be equal to one. The governing equation that describes this
magnetic interaction is given by (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018a; Furlani, 2001),

  [ 0 (M r   )]  0

(5-3a)

where Φ is the magnetic scalar potential function and Mr is the magnetization vector of the PMs
that acts as a source term here.
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The magnetic flux density vector of the PMs is therefore obtained by,

    0 M r
B ext   0
 0

inside
.
outside

(5-3b)

This problem is solved be defining a stationary solver node in COMSOL multiphysics
software (COMSOL v.5.4, 2018). The magnetic force acting on the upper PMs array is obtained
by (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018a; Furlani, 2001),

Fm  
 T  dS ,
Sm

(5-4a)

where T is the Maxwell stress tensor, whose terms are defined by,

Tij 

1
0

1

2 
 Bexti Bextj  2 ijBextj  ,

(5-4b)

in which δij is the Kronecker delta (i,j=X,Y,Z). The integral is taken over an arbitrary surface
surrounding the volume of the PMs in air (Freschi and Repetto, 2013). A very fine mesh has
been used along the edges of the PMs and the ferromagnetic plate to obtain satisfactorily
accurate results, as shown in Figure 5.6(a). The normal force Nf is equal to the magnitude of the
Z-component of the force Fm implying that Nf=|Fm.eZ|.

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions of this problem are: (i) Φout−Φin=0, i.e. Φ is continuous across
the boundaries of the PMs, and (ii) ∂nΦout−∂nΦin=Mr•n (Griffiths, 2014).

5.3.2. Eddy Current Induction
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The eddy current induction caused by the motion of the upper PMs array relative to the
upper copper plate can be described by the quasistatic form of Maxwell’s equations in the MRF
in which the copper plate is assumed to have the constant velocity of vʹcpl=0.5 m/s, as shown in
Figure 5.6(d) (Larsson, 2006). The governing equations for this problem can be expressed as
(Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018a; Furlani, 2001; Zec et al., 2013),

 

1
A
  A  cpl (
 V  vcpl    A) ,
 cpl
t 
A
  cpl (
 V  vcpl    A)  0 ,
t 

(5-5a)
(5-5b)

where A' is the magnetic vector potential and V' is the electric scalar potential. For the sake of
simplicity, it is assumed that the mass center of the upper PMs array is aligned with the mass
center of the upper copper plate at each time step of the transient analysis. This assumption is
valid as long as the PMs remain far from the edges of the copper plate at X=±Lfpl/2 so that the
paths of the induced eddy currents are not distorted because of the edge effects (Amjadian and
Agrawal, 2017a). The time derivative term in Equation (5-5b) can also be disregarded under such
conditions. To ensure the convergence, the small time ∆t=0.01 s is used for the integration, and
the small value σ=1 S/m is also attributed to the electric conductivities of the surrounding air and
the PMs. The volume density vector of the eddy currents induced within the copper plate is
therefore obtained by,

Je  cpl (

A
 V  vcpl    A) .
t 

(5-5c)

The term that includes the velocity of the copper plate is a source term causing an electromotive
force that drives the eddy currents. The stationary solver is used to compute Aʹ inside and outside
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of the PMs, which are stationary in the MRF. Then, a time-dependent solver is defined to solve
the problem with the initial conditions set by the stationary solution. The eddy current damping
force Fʹe acting on the upper copper plate is obtained by the Lorentz force formula as follows,

Fe   Je  Bd
cpl

(5-6)

where Ωcpl is the volume of the upper copper plate. It should be noted that Bʹ=Bʹext+Bʹind,
implying that Bʹ is the summation of both the external and induced magnetic flux density
vectors. The eddy current damping coefficient Ce is equal to magnitude of the X-component of
the force Fe=−FeeX per unit velocity implying that Ce=Fe/vm.

Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions of this problem are: (i) magnetic insulation boundary condition,
i.e. nʹ×Aʹ=0, on the surrounding air boundaries, and (ii) continuity boundary condition, i.e.
nʹ•Jʹe=0, on the interfaces between the upper copper plate and the surrounding air.

5.4. Results and Discussion
The geometrical and material properties of the key components of the MSD are described
by these 14 parameters: am, δgmX, δgmY, Lfpl, Wfpl, δfpl, Lcpl, Wcpl, δcpl , ΔgcplZ, ΔgfplZ, Br, σcpl, µcpl
and µrfpl as illustrated in Figure 5.1(a). It is assumed that am=0.5 in, δgmX=δgmY=1 mm, Br=1.4 T,
σcpl=58.58 MS/m, μcpl≃μ0=4π×10-7 Tm/A, and µrfpl=5000 in this study. The remaining
parameters are determined by conducting an optimization study on the dimensions and material
properties of the PMs and the ferromagnetic plate, and the upper copper plate, respectively.
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5.4.1. PMs Arrays
The magnetic interaction between the PMs arrays in Figure 5.5, the ferromagnetic plate and the
upper copper plate are different which results in different normal forces and eddy current
damping. These two quantities are functions of ΔgfplZ and ΔgcplZ, respectively.

Figure 5.7. Variation of Nf with ΔgfplZ/am for different PMs arrays.

Figure 5.8. Variation of Ce with ΔgcplZ/am for different PMs arrays.
Figure 5.7 shows the variation of Nf with ΔgfplZ/am for these PMs arrays. The results have
been obtained from the finite element model shown in Figure 5.6(a). These results also include
the cases in which the weak sides of Arrays 5, 6, and 7 are facing the ferromagnetic plate. It is
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seen that Nf decreases with the increase of ΔgfplZ/am for all the PMs arrays, although at different
rates of decrease. It is seen that Array 1 causes the mildest rate of decrease compared to the other
PMs arrays. This PMs array causes the highest Nf when ΔgfplZ/am is very large, i.e. ΔgfplZ/am>1.0.
This is because the PMs array has a large magnetic leakage. The other PMs arrays which have
smaller magnetic leakage and fringing cause a high Nf when ΔgfplZ/am is small, i.e. ΔgfplZ/am<1.0.
In this study, it is assumed that ΔgfplZ=0.219 in at which the strong sides of Arrays 5 and 6 cause
the maximum value of the normal force Nf=558.85 N in the MSD..

Figure 5.8 shows the variation of Ce with ΔgcplZ/am for the PMs arrays shown in Figure
5.5. The results have been obtained from the finite element model shown in Figure 5.6(c). This
figure also shows the results corresponding to the cases when the weak sides of Arrays 5, 6, and
7 are facing the ferromagnetic plate. It is seen that Cf decreases with an increase of ΔgcplZ/am for
all the PMs arrays, the rate of decrease is different for different arrays. The mildest rate of
decrease is caused by Array 1 compared to the other PMs arrays. This array causes the highest Cf
when ΔgcplZ/am is very large, i.e. ΔgfplZ/am>1.0. However, other PMs arrays cause a high Nf when
ΔgcplZ/am is small, i.e. ΔgcplZ/am<1.0. In this study, it is assumed that ΔgcplZ=0.05 in at which the
strong sides of Array 5 causes the highest value of Cf in the MSD, which is equal to Ce = 213.7
N.s/m. It is also seen that the damping coefficient caused by Array 2 is much larger than that
caused by Arrays 3 which was created by the clockwise rotation of Array 2. This is because the
magnetic flux density vectors of these two arrays make different angles with the direction of the
velocity vector. It is clear that Arrays 5, 6, and 7 are not good options for arranging the PMs
because these arrays focus the magnetic field on one side (strong side).
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Figure 5.9. B field vector on Y=0 plane for (a) Array 1, (b) Array 2, (c) Array 3, (d) Array 4, (e)
Array 5, (f) Array 6, and (g) Array 7.
Hence, it seems that Array 2 is the best option for the MSD because it causes the same
magnetic field on both the sides when facing the ferromagnetic and copper plates. This PMs
array causes Nf=191.07 N for ΔgfplZ=0.219 in and Ce=97.97 N.s/m for ΔgcplZ=0.05 in. Figure 5.9
shows B field vector on Y=0 plane for all the PMs arrays in the presence of the ferromagnetic
plate. Figure 5.10 shows Jʹe field vector on the lower face of the upper copper plate for all the
PMs arrays.
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Figure 5.10. Jʹe field vector on the bottom surface of the upper copper plate with Zʹ=−am/2−∆gcplZ
for (a) Array 1, (b) Array 2, (c) Array 3, (d) Array 4, (e) Array 5, (f) Array 6, and (g) Array 7.
Figure 5.9(b) shows that Array 5, when its strong side is facing the ferromagnetic plate,
has the strongest magnetic attraction interaction with the ferromagnetic plate. Figure 5.10(b) also
shows that this PM array causes the strongest magnetic interaction with the upper copper plate
when its strong side is facing this plate.

5.4.2. Ferromagnetic Plate
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The size of the ferromagnetic plate has to be optimized to reduce the manufacturing cost
of the MSD. Figure 5.11 shows the variation of Nf with 0.5δfpl/am. The half of the ferromagnetic
plate thickness has been chosen as a variable here because of the symmetry (See Figure 5.1). The
results have been obtained by the finite element model shown in Figure 5.6(a). Figure 5.11
shows that Nf is almost independent of δfpl. This is an important finding because it allows the
designer to choose a thinner ferromagnetic plate to reduce the total weight and manufacturing
cost of the MSD. It is assumed that δfpl=0.5 in here.

Figure 5.11. Variation of Nf with 0.5δfpl/am.

Figure 5.12. Variation of Nf with Δffpl/am.
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The length and width of the ferromagnetic plate have to be larger than those of the Array
2 to avoid the reduction of the magnetic flux density and the normal force because of the edge
effect. This effect can be quantified by defining the ratio Δffpl/am where Δffpl is the lateral free
distance between the edges of the ferromagnetic plate along the Y-axis and the upper PMs array,
as shown in Figure 5.6(a).

Figure 5.12 shows the variation of Nf with Δffpl/am. It can be seen that Nf is almost
independent of Δffp. It is assumed that Δffpl=am=0.5 in here. Therefore, the width of the
ferromagnetic plate should be larger than 92.9 mm, and the length of the ferromagnetic plate,
considering the stroke ±67.5 mm for the piston, should be larger than 227.9 mm. The standard
size of the ferromagnetic plate is consequently chosen to be 250×100×13 mm in this study.

5.4.3. Lower and Upper Copper Plates
The interaction between the external magnetic field Bʹext and induced magnetic field Bʹind
can be quantified by introducing a dimensionless number called the magnetic Reynolds number
(Davidson, 2001; Woodson and Melcher, 1990). To describe this interaction, Equation (5-5a) can
be manipulated into this form:


   R  A  ( v   
 
 2 A
 ) A


m 
c
 t 


(5-7)

   A A , v   v v , 
  l , and  t   l v   t . Equation (5-7) is the dimensionless
where, A
c
c

form of transient magnetic diffusion-advection equation where Rm is the magnetic Reynolds
number defined by (Davidson, 2001),
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Rm 

lv
cpl

(5-8)

where ηcpl=1/σcplμcpl is the magnetic diffusivity of the copper plate, v is the characteristic
velocity, and l is the characteristic length scale. It is assumed that l=δcpl/2=0.25 in. and
v=vm=|vʹcpl| in this study (Davidson, 2001; Uhlig et al., 2012; Zec et al., 2013). The first, second,
and third terms in Equation (5-7), from the left to the right, represent the diffusion, transient, and
advection effects of the magnetic field of the PMs (external magnetic field) when penetrating
into the upper copper plate. Figure 5.13 illustrates the results of finite element modeling of the
interaction of the magnetic field of Array 2 with the induced magnetic field within the upper
copper plate. This interaction has been compared for three different values of the magnetic
Reynolds number Rm=0.1, 1.0, and 10 corresponding to the cases in which Array 2 moves with
the velocities vm=0.241, 2.139, and 21.393 m/s relative to the upper copper plate, respectively.

It is seen from Equation (5-7) that when Rm≪1 the transient and the advection terms are
relatively unimportant and can be neglected. This means that the penetration of external
magnetic field into the upper copper plate is governed by the stationary diffusion equation.
Therefore, the external magnetic field can significantly penetrate into the depth of the conductor
because field perturbation due to induced magnetic field is negligible, as illustrated in Figure
5.13(a) for Rm=0.1. However, when Rm≫1, the diffusion term, as compared to the transient and
advection terms, becomes negligible. In this case, the external magnetic field is expelled from
the conductor such that the induced eddy currents flow in a thin layer close to the exterior
surface of the conductor, as shown in Figure 5.13(c) for Rm=10.0. This phenomena is called skin
effect (Uhlig et al., 2012).
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The upper copper plate can be assumed as thin when Rm≪1 in which the thickness of the
upper copper plate is less than the motional skin depth δcpl≤δsk (Reitz and Davis, 1972). The
motional skin depth is the depth in which the magnitude of the eddy current volume density
vector inside the upper copper plate is reduced to 1/e≃37% of its maximum value at the
boundary surface. This depth is given by (Uhlig et al., 2012),

sk 

2lc
v

(5-9)

Figure 5.13. Distribution of the induced eddy currents within the upper copper plate affected by
the interaction of the induced magnetic field with the magnetic field of Array 2 when moving
with the velocity (a) vm=0.241 m/s, (b) vm=2.139 m/s, and (c) vm=21.393 m/s.
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Table 5.1 lists the value of the eddy current damping coefficient for four different
magnetic Reynolds numbers Rm=0.1, 1.0, 0.235, and 10, where the third value corresponds the
case in which Array 2 has the velocity vm=0.5 m/s. It is seen that the value of the eddy current
damping coefficient Ce decreases with the increase of the velocity of the magnetic source (i.e.
Array 2).

Table 5.1. Variation of the eddy current damping coefficient for Array 2 with the magnetic
Reynold number.
Rm
0.1
0.235
1.0
10.0
Ce (N.s/m)
98.692
97.970
85.807
16.218
Note: The corresponding skin depths calculated by Equation (5-9) are δsk=1.118, 0.729, 0.353, 0.112 in,
respectively.

To reduce the manufacturing cost of the MSD, it is also necessary to optimize the sizes of
the lower and upper copper plates. This optimization is carried out for Array 2 when moving
with the velocity vm=0.5 m/s relative to the upper copper plate. Figure 5.14 shows the variation
of Ce with δcpl/am. The results have been obtained by the finite element model shown in Figure
5.6(c). It is seen that Ce increases with the increase of δcpl when δcpl/am≤1.0, but it is insensitive to
δcpl when δcpl/am>1.0. It is assumed that δcpl=am=0.5 in here which resuls in Ce=97.972 N.s/m, as
shown in Figure 5.14. The length and width of the lower and upper copper plates have to be
larger than those of Array 2 to avoid the reduction of eddy current damping because of edge
effects. This effect can be quantified by introducing the ratio Δfcpl/am in which Δfcpl is defined as
the lateral free distance between the edges of the upper copper plates along the Y-axis and the
upper PMs array, as shown in Figure 5.6(c). Figure 5.15 shows the variation of Ce with Δfcpl/am.
It can be seen that Ce is insensitive to Δfcpl for Δfcpl/am>1.0. Therefore, it is assumed that
Δfcpl=am=0.5 in here. The standard size of the lower and upper copper plates is chosen to be the
same as that of the ferromagnetic plate, i.e. 250×100×13 mm, for the sake of simplification.
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Figure 5.14. Variation of Ce with δcpl/am.

Figure 5.15. Variation of Ce with Δfcpl/am.
Figure 5.14 shows the variation of Ce with δcpl/am. The results have been obtained by the
finite element model shown in Figure 5.6(c). It is seen that Ce increases with the increase of δcpl
when δcpl/am≤1.0, but it is insensitive to δcpl when δcpl/am>1.0. It is assumed that δcpl=am=0.5 in
here which resuls in Ce=97.972 N.s/m, as shown in Figure 5.14. The length and width of the
lower and upper copper plates have to be larger than those of Array 2 to avoid the reduction of
eddy current damping because of edge effects. This effect can be quantified by introducing the
ratio Δfcpl/am in which Δfcpl is defined as the lateral free distance between the edges of the upper
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copper plates along the Y-axis and the upper PMs array, as shown in Figure 5.6(c). Figure 5.15
shows the variation of Ce with Δfcpl/am. It can be seen that Ce is insensitive to Δfcpl for
Δfcpl/am>1.0. Therefore, it is assumed that Δfcpl=am=0.5 in here. The standard size of the lower
and upper copper plates is chosen to be the same as that of the ferromagnetic plate, i.e.
250×100×13 mm, for the sake of simplification.

Table 5.2. Geometrical and material parameters of the proposed MSD with the force capacity
200N.
Parameter
am
δgmX
δgmY
Lcpl
Wcpl
δcpl
Lfpl
Wfpl
δfpl

Value
0.5
1
1
250
100
0.5
250
100
13

Unit
in
mm
mm
mm
mm
in
mm
mm
mm

∆gcplZ

0.05

in

∆gfplZ

0.219

in

Br
σcpl
µcpl
µrfpl

1.4
58.58
4π×10-7
5000

T
MS/m
Tm/A

Description
Length of sides of the PMs
Size of the horizontal gap between the PMs along the X‐axis
Size of the horizontal gap between the PMs along the Y‐axis
Length of the lower and upper copper plates
Width of the lower and upper copper plates
Thickness of the lower and upper copper plates
Length of the ferromagnetic plate
Width of the ferromagnetic plate
Thickness of the ferromagnetic plate
Size of the gap between the PMs and the lower and upper
copper plates along the Z-axis
Size of the gap between the PMs and the ferromagnetic plate
along the Z-axis
Remanence of the PMs
Electric conductivity of the lower and upper copper plates
Magnetic permeability of the lower and upper copper plates
Relative magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic plate

5.4.4. Force Capacity of the MSD
The geometrical and material properties of the MSD, as mentioned before, can be
represented by 14 parameters including am, δgmX, δgmY, Lfpl, Wfpl, δfpl, Lcpl, Wcpl, δcpl, ΔgcplZ, ΔgfplZ,
Br, σcpl, µcpl and µrfpl. These parameters, their values, and descriptions have been listed in Table
5.2. The values of the parameters of the LuGre friction model in Equation (5-1) are also assumed
to be µfsl=0.250, µfsl=0.275, s=2, vfs=0.01 m/s, σf0=1.0×106 N/m, and σf1=1 N.s/m. It should be
noted that it is necessary to use a large value for σf0 to ensure the realistic abrupt changes in
friction when the sign of velocity is reversed (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a).
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Figure 5.16. Hysteretic behavior of the proposed MSD subjected to a harmonic displacement: (a)
force-displacement and (b) force-velocity hysteretic loops.
The force capacity of the proposed MSD with the geometrical and magnetic properties
listed in Table 5.2 is about fdmax=2(µfslNf+Ce|u̇dmax|)≅200 N. This force corresponds to the normal
force Nf=190 N and the eddy current damping coefficient Ce=98 N.s/m, as calculated in sections
B and C, respectively. Figures 5.16(a) and 5.16(b) illustrate the force displacement and velocity
hysteretic curves of the proposed MSD for three different input frequencies of f=0.5, 1.0, and 1.2
Hz. The frequency f=1.2 Hz corresponds to the maximum velocity that the proposed MSD has
been designed for, i.e. u̇dmax=0.5 m/s. The force in the MSD increases with the input frequency
because of the eddy current damping effects, which is a rate dependent phenomenon. The energy
dissipation capacity of the proposed MSD can be increased by using larger numbers of PMs
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arrays consisting of larger-sized cubic PMs. Modeling and experimental studying of a prototype
model of the MSD is the subject of the next chapter.

5.5. Concluding Remarks
This chapter studied the optimal pole arrangement of cubic permanent magnets (PMs) in
design of a fully solid passive damping device in which friction and eddy current damping are
combined to dissipate energy. This passive damping device, which is termed as magneto-solid
damper, consists of a soft ferromagnetic plate, two identical copper plates, and two planar arrays
of PMs attached to either sides of the ferromagnetic plate through two non-magnetic friction
pads. The friction force is developed between the friction pads and the ferromagnetic plate when
the PMs arrays move relative to the ferromagnetic plate. The eddy current damping force is
generated because of the motion of the PMs arrays relative to the copper plates. The optimization
process has been carried out through the analysis of the finite element model of the MSD in
COMSOl multiphysics software. The numerical results show that, for a given number and size of
the PMs, arranging the PMs poles alternately along the direction of their motion is the most
optimum case to increase the energy dissipation capacity of the MSD while ensuring its smooth
hysteretic loop.
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CHAPTER 6. DESIGN, MODELING,
FABRICATION, AND CHARACTERIZATION
TESTING OF A SMALL-SCALE PROTOTYPE
MAGNETO-SOLID DAMPER

6.1. Introduction
The theoretical concept of the MSD and details on its energy dissipation mechanism and
configuration were discussed in chapter 5. This chapter focuses on numerical modeling,
fabrication, and characterization testing of a small-scale prototype of the MSD according to the
design developed in chapter 5.

6.2. Design and Fabrication
Figure 6.1 shows a view of the prototype MSD designed and fabricated for the purpose of
the characterization tests in laboratory. The configuration of this damper is based on the design
carried out in chapter 5. For the sake of simplicity, the PMs have been arranged according to
Array 4 instead of Array 2 that was chosen in chapter 5. The PMs in Array 4 are in a static force
equilibrium condition and can be easily kept attached together without applying any attractive or
repulsive force to each other. Figure 6.1(b) shows Array 4 and one of the 25 neodymium cubic
PMs used in this array with a horizontal circular hole of the diameter 0.127 in perpendicular to
its magnetization direction. These holes are used to stack the PMs together along the y-axis and
mount the array to the aluminum housings through bolt and nut connections.
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Figure 6.1. A small-scale prototype of the proposed magneto-solid damper; (a) drawing details of
the design, and (b) 3D view of the fabricated damper in the laboratory with details on geometry
of the cubic PMs and their planar arrangement.

Table 6.1. Geometrical and material parameters of the small-scale prototype MSD.
Parameter
am
dm

Value
0.5
0.127

Unit
in
in

δgmX

1

mm

δgmY

1

mm

Lcpl
Wcpl
δcpl
Lfpl
Wfpl
δfpl

12
4
0.375
12
4
13

in
in
in
in
in
mm

∆gcplZ

0.05

in

∆gfplZ

0.219

in

Br
σcpl
µcpl
µrfpl

1.2
58.58
4π×10-7
5000

T
MS/m
Tm/A

Description
Length of sides of the PMs
Diamter of the hole in the PMs
Size of the horizontal gap between the PMs along the X‐axis
when stacked togther
Size of the horizontal gap between the PMs along the Y‐axis
when stacked togther
Length of the lower and upper copper plates
Width of the lower and upper copper plates
Thickness of the lower and upper copper plates
Length of the ferromagnetic plate
Width of the ferromagnetic plate
Thickness of the ferromagnetic plate
Size of the gap between the PMs and the lower and upper
copper plates along the Z-axis
Size of the gap between the PMs and the ferromagnetic plate
along the Z-axis
Remanence of the PMs
Electric conductivity of the lower and upper copper plates
Magnetic permeability of the lower and upper copper plates
Relative magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic plate
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The motions of the piston and the upper and lower parts are guided by means of four
linear stainless steel ball bearings along the x-axis as shown in Figure 6.1(b). Table 6.1 shows
the geometrical and material parameters of the prototype MSD and their corresponding values.

6.2.1. Finite Element Model
Figure 6.2(a) and (b) show the two FEMs developed in COMSOL multiphysics software
(COMSOL v.5.4, 2018) to calculate the normal force Nf and the eddy current damping
coefficient Ce, respectively. These two models consist of only the upper part of the prototype
MSD which consists of the upper PMs array, the ferromagnetic plate, and the upper copper plate.
As shown in chapter 5, the value of the normal force is not sensitive to the thickness of the
ferromagnetic plate. Therefore, the whole thickness of the ferromagnetic plate is considered here
rather than a half of that above the symmetry line at Z=−δfpl/2 (See Figure 5.1). And as it
discussed in chapter 5, because the magnetization of the ferromagnetic plate has minimal effects
on the distribution of the eddy currents within the upper copper plate, the magnetic interaction of
the upper PMs array with the ferromagnetic plate has been modeled separate from that with the
upper copper plate. The air domain in each FEM is modeled by a sphere of the radius 304.8 mm
with a center positioned at the origin of the S: XYZ coordinate system.

The normal force Nf is equal to the magnitude of the Z-component of the magnetic force
acting on the upper PMs array which can be calculate by Nf=|Fm•eZ| where Fm is given by
Equation (5-4) in chapter 5. The volume density vector of the eddy currents induced within the
upper copper plate denoted by J'e in the Moving Reference Frame (MRF, Sʹ: XʹYʹZʹ) is given by
Equation (5-5) in chapter 5. The eddy current damping force F'e can be calculated by Equation
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(5-6) in chapter 5, and therefore, the eddy current damping coefficient can be obtained by
Ce=|F'e/vd|. FE analysis of the prototype MSD shows that Nf=79.127 N and Ce=30.787 N.s/m.

Figure 6.2. Meshing details of the FEM of the prototype MSD; (a) the upper PMs array and the
ferromagnetic plate in the XY- and XZ-planes, and (b) the upper PMs array and the upper copper
plate in the XY- and XZ-planes.
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Figure 6.3(a) shows the magnetic flux density vector field of the PM array on the XZplane at Y=0 in the presence of the soft ferromagnetic plate. Figure 6.3(b) also shows the volume
density vector field on the surface of the upper copper plate when this plate moves with the
velocity v'cpl=0.5 m/s in the MRF.

Figure 6.3. Results of the FE modeling of the prototype MSD; (a) B field vector on the XZ-plane
at Y=0 (b) J'e field vector on the surface of the upper copper plate (v'cpl=0.5 m/s).
A simple measurement experiment has been set up to verify the accuracy of the FEM in
calculation of the Z-component of the PMs arrays, i.e. BZ. This experiment has been performed
on Array 4 because the PMs are in a static equilibrium in this array so that it becomes easier to
attach them together. Figure 6.4(b) shows 25 cubic PMs of the grade N52 with the size
0.5×0.5×0.5 in stacked together through bolt and nut connections according to Array 4. The PMs
are firmly fasten to an Aluminum housing by means of four bolts passing through horizontal
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holes made in the PMs as shown in Figure 6.4(b). The holes are perpendicular to the
magnetization direction of the PMs.

Figure 6.4. Apparatus used to measure the magnetic field of the PMs in Array 4; (a) Gauss meter
and (b) measuring the Z-component of the magnetic flux density vector Bz along Line 1 with
Z=∆gsplZ+am+1/16 in and Line 2 with Z=∆gsplZ+am+3/16 in.

Figure 6.5. Comparing the (a) measured Z-component of the magnetic flux density vector of the
PMs in Array 4 with that obtained from the (b) FEM along Line 1 and Line 2 with Br=1.4 T.
A simple measurement experiment has been set up to verify the accuracy of the FEM in
calculation of the Z-component of the PMs arrays. BZ has been measured along two lines L1 and
L2 passed over Array 4 at two different heights of δgZ1=1/16 in and δgZ2=3/16 in, respectively, as
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shown in Figures 6.4(b) and 6.5(b). Figure 6.5(a) shows that the results obtained from the
measurement correlate strongly with those obtained from the FEM along these two lines when
Br=1.4 T.

6.2.2. Analytical Model
In this section, based on the theory presented in chapters 3 and 4, an approximate
analytical model is presented to estimate Nf and Ce. This analytical model is valid only when the
magnetization vectors of the PMs are normal to the ferromagnetic and copper plates. Therefore,
it is only applicable to Arrays 1, 2, 3, and 4 studied in chapter 5.

Normal Force
The magnetic attractive force between the PMs array and the soft ferromagnetic plate can
be analytically calculated by the Method of Image in magnetostatics (Furlani, 2001; Hammond,
1960). Figure 6.6 shows the details of this method for a single PM. This PM, designated by PMIJ
here, is positioned in the vicinity of a high permeable linear soft ferromagnetic half-space
medium with a mass center located at Z=+0.5am+δgZ where δgZ is the size of the gap between the
PM and the surface of the soft ferromagnetic medium. The mirror image of this PM with respect
to surface of the soft ferromagnetic medium at Z=0 is designated by IMIJ. The boundary
conditions of the magnetic flux density vector of the PM at Z=0 are (Griffiths, 2014),

B1n  B 2n and B1t 

B 2t
 2r

(6-1)

If μr2→∞ it can be concluded that B1t=B2t=0 which implies that B is perpendicular to the
interface between the soft ferromagnetic medium and the surrounding air i.e. B•n=0 (Beleggia et
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al., 2012). According to the Method of Image, the same boundary conditions can be imposed at
Z=0 when the soft ferromagnetic medium is replaced by the mirror image of the PM whose mass
center is located at Z=−0.5am−δgZ as shown in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6. Calculation of the magnetic interaction between a single PM and a high permeable
linear soft ferromagnetic infinite half-space medium using the Method of Image.
The attractive magnetic force between the PM and the soft ferromagnetic medium is
equivalent to the attractive magnetic force between the PM and its image. This force can be
calculated by the equivalent current model proposed in chapter 3 in which the image PM, which
is subjected to the magnetic field of the primary PM, is reduced to an equivalent bound surface
current circulating around its surfaces (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a). In the prototype
MSD, the PMs in the upper array shown in Figure 5.1 have 25 images PMs whose mass centers
are located on the plane Z=−0.5am−∆gfplZ. The Z-component of the attractive magnetic force
applied to the IMPQ in the image PMs array due to the magnetic field of the PMIJ in the primary
PMs array is given by,

IJPQ
FmZ


IJPQ

YmIJPQ ZIJPQ
1
IJPQ  X m
a 2m BIJr BPQ
f
,
, m  eZ ,
r
mZ 
16 0
am
am 
 am
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(6-2)

where BrIJ=(−1)I+JBr and BrPQ=(−1)P+QBr are the remanences of PMIJ and IMPQ, respectively, with
I, J, P, and Q=1,2,…,5, and Br=μ0Mr with μ0=4π×10-7 Tm/A being the magnetic permeability of
vacuum;

fmZIJPQ(.)

is

a

dimensionless

function

depending

on

ΔXmIJPQ=XmIJ−XmPQ,

ΔYmIJPQ=YmIJ−YmPQ and ΔZmIJPQ=ZmIJ−ZmPQ which are the distances between the mass centers of
the PMs and their corresponding images along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes (Amjadian and Agrawal,
2017a, 2016a). Finally, the total normal force acted on the soft ferromagnetic plate can be
obtained by,

5

5

5

5

IJPQ
N f   FmZ
.

(6-3)

I 1 J 1 P 1 Q 1

The calculation of the normal force, as mentioned earlier, is based on this assumption that
the length and width of the soft ferromagnetic plate are very large compared to those of the PMs
array. However, as it was shown in chapter 5, the normal force is almost insensitive to the
thickness of the soft ferromagnetic plate. The value of the normal force is obtained as Nf=85.996
N using Equation (6-3) which is 8.7 percent larger than Nf=79.127 N obtained from the FEM as
shown in Figure 6.3(a). The discrepancy has caused because, in contrast to the FEM, the
proposed analytical model does not take the effects of the holes into account. They weaken the
attractive magnetic interaction between the PMs and the soft ferromagnetic plate.

Eddy Current Damping Coefficient

The volume density vector of the eddy currents induced within the upper copper plate
because of its motion relative to the upper PMs array, which is stationary in the MRF, can be
obtained from the theory presented in chapter 3. The Xʹ- and Yʹ-components of this vector for a
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single PM in the PMs array, designated as PMIJ here, are given as (Amjadian and Agrawal,
2017a, 2016a),

1
IJ IJ
cpl vcpl sgn(BrIJ )Bavg
jeX (X  XmIJ , Y  YmIJ ) ,
4
1
IJ IJ
JeYIJ (X, Y)   cpl vcpl sgn(BrIJ )Bavg
jeY (X  XmIJ , Y  YmIJ ) ,
2
JeXIJ (X, Y)  

(6-4a)

where BʹIJavg is the average value of the magnitude of the magnetic flux density of the PM taken
over the volume of its footprint on the surface of the upper copper plate (see Figure 5.2), and
B'rIJ=−(−1)I+JBr. Functions jʹIJeX and jʹIJeY in Equation (6-4a) are defined as (Amjadian and
Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a),

2

jeXIJ (X, Y)   (-1)i+ j ln (2 X+ (-1)i a m ) 2 + (2Y + (-1) j a m ) 2  ,
i, j=1

 2Y + (-1) j a m
j (X, Y)   (-1) tan 
i
i, j1
 2 X+ (-1) a m
2

IJ
eY

i+ j

-1


.


(6-4b)

These equations are valid when the in-plane dimensions of the conductor are significantly larger
than those of the magnetic source so that the conductor can be assumed as an infinite thin plate
which is the case for the upper copper plate and the PMs array (Array 4) used in this study (See
Figure 6.3(b)). The total volume density vector is,

5

5

5

5

J e   JeIJ    JeXIJ eX  JeYIJ eY  .
I 1 J 1

(6-4c)

I 1 J 1

The total magnetic flux density vector is B'≅B'ext where B'ext is the external magnetic
field of the PMs which is assumed to be zero outside of the PMs footprints but uniform inside the
PMs footprints. So, B'ext is defined by,
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5

5

PQ
Bext   sgn(BrPQ )(Bavg
eZ ) .

(6-5)

P 1 Q 1

Therefore, the total eddy current damping force acting on the upper copper plate in the MRF can
be calculated as follows,

Fe   Je  Bd 
c
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  5 5
IJ
IJ
PQ
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e
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(6-6a)

The Y'-component of this force is zero and the X'-component is given by,

5
5
5
5


PQ
   sgn(BrPQ )Bavg
  JeYIJ d  eX
FeX


I 1 J 1 P 1 Q 1
 fp


(6-6b)

By taking the integral over the volume of the footprints of the PMs on the surface of the upper
coper plate and transferring the force vector from the MRF to the LRF as per FeX=−F'eX, it can be
concluded,

FeX  Ce vd e X

(6-7a)

where Ce is given by,

Ce 

5
5
5
5

 XmIJPQ YmIJPQ

1
2
cpl cpl a 2m Bavg
sgn(BrIJ ) sgn(BrPQ )ceIJPQ 
,


8
am 
I 1 J 1 P 1 Q 1
 am

In Equation (6-7b), ceIJPQ(.) is a dimensionless function defined as,
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(6-7b)

2

2

ceIJPQ   (-1)i+ j Iij ,

(6-7c)

i=1 j1

in which Iij is the solution to the following integral,
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(6-7d)

where ΔX'mIJPQ=XmIJ−XmPQ and ΔY'mIJPQ=YmIJ−YmPQ are the distances between the mass centers
of the PMs and their corresponding footprints along the X'- and Y'-axes. The value of the eddy
current damping coefficient is obtained as Ce=43.701 N.s/m using Equation (6-7) which is 42
percent larger than Ce=30.787 N.s/m obtained from the FEM as shown in Figure 6.3(b). This
discrepancy is due to the assumptions made to simplify the analytical model and, of course, due
to the fact that the analytical model does not take the effects of the holes into account, in contrast
to the FEM.

6.3. Experimental Setup
Figure 6.7 shows the experimental setup established in the Intelligent Infrastructure
Systems Lab (IISL) at the Purdue University for the characterization testing of the prototype
MSD. The apparatus used in this experiment include a servo-hydraulic actuator (Shore Western)
equipped with an internal LVDT to measure displacement, a load cell to measure the force
resisted by the prototype MSD, a data acquisition system with a 4096 Hz sampling rate to record
the time histories of displacement and force, and a PC to process the output data. The rod of the
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actuator was firmly linked to the piston of the prototype MSD to drive it by programmed
harmonic and real earthquake motions.

Figure 6.7. Experimental setup for characterization testing of the prototype MSD; (a) apparatus
arrangement, (b) data acquisition system, and (c) views of the MSD and the upper PMs array and
friction pad.
A series of characterization tests have been conducted on the prototype MSD to observe
its hysteretic behavior under a series of harmonic excitations with an amplitude of Δs=75 mm
and a broad range of frequencies including f=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 Hz. Figure
6.8 shows the denoised force-displacement and force-velocity hysteretic curves of the prototype
MSD under these harmonic excitations. A wavelet denoising technique (Luo et al., 2006) was
used to filter the displacement and force signals in MATLAB (“MATLAB,” 2015). The velocity
signal was obtained by taking the first derivative (1-dimensional gradient) of the denoised
displacement signal in MATLAB, i.e. vd=∂ud/∂t.
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Figure 6.8. Experimentally obtained hysteresis responses of the prototype MSD under harmonic
displacements with the frequencies (a-h) f=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 Hz.
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Figure 6.8. Cont’d.
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It is seen that the prototype MSD desirably shows a large and smooth force-displacement
hysteretic curve under low frequencies from f=0.1 Hz to f=0.5 Hz. The effects of eddy current
damping on the force-velocity hysteretic curves is also noticeable as illustrated by dashed green
lines. However, as the frequency increases and goes beyond f=1.0 Hz the corners of the forcedisplacement hysteretic curve are distorted which can be due to the inertial effects of the rotor
mass captured by the load cell.

Figure 6.9. Ground motions used to identify the parameters of the prototype MSD: (a) Loma
Prieta and (b) Superstition Hills.

6.3.1. Model Identification
The enhanced dynamic model proposed in chapter 4 is used to estimate the parameters of
the prototype MSD. This model takes the inertia effects of the rotor mass into account. The nine
parameters of the enhanced dynamic model are Ce, Ffsl, Ffst, σf0, σf1, s, vfs, M0, and F0 which are
identified by minimizing a sum-of-squared error function defined as,

Np

   (Fd exp,n  Fd sim,n ) 2

(6-8)

n 1

where Fd-exp is the denoised (filtered) signal of the damper force obtained from the experiment,
Fd-sim is the damper force resulted from the simulation of the dynamic model, and Np is the
number of experimentally obtained points. The minimization process is performed by the
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parameter estimation tool in SIMULINK (“SIMULINK,” 2015). In this study, it is assumed that
s=2 and vfs=0.01 m/s.

Figure 6.9 shows the time histories of two ground motions used to estimate the
parameters of the enhanced dynamic model. Table 6.2 shows the estimated values of these
parameters. The average value of the eddy current damping coefficient is Ce=28.561 N.s/m
which is 7 percent smaller than Ce=30.787 N.s/m obtained from the FEM.

Table 6.2. Estimation of the parameters of the enhanced dynamic model of the prototype MSD
subjected to Loma Prieta and Superstition Hills ground motions.
Parameters
Loma Prieta
Superstition Hills
Ce
N.s/m
25.972
31.150
Ffsl
N
6.070
6.241
Ffst
N
6.335
6.593
s
2
2
σf0
N/m
169640.0
182680.0
σf1
N.s/m
1508.9
1161.3
vfs
m/s
0.01
0.01
M0
kg
1.664
2.067
N
1.219
1.132
F0
0.077
0.079
μfsla
μfsta
0.080
0.083
a. The kinetic and static friction coefficients have been estimated here by assuming that Nf=79.127
by the FEM.

Avg.
28.561
6.156
6.464
2
176160.0
1335.1
0.01
1.866
1.176
0.078
0.081
N as calculated

Figure 6.10 compares the force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis loops of the
prototype MSD obtained from the test under Loma Prieta and Superstition Hills ground motions
to those obtained from the simulation of the enhanced dynamic model with the corresponding
parameters listed in Table 6.2. There is a good agreement between the predicted responses and
the test results which shows that the enhanced dynamic model proposed in chapter 4 is capable
of predicting the behavior of the prototype MSD very well.
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Figure 6.10. Comparison between the predicted and experimentally obtained hysteresis responses
of the prototype MSD under Loma Prieta and Superstition Hills ground motions.
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Figure 6.11. Comparison between the predicted and experimentally obtained hysteresis responses
of the prototype MSD under Elcentro ground motion.

6.3.2. Model Validation
The last step in characterizing the hysteretic behavior of the prototype MSD is to validate the
enhanced dynamic model with parameters listed in the third column of Table 6.2. The prototype
MSD is subjected to the Elcentro ground motion and the obtained results from the test are
compared to those obtained from the simulation. The results have been compared in Figure 6.11.
It is seen that there is acceptable match between the test result and the predicted response which
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proves the accuracy of the enhanced dynamic model and the robustness of its estimated
parameters.

6.4. Concluding Remarks
This chapter has focused on the modeling, design, and characterization testing of a proofof-concept prototype MSD in which an array of PM has been used to generate friction and eddy
current damping. To characterize the dynamic model of the damper and estimate its parameters,
an experimental setup was established to test the prototype MSD under harmonic excitations
with different frequencies and real ground motions. t has been shown that the dynamic model is
capable of predicting the response of the prototype MSD quite accurately. The dynamic model
has been validated by subjecting the prototype MSD to a ground motion.
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CHAPTER 7. SEMI-ACTIVE
ELECTROMAGNETIC FRICTION DAMPER

7.1. Introduction
The undesirable effects of the nonlinear hysteretic behavior of a passive friction dampers
(PFD) can be reduced by supplementing its friction mechanism with a damping mechanism of
smoother hysteretic behavior. The PFDs developed in chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 were based on this
concept. The basic idea of these devices is to supplement a permanent magnetic friction
mechanism with an eddy current damping mechanism which has a solid-based configuration and
a viscous-like hysteretic behavior (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018a, 2017a, 2016a). The
application of this idea into large-scale permanent magnetic friction dampers may be however
expensive because of need for large permanent magnets (PMs) and conductors (Amjadian and
Agrawal, 2017b). The most efficient way of reducing the undesirable effects of the nonlinear
hysteretic behavior of a friction damper is by varying the magnitude of the normal force to
guarantee continuous sliding in the damper, which can be effectively performed by semi-active
friction dampers (SAFDs) (Agrawal and Yang, 2000; He et al., 2003).

For this reason, over the past few years, a particular attention has been devoted to
modeling, design, manufacturing, and testing of a variety of different SAFDs for seismic
response control of multi-story buildings. Some of the most recent and notable SAFD are Recentering Variable Friction Device (RVFD) (Ozbulut and Hurlebaus, 2011), Semi‐active
Piezoelectric Friction Damper (PzFD) (Pardo-Varela and de la Llera, 2015; Wieczorek et al.,
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2014), Adjustable Frictional Damper (AFD) (Samani et al., 2015), Modified Friction Device
(MFD) (Cao et al., 2015), Leverage-type Controllable Friction Damper (LCFD) (Lu et al., 2018),
and Variable Friction Cladding Connection (VFCC) (Gong et al., 2018).

In spite of their promising features, electromagnetic friction dampers have not been the
subject of much attention in structural engineering where taking advantages of damping devices
with higher efficiency and lower cost is indispensable for performance based seismic design of
multi-story buildings. This chapter focuses on the modeling, design, and finite element modeling
of a semi-active electromagnetic friction damper (SEMFD) for improving seismic performance
of civil structures (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a, 2017b).

7.2. Mathematical Modeling of the SEMFD
Figure 7.1(a) shows the key components of the proposed SEMFD, including a
ferromagnetic plate, two arrays of thick rectangular ferromagnetic-core coils (FCs) and two
friction pads. These two arrays and their FCs are assumed to be ideally identical in theory,
implying that they cause the same magnetic fields. However, two FCs may not be exactly the
same in practice because of uncertainties that can be associated with their manufacturing process.
Figure 7.1(b) shows the plan of the upper FCs array in the XY-plane. The FCs consist of n FCs
that are separated from each other through air-gaps of the size δgcX and δgcY along the X and Yaxes, respectively. The FCs are wound counterclockwise in the XY-plane and are connected in
series. They carry the same current Ic that is output from the semi-active controller. It is ideally
assumed that the FCs respond promptly to the control current without any time delay that may be
caused by their inductance and resistance (Alexander and Sadiku, 2013). The size of the vertical
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gap between the lower side of the upper FCs array and the ferromagnetic plate along the Z-axis
is denoted by ΔgZ. Both analytical and numerical modeling have been performed only for the
upper part above the line Z=−0.5δfpl because of the symmetry.

Figure 7.1. Configuration of the proposed SEMFD; (a) longitudinal cross-section on the XZplane; (b) plan of the upper FCs array on the XY-plane.
The FCs arrays are firmly mounted inside the two housings made of a non-magnetic
material. These housings are attached to the two sides of the ferromagnetic plate through the two
friction pads. The motion of the FCs arrays along the X-axis can be guided through low-friction
linear bearings sliding over two solid shafts with the displacement ud, as shown in Figure 7.1(a).
The friction pads are assumed to be made of non-magnetic materials, such as non-asbestos
rubbers (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018a). These materials don’t interfere in the path of the
magnetic flux of the FCs throughout the ferromagnetic plate, i.e. μfr≃μ0. The ferromagnetic plate
is assumed to be made of a soft magnetic material with a small coercivity, but high magnetic
permeability and saturation level, such as electrical or silicon steel, so that its magnetic hysteresis
behavior can be approximated to be linear.
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7.2.1. Force-Displacement Model of the SEMFD
The damper force is equal to the sum of the friction forces between lower and upper
friction pads and the ferromagnetic plate, i.e. fd=2Ff. The friction force Ff can be represented by
the standard form of LuGre friction model as follows (Canudas de Wit et al., 1995),

Ff  f 0 z f f 1z f , z f  u d  f 0

u d





  (   ) exp  u v s  N
fst
fsl
d
fs
 fsl
 f

zf

(7-1)

where σf0 is the stiffness coefficient, σf1 is the micro-damping coefficient, zf is the internal state
variable, μfsl is the kinetic friction coefficient, μfst is the static friction coefficient (μfst≥μfsl), Nf is
the normal force applied to the upper FCs array because of the attractive magnetic interaction
between the FCs and the ferromagnetic plate, vfs is the Stribeck velocity, and s is a constant. It is
assumed that s=2 and vfs=0.01 m/s in this study. The proposed SEMFD possess a uniaxial forcedisplacement hysteretic behavior along the X-axis.

7.2.2. Thick Rectangular Ferromagnetic-Core Coil (FC)
Figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) show the horizontal and vertical cross-sections of the FCIJ with
I=1:nY and J=1:nX. This FC has the dimensions ac×ac×hc, the winding depth tc, and the total
number of turns Nc=Nz×Nt, where Nz and Nt are the numbers of turns along the z-axis and the
depth of the winding, respectively. Therefore, the dimensions of the upper FCs array would be
Lc=nXac+(nX-1)δgcX, Wc=nYac+(nY-1)δgcY, and hc=Hc. It is ideally assumed that Nz=hc/dw and
Nt=tc/dw where dw is the diameter of the winding wire made of copper. As can be seen from
Figure 7.2(b), the FC carries the current IcIJ=+Ic counterclockwise in the xy-plane, so that the Nand S-poles are established at z=+hcIJ/2 and z=−hc/2, respectively. The ferromagnetic core of the
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FC has the dimensions aco×aco×hco, where hco=hc and aco=ac−2(tc+δcov), and is confined by a
cover made of a non-magnetic material, such as plastic, of the thickness δcov. The analytical
modelling of the FC is involved because of the presence of the ferromagnetic core. Therefore, it
is more convenient to first model the FC in the presence of an air core. Later, the influence of the
ferromagnetic core on the magnetic flux density of the FCs and the normal force can be
discussed.

Figure 7.2. Analytical model of the FCIJ; (a) cross-section in the xy-plane; (b) cross-section in
the xz-plane; and (c) magnetic interaction of the FCIJ with the ferromagnetic plate using the
Method of Image.

Air Core
The common method to calculate the magnetic field of a single-layer turn air-core coil
with the surface current density Kb is to approximate it by the magnetic field of an equivalent
permanent magnet (PM) of the same dimensions. The magnetization vector Mr of the PM is
related to Kb through Kb=Mr×n, where n is the unit surface normal vector of the PM (Furlani,
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2001). The Shell Method (Robertson et al., 2012) can be used to model a multi-layer turn aircore coil referred to as the thick rectangular air-core coil (AC) in this study. This method treats
each single layer of turn as an equivalent cuboidal PM with the magnetic remanence
Br0=μ0(NzIcIJ/hc), where Br0=μ0Mr, IcIJ=(hcKb)/Nz, and μ0=4π×10

7

Tm/A is the magnetic

permeability of the vacuum. The magnetic field of the AC can be calculated by superposing the
magnetic fields of all the equivalent cuboidal PMs.

Ferromagnetic Core
It is assumed that the ferromagnetic cores of the FCs are made of a soft magnetic material
similar to the ferromagnetic plate. The main role of these ferromagnetic cores is to facilitate the
passage of magnetic flux from the inside space of the FCs to the outside space. The common
method to quantify the magnetic effects of a ferromagnetic core is to use the concept of apparent
or effective magnetic permeability coupling the internal and external fields to each other as

Bi=μrappxB, where μrapp=diag(μrappx, μrappy, μrappz) is the apparent relative magnetic permeability
tensor of the ferromagnetic core that can be defined by (Le Contel et al., 2016),

μ rapp   rco  I  ( rco  1)N d  .
1

(7-2)

In Equation (7-2), μrco is the relative magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic core, I is
the 3-by-3 identity tensor, and Nd=diag(Ndx, Ndy, Ndz) is the demagnetizing tensor. In the case of
a ferromagnetic core magnetized along the z-axis, such as when subjected to the magnetic field
of current-carrying wires surrounding it, only the z-component of Nd should be taken into
account, i.e. Nd=Ndz. Here, Nd is called Magnetometric Demagnetizing Factor defined as the
ratio of the average demagnetizing field intensity to the average remanence magnetization of the
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ferromagnetic core (Pardo et al., 2004). The relationship between Nd and the ratio γco=hco/aco can
be expressed by this approximate form,

 2
  ln(  )  b  2  
co
i
N d  exp   a i exp   
  

 i 1
ci

  



(7-3)

where the values of the constants ai, bi, and ci (i=1 and 2) for μrco=∞ are a1=+0.4226,
b1=−0.2245, c1=+3.6940, a2=−12.500, b2=+9.4420, and c2=+6.7030 (Pardo et al., 2004). This
method is valid under the assumption that the internal and external magnetic fields are uniform,
which is more reasonable for long ferromagnetic cores.

7.2.3. Magnetic flux density
The motion of the lower and upper FCs arrays do not affect their attractive magnetic
interactions with the ferromagnetic plate. This is valid for low frequency electromagnetic fields,
which is the case in this study (Kurz et al., 2004). Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, it can be
assumed that u͘d=0 and ud=0. The magnetic flux density vector of the FCIJ in the upper array at
point P(X,Y,Z) can be calculated using the Shell Method (Robertson et al., 2012) as follows,


1  Nt
B IJ 
  B IJp 
N t  p 1


(7-4a)

where BIJp is the magnetic flux density vector of the p-th turn given by,

B IJp  

2
1
BrIJ  (1)i  j k b(X  X cIJpi , Y  YcIJpj , Z  ZcIJpk )
4
i, j,k 1
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(7-4b)

In Equation (7-4b),

X=XcIJp1, X=XcIJp2, Y=YcIJp1, Y=YcIJp2, Z=ZcIJp1, and Z=ZcIJp2 are the

coordinates of the boundary surfaces surrounding the volume of the p-th turn with respect to the
X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively, and BrIJ=μ0μrapp(Nc/hc)IcIJ is the equivalent magnetic remanence
of the FCIJ. The components of the vector b=bxex+byey+bzez in Equation (7-4b) are defined as as
(Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a),

 YZ 
1  XZ 
b X  ln(Y  R) , b Y  ln(X  R) , b Z  tan 1 
  t an 

 XR 
 YR 

(7-4c)

in which R=(X2+Y2+Z2)1/2. The magnetic flux density vector of the upper FCs array shown in
Figure 7.1(b) can then be calculated by summing up the magnetic flux density vectors of the FCs
as follows,

nY nX

B(X, Y, Z)   B IJ

(7-5)

I 1 J 1

7.2.4. Normal Force
The magnetic interaction between a magnetic source in air and a highly permeable linear
soft ferromagnetic half-space medium in its vicinity, according to the Method of Image (Furlani,
2001), is the same as that between the magnetic source and its mirror image with respect to the
surface of the medium such that the magnetic field boundary conditions remain satisfied. Figure
7.2(c) illustrates this method. The ferromagnetic plate is replaced by the mirror image of the FCIJ
with respect to the line Z=0, i.e. the IMPQ where P=1:nY and Q=1:nX. The FCs in the upper array
have a total of n=nX×nY IMs. The attractive magnetic force applied to the IMPQ due to the
magnetic field of the FCIJ in the upper FCs array using the Shell Method is given by,
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where FmIJpPQq is the attractive magnetic force applied to the q-th turn of the IMPQ due to the
magnetic field of the p-th turn of the FCIJ in the upper FCs array given by (Amjadian and
Agrawal, 2018a, 2017a),
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In Equation (7-6b), BrIJ/IcIJ=BrPQ/IcPQ=μ0μrapp(Nc/hc), VmIJp is the volume of the equivalent
cuboidal PM enclosed by the p-th turn of the FCIJ, fmIJpPQq(.) is a dimensionless vector function
taking the effects of the following parameters into account: αmIJp=amIJp/hmIJp, where
amIJp=acIJ−(2p−1)dw, hmIJp=hcIJ, and the mass center eccentricity ratios ΔXmIJpPQq/amIJp,
ΔYmIJpPQq/amIJp, and ΔZmIJpPQq/hc along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively, where Δ(.)IJpPQq
=(.)IJp−(.)PQq. The normal force Nf in Equation (7-1) is the magnitude of the Z-component of the
attractive magnetic force between the upper FCs array and its IMs array that can be written into
the following form of N f  N f 1Ic2 , where Nf1 is the normal force when a unity current passes
through the FCs (|IcIJ|=|IcPQ|=1) and is given by,

Nf 1 

nY nX nY nX

 F
I 1 J 1 P 1 Q 1

mZIJPQ

,

IcIJ  IcPQ  1

(7-7)

In Equation (7-7), FmZIJPQ is the Z-component of the magnetic force defined in Equation (7-6).
The computational efficiency of the Shell Method is reduced by the increase of the number of
turns along the depth of the winding Nt. The alternative method is to divide the winding depth to
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ntc thin layers of turns with the thickness (Nt/ntc)dw. Each layer contains Nt/ntc turns. This method
is called Modified Equivalent Thin Coil Method (ETCM) in which each layer is approximated by
an equivalent PM. It is evident that the results obtained by this method are the same as those by
the Shell Method when ntc=Nt.

Figure 7.3. Meshing details of the 3D FE model used for the numerical verification.
7.3. Numerical Verification
A three-dimensional finite element (3D FE) model has been developed in COMSOL
multiphysics software (COMSOL v.5.2a, 2016) to verify the accuracy of Equations (7-5) and (77). The model includes a single FC located in the vicinity of a ferromagnetic plate, i.e. nX=nY=1
in Equations (7-5) and (7-7). The FC has the dimensions 205 mm×205 mm×164 mm and the
winding depth tc=50 mm, wound counterclockwise in the XY-plane by a copper wire of 18AWG with dw≅1 mm and the ampacity current 16 A (National Electrical Code Committee and
National Fire Protection Association., 2017; Sams, 1986). The ferromagnetic core has a relative
magnetic permeability of μrco=5000, covered by a thin layer of a non-magnetic material with the
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thickness δcov=1 mm. The ferromagnetic plate has the dimensions 821 mm×821 mm×25.4 mm
and the relative magnetic permeability μrfp=μrco=5000. The size of the vertical gap between the
FC and the ferromagnetic plate is ∆gcZ=0.25 in. The length and width of the ferromagnetic plate,
compared to those of the FC, are large enough to neglect edge effects. Figure 7.3 shows this
model and the details of the meshing. The FC and ferromagnetic plate are enclosed by a sphere
of the radius 1641 mm as the air domain whose center is positioned at the origin of the XYZ
coordinate system. The attractive magnetic interaction between the FC and the ferromagnetic
plate can be described by the magnetostatic form of the Maxwell’s Equations in the presence of
an external current as follows (Furlani, 2001),

(

1
  A)  J e
m

, B   A

(7-8a)

where A is the magnetic vector potential, Je is the volume density vector of the current flowing
through the FC, and μm is the magnetic permeability of the material. This equation can be solved
by satisficing the magnetic insulation boundary conditions and the equation ∇•A=0, which is
well known as the Coulomb gauge. The magnetic force acting on the ferromagnetic plate can
also be calculated using the Maxwell stress tensor (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018a, 2017a;
Griffiths, 2014). To achieve more accurate results, it is essential to use very fine mesh along the
edges of the ferromagnetic plate, FC, and ferromagnetic core, as shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.4. Numerical verification of the Modified ETCM with ntc=4 by calculating B along the
lines L1: Y1=0, Z1=∆gcZ+hc+1 mm, L2: Y2=0, Z2=Z1+4 mm, and L3: Y3=0, Z3=Z1+9 mm and Nf1
for different values of ∆gcZ in the presence of the (a,b) air core and (c,d) ferromagnetic core,
respectively.
Figures 7.4(a) and 7.4(b) compare the results of the Modified ETCM to those of the FE
model in the presence of the air core. Figures 7.4(a) shows the variation of B along the lines L1:
Y1=0, Z1=∆gcZ+hc+1 mm, L2: Y2=0, Z2=Z1+4 mm, and L3: Y3=0, Z3=Z1+9 mm for ntc=4,
disregarding the magnetic interaction of the AC with the ferromagnetic plate. It is seen that the
values of B along the lines L2 and L3 are perfectly matched with those obtained by the FE model.
A few small jumps are, however, seen in the value of B along the line L1, which are due to the
edge effects caused by dividing the winding depth to four thin layers of turns. These effects are
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not significant and can be reduced by increasing ntc, however, at the expense of the time
efficiency of the Modified ETCM.

Figures 7.4(b) shows that this method is also capable of accurately predicting the
variation of Nf1 with ∆gcZ as compared to the FE model. Figures 7.4(c) and 7.4(d) compare the
results of the Modified ETCM to those of the FE model in the presence of the ferromagnetic
core. Figure 7.4(c) shows that the Modified ETCM loses its accuracy in the presence of the
ferromagnetic core by overestimating the values of B along the lines L1, L2, and L3 as compared
to the results from the FE model. This method also overestimates the value of Nf1 for ∆gcZ<0.25
in, but underestimates it for ∆gcZ 0.25 in. The value of Nf1 at ∆gcZ=0.25 in is 531 N which is
7.5% larger than the value of Nf1=493.48 N obtained by the FE model. The design of the
proposed SEMFD will be carried out using the FE method.

7.4. Design and Configuration of the Large-Scale SEMFD
In this section, an optimization study is carried out on the dimensions and magnetic
properties of the FCs and ferromagnetic plate to achieve a large energy dissipation capacity for
the proposed SEMFD.

7.4.1. Single FC
The force optimization process is carried out on the dimensions of the FC shown in
Figure 7.4. The volume of the copper wire is given by Vw=πhctc(ac-tc). This relationship is
manipulated to find the following function for hc in terms of Vw, tc, and αc=ac/hc (the aspect ratio
of the FC),
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It can be seen from Equations (7-6) and (7-7) that Nf1 is a function of the following seven
parameters: tc=Ntdw, dw, αc, Vw, δcov, ∆gcZ, and μrco. It is assumed that Nt={25, 50, 75}, dw=1 mm,
0.75≤αc≤10, Vw=0.004 m3, δcov=1 mm, ∆gcZ={0.25 in, 0.5 in}, and μrco=5000. Figures 7.5(a),
7.5(b), and 7.5(c) show the variation of Nf1 with αc in the presence of the air core. The increase
in the value of αc implies that the shape of the AC becomes wider as illustrated in Figure 7.5(a).
These results have been obtained by the Modified ETCM for these three different numbers of
turns along the winding depths Nt=25, 50, and 75 with ntc=2, 4, and 6, respectively.

It is seen that Nf1 increases dramatically with the increase of αc for 0.75≤αc<4, but it is
quite independent of αc for 4≤αc≤10. The increase in the number of turns along the winding
depth from Nt=25 to Nt=75 also increases Nf1. Therefore, higher normal force can be achieved
for wider shape of the AC with more number of turns. The normal force Nf1, however, is reduced
because of increase of ∆gcZ from 0.25 in to 0.5 in. Figures 7.5(d), 7.5(e), and 7.5(f) show the
variation of Nf1 with αc in the presence of the ferromagnetic core for Nt=25, 50, and 75,
respectively. These results have been obtained by the FE model shown in Figure 7.3 by assuming
that μrfp=μrco=5000. The relationship between Nf1 and αc in the presence of the ferromagnetic
core is significantly different than that in the presence of the air core. It is seen that Nf1 decreases
dramatically with the increase of αc in the interval 0.75≤αc≤10 for Nt=25 and 50. The normal
force Nfl has a maximum at the point αc=1.625 (∆gcZ=0.25) for Nt=75. Therefore, a higher normal
force can be achieved for the more slender shape of the FC with lesser number of turns. The
proposed SEMFD should have a flat configuration and a compact shape. Therefore, the
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parameters αc and Nt are chosen to be 1.25 and 50, which correspond to a FC with the
dimensions 205 mm×205 mm×164 mm. This FC is desirably wide and can cause a normal force
per unit current as large as Nf1=493.48 N, as shown in Figure 7.5(e).

Figure 7.5. Variation of Nf1 with αc=ac/hc in the presence of the air core (AC) obtained by the
Modified ETCM with (a) Nt=25, ntc=2 (b) Nt=50, ntc=4, and (c) Nt=75, ntc=6; and in the presence
of the ferromagnetic core (FC) obtained by the FE model with (d) Nt=25, (e) Nt=50, and (f)
Nt=75.
The thickness of the ferromagnetic plate δfpl also affects the attractive magnetic
interaction between the FC and the ferromagnetic plate. Figure 7.6(a) shows the variation of Nf1
with 0.5δfpl. Only the half of the ferromagnetic plate thickness has been chosen as a variable here
because of the symmetry. These results have been obtained by the FE model shown in Figure
7.3. It is found that Nf1 is generally independent of δfpl, especially for 0.5δfpl ≥1 in. This finding is
important from cost perspective because it allows the designer to choose a thinner ferromagnetic
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plate to reduce the weight and cost of the proposed SEMFD. In this study, it is assumed that
δfpl=2 in.

Figure 7.6. Variation of Nf1 with (a) the half of the thickness of the ferromagnetic plate and (b)
the relative magnetic permeabilities of the ferromagnetic core and plate.
The other key parameters that can affect the magnitude of the normal force is the relative
magnetic permeabilities of the ferromagnetic core and the plate. Figure 7.6(b) shows the
variation of Nf1 with μrco and μrfpl on logarithmic scales. The size of the mesh used to obtain these
results, however, has been made slightly larger than that shown in Figure 7.3 to reduce the
computation time. It is seen that a small increase in μrco and μrfpl significantly increases Nf1, but
Nf1 is insensitive to μrco and μrfpl for μrco=μrfpl≥103. In this study, it is assumed that both the
ferromagnetic core and plate are made of same soft ferromagnetic materials with μrco=μrfpl=5×103
causing a normal force of Nf1=493.8 N per unit current, as illustrated in Figure 7.6(b).

7.4.2. Lower and Upper FCs Arrays
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Figure 7.7. Two FCs arrays with different pole-arrangements: (a) Uniform array and (b)
Alternating array.

Figure 7.8. FE modeling of the upper FCs array in the vicinity of a ferromagnetic plate; (a)
meshing details; B field vector (T) on the XZ-plane at Y=0.5ac+0.5δcgY for (b) Uniform and (c)
Alternating arrays.
From a practical point of view, the number of FCs along the X-axis (i.e., nX) has to be
higher than that along the Y-axis (i.e., nY), since the motion of the FCs takes place along the Xaxis (See Figure 1a). In this study, it is assumed that nX=5 and nY=2. The arrangement of the FCs
based on the direction of their poles is another important feature of the proposed SEMFD that
can affect the attractive magnetic interaction between the FCs and the ferromagnetic plate. Two
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different arrays of FCs are assessed in this study. These arrays are: (1) Uniform array and (2)
Alternating array. Figure 7.7(a) illustrates the Uniform array in which the current flowing
through all the FCs is counterclockwise in the XY-plane, i.e. IcIJ=+Ic for I=1,2,…,5 with J=1,2.
Figure 7.7(b) illustrates the Alternating array in which the current flowing through the FCs with
odd indices is counterclockwise in the XY-plane, i.e. IcIJ=+Ic for I=1,3,5 and J=1; and the
current flowing through those with even indices is clockwise, i.e. IcIJ=⎼Ic for I=2,4 and J=2. The
position of the N- and S-poles of the FCs can be exchanged by reversing the direction of their
currents or windings from clockwise to counterclockwise, and vice versa.

Figure 7.8(a) shows the meshing details of the 3D FE model of the upper FCs array in the
vicinity of the ferromagnetic plate developed in COMSOL multiphysics software (COMSOL
v.5.2a, 2016). To obtain more accurate results, a sufficiently fine mesh has been used along the
edges of the FCs and the ferromagnetic plate, as shown in Figure 7.8(a). The ferromagnetic plate
has a thickness of δfpl=1 in and a relative magnetic permeability of μrfp=5000. The length and
width of the ferromagnetic plate are 1455 mm and 825 mm, respectively, which are much larger
than those of the FCs. This implies that the motion of the FCs is sufficiently far from the edges
of the ferromagnetic plate such that the edge effects are negligible. The sizes of the horizontal
gaps between the FCs along the X- and Y-axes are assumed to be δgcX=δgcY=5 mm, and the
vertical gap between the lower side of upper FCs array and the ferromagnetic plate along the Zaxis is assumed to have the size ∆gcZ=0.25 in. The air domain that encloses the upper FCs array
and the ferromagnetic plate is modeled by a sphere of the radius 1456 mm with its center
positioned at the origin of the XYZ coordinate system.
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Figures 7.8(b) and 7.8(c) show the magnetic flux density vector fields of the Arrays 1 and
2, respectively, on the XZ-plane at Y=0.5ac+0.5δcgY. These results have been obtained by the FE
model shown in Figure 7.8(a). It can be seen that alternating the direction of the poles of the FCs
creates a continuous path for the magnetic flux to flow from the leftmost FC to the rightmost one
and vice versa. This can significantly strengthen the magnetic field of the upper FCs array in the
Array 2, as shown in Figure 7.8(c). However, the path of the magnetic flux of the FCs in the
Array 1 is discontinuous because of uniform direction of their poles.

Figure 7.9. Variation of Nf1 with (a) δgc=δgcX=δgcY and (b) the ratio γfpl=0.5[Wfpl/ac (2+δgcY/ac)].
Another important parameter that affects the attractive magnetic interaction between the
FCs and the ferromagnetic plate is the size of the horizontal gap between the FCs along the Xand Y-axes, i.e. δgcX and δgcY, respectively. Here, for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that
δgcX=δgcY=δgc. Figure 7.9(a) shows variation of Nf1 with δgc for Arrays 1 (Uniform) and 2
(Alternating). It is seen that Nf1 increases with an increase in δgc in Array 1, but it decreases in
Array 2. For δgc=5 mm, Nf1=8.804 kN in Array 2, which is almost 5 times of that in Array 1.
Hence, in this study, it is assumed that δgc=5 mm.
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7.4.3. Ferromagnetic Plate

The development of Equations (7-5) and (7-6) was based on the assumption that the
ferromagnetic plate is theoretically infinite on the XY-plane. This means that its length and
width have to be much larger than those of the FCs arrays so that the reduction in the magnetic
flux density and the normal force because of edge effects can be neglected. The edge effect can
be quantified by defining the ratio γfpl=Δfs/ac, where Δfs is the free distance between the edges of
the ferromagnetic plate and the FCs, as indicated in Figures 7.8(e). Figure 7.9(b) shows the
variation of Nf1 with γfpl in Arrays 1 and 2. It is seen that Nf1 is fully independent of γfpl in Array
2. In this study, it is assumed that γfpl=1, resulting in Nf1=8.801 kN, as shown in Figure 7.9(b).
Therefore, the length and width of the ferromagnetic plate are 1455 mm and 825 mm. To take
the stroke of the piston into account, however, Δs=ac/2=102.5 mm is added to two ends of the
ferromagnetic plate. Hence, the standard size of the ferromagnetic plate will be 1660 mm×830
mm×50.8 mm, as shown in Figure 7.8(a).

7.4.4. Force Capacity of the Large-Scale SEMFD

The design of the proposed SEMFD depends on the following 15 parameters: ac, hc, tc,
dw, δcov, δgcX, δgcY, ΔgcZ, nX, nY, µrco, µrfp, lfp, wfp, and δfp. Table 7.1 lists these parameters, their
values, and descriptions. It is also assumed that Icmin=1 A, and Icmax=10 A. The normal force Nf
in Array 2 is bounded as Nfmin ≤ Nf ≤ Nfmax, where Nfmin=8.801 kN (Icmin=1 A) and Nfmax=880.1
kN (Icmax=10 A). The force capacity of the proposed SEMFD with the geometrical and magnetic
properties listed in Table 1 is about fdmax=440 kN. The control force can be further increased by
using two or more SEMFDs installed in parallel. In the next two chapters, several smooth semiactive controllers are defined to control the current in the proposed SEMFD and enhance its
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performance in seismic response control of a typical horizontally curved bridge and a six-story
base-isolated building in California.

Table 7.1. Geometrical and material parameters of the proposed SEMFD with the force capacity
440 kN
Parameter
ac
hc
tc
dw
δcov
δgcX
δgcY
ΔgcZ
lfpl
wfpl
δfpl
nX
nY
μrco
μrfp

Value
205
164
50
1
1
5
5
0.25
1660
830
2
5
2
5000
5000

Unit
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
in
mm
mm
in

Description
Length of the sides of the FCs
Height of the FCs (Nz=164)
Winding depth (Nt=50)
Diameter of the copper wire
Thickness of the cover surrounding the ferromagnetic core
Size of the horizontal gap between the FCs along the X-axis
Size of the horizontal gap between the FCs along the Y-axis
Size of the vertical gap between the FCs and the ferromagnetic plate
Length of the ferromagnetic plate
Width of the ferromagnetic plate
Thickness of the ferromagnetic plate
Number of the FCs along the X-axis
Number of the FCs along the Y-axis
Magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic core
Magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic plate

7.5. Concluding Remarks

This chapter has focused on the modeling, design, and FE simulation of a semi-active
electromagnetic friction damper (SEMFD). The proposed SEMFD has a simple design and
configuration consisting of two arrays of thick rectangular ferromagnetic-core coils (FCs)
connected in series and attached to the two sides of a ferromagnetic plate through two nonmagnetic friction pads. The force in the damper is caused by friction between the friction pads
and the ferromagnetic plate when the FCs arrays move relative to the ferromagnetic plate. The
normal force required to develop this friction force is provided by the attractive magnetic
interaction between the FCs arrays and the ferromagnetic plate. This magnetic interaction has
been formulated through approximate analytical methods called Modified Equivalent Thin Coil
Method (ETCM) and Shell Method in combination with the Method of Image in Magnetostatics.
To optimize the energy dissipation capacity of the proposed SEMFD, a parametric finite element
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study has been carried out on geometrical and magnetic parameters of the components of the
damper, including the dimensions of the FCs, the dimensions of the ferromagnetic plate, the size
of the vertical gap between the FCs and the ferromagnetic plate, the size of the horizontal gap
between the FCs, and the magnetic permeabilities of the ferromagnetic core and the plate. It has
also been found that alternating the direction of the poles of the FCs cause a magnetic field much
stronger than when the direction of the poles of the FCs is uniform.
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CHAPTER 8. SEISMIC RESPONSE CONTROL OF
HORIZONTALLY CURVED BRIDGES USING
SEMFD

8.1. Introduction

Bridges of irregular and asymmetric geometries, such as skew (Amjadian et al., 2018;
Kalantari and Amjadian, 2010a, 2010b) and curved (Ijima et al., 2001; Wilson et al., 2014), are
being constructed increasingly in dense urban areas worldwide. Horizontally curved bridges are
among the most common types in urban areas (Linzell et al., 2004), particularly on complex
grade-separated intersections and interchanges where the space is restricted, and there is a strong
emphasis on aesthetic and environmentally friendly structural design. However, such bridges are
more susceptible to failure than bridges of regular geometries during strong earthquakes, mainly
because of their irregular geometries and non-uniform mass distributions (Bruneau, 1998; Han et
al., 2009; Jennings, 1971; Kawashima, 2012). Structural failure of the Baihua Bridge during the
2008 Wenchuan Earthquake in China is a good example of damage to such bridges during strong
earthquakes. The deck of this bridge consisted of several curved (β=113° and R=66) and straight
segments, as shown in Figure 8.1(a). It is observed from photographs in Figures 8.1(b) and 8.1(c)
that the curved segments collapsed because of excessive in-plane motion of the deck, while the
straight segments were undamaged despite a lateral displacement as large as 60 cm at some of
their lateral sliding bearings (Liu and Wang, 2013). There is some evidence that the seismic
pounding between deck segments at in-span joints, where the length of the seat was insufficient,
was partially responsible for unseating of the curved segments from their supports (Kawashima
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et al., 2009). Another example of damage to horizontally curved bridges during earthquakes is
damage to circular ramp bridges of Huilan interchange during the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake.
Seismic pounding has been observed to have a significant role in the failure of these bridges as
well (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017c, 2016b; Sun et al., 2012).

Figure 8.1. Configuration of the SEMFD; (a) longitudinal cross-section on the XZ-plane; (b)
plan of the upper FCs array; and (c) schematic illustration of the implementation of the SEMFD
on its own XY-plane at the base floor of a base-isolated building.
Few research studies have explored the use of Semi-active Dampers (SADs) to avoid
deck unseating failure in horizontally curved bridges (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2018b; He and
Agrawal, 2007; Kataria and Jangid, 2016). This chapter focuses on the modeling and numerical
simulation of the SEMFD proposed in chapter 7 to limit the rigid-body motion of decks of
horizontally curved bridges, and thereby preventing them from unseating.

For this purpose, a semi-active controller has been designed. This controller is capable of
continuously keeping the proposed SEMFD in a dissipative mode and restoring its piston to the
initial position at the end of the ground motion. The undesirable effects of stick-slip motion have
been reduced in this friction device. The proposed SEMFD is implemented on the analytical
model of a typical horizontally curved bridge and is analyzed under a set of three scaled ground
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motion acceleration records. The performance of the proposed SEMFD and its semi-active
controller are evaluated through the time-history analysis of the horizontally curved bridge.

Figure 8.2. 3DOF dynamic model of a typical horizontally curved bridge equipped with the
proposed SEMFD.
8.2. Analytical Model of a Horizontally Curved Bridge Equipped with the SEMFD

Figure 8.2 shows the dynamic model developed to describe the in-plane rigid-body
motion of decks of horizontally curved bridges subjected to bi-directional ground motions 17. The
shear force-displacement relationships of the columns are assumed to be bilinear, but their
torsional moment-rotation relationships are linear. The in-plane geometry of the deck is
represented by a circular arc characterized by the subtended angle β (0<β<π), the radius RO, and
the width W. This arc is described in a polar coordinate system with radial and azimuthal
components r and ϕ respectively. The origin of this coordinate system is located at the point O,
which is curvature center of the deck, as shown in Figure 8.2. The deck is symmetric with
respect to the y-axis so that its mass center with the polar coordinate Cm(y'm,π/2) lies on this axis.
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The in-plane rigid-body motion of the deck is described by these three degrees of freedom: uox,
uoy, and uoθ assigned to its curvature center. The location of the i-th column (i=1, 2, …, ns) in the
polar coordinate system is Csi(rsi,ϕsi) and that of the i-th SEMFD (i=1, 2, …, nd) is Cdi(rdi,ϕdi),
where |ϕsi−π/2|<β/2 and |ϕdi−π/2|<β/2, respectively. The i-th SEMFD is aligned along an axis
deviated by an angle of γdi counterclockwise from the r-axis, as shown in Figure 8.2. More
details on this model can be found in (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017d).

8.2.1. Force-Displacement Model of the SEMFD

Figure 8.3(a) shows the configuration of the SEMFD according to design performed in chapter 7.
Figure 8.3(c) shows the schematic implementation of this damper and associated sensor in a
reinforced concrete box-girder bridge. The damper force, as discussed in chapter 7, is equal to
fd=2Ff where Ff is the friction force between each one of the upper or lower friction pads and the
ferromagnetic plate and is given by Equation (7-1) in chapter 7. This equation is repeated here
for the sake of completeness,

Ff  f 0 z f f 1z f , z f  u d  f 0

u d





  (   ) exp  u v s  N
fst
fsl
d
fs
 fsl
 f

where the involving parameters were defined in chapter 7.
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(8-1)

Figure 8.3. Configuration of the proposed SEMFD; (a) longitudinal cross-section on the XZplane; (b) plan of the upper FCs array on the XY-plane; and (c) schematic illustration of the
implementation of the SEMFD in a reinforced concrete box-girder bridge.
8.2.2. Equation of Motion

The in-plane rigid-body motion of the deck controlled by the SEMFDs can be described
by the following equation,

  CU
  KU  H  ΛF  MU

MU
o
o
o
s
d
g

(8-2a)

where Uo={uox,uoy,uoθ}T is the relative displacement vector of the curvature center of the deck,
Üg={ügx,ügy,0}T is the ground acceleration vector, and the dot superscript represents the
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derivative with respect to time. The rest of the matrices and vectors in Equation (8-2a) are
defined as follows,

(a) M is the mass matrix and is defined as,

 M
M   0
 Mym

Mym 
M
0 
0
I o 
0

(8-2b)

where M is the mass of the deck and Io is the rotational moment of inertia of the deck about the
z-axis passing through the curvature center of the deck.

(b) K is the post-yield stiffness matrix and is defined as,


K sxx

K
K sxy
 K s rs sin s


K sxy
K syy
 K s rs cos s

K s rs sin s 

 K s rs cos s 
 K s rs2  K s 

(8-2c)

where rs and ϕs are the radial and azimuthal coordinates of the post-yield stiffness center of the
columns, respectively; Ksxx, Ksxy, Ksyy, and Ksϕ are the post-yield longitudinal, cross-coupled,
transverse, and azimuthal translational stiffnesses, respectively; and Ksθ is the post-yield
torsional stiffness about the post-yield stiffness center of the deck. The details on calculation of
these stiffness parameters can be found in (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017d).

(c) C is the damping matrix that can be defined by Rayleigh damping method as follows,
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(8-2d)

where K0 is the pre-yield (static) stiffness matrix (K0=K when αsri=αsϕi=1 and i=1,2, …, ns); ω1
and ω3 are the natural circular frequencies of the first and third modes; and ξ=2.5% is the critical
damping ratio.

(d) Hs={hsx, hsy, hsθ}T is the total hysteresis force vector in which hsx, hsy, and hsθ are defined as
follows,

ns

ns

ns

i 1

i 1

i 1

hsx   hsri cos si  hsi sin si , hsy   hsri sin si  hsi cos si , and h s   h si rsi

(8-2e)

T
(e) Fd  {fd1 ,fd2 ,,fdnd } is the force vector of the SEMFDs and Λ is a 3×nd matrix representing

the location and orientation of the SEMFDs defined as follows,
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(8-2f)

8.3. Semi-active control system
The first step in designing the semi-active controller is to linearize the equation of motion by
putting K=K0 and Fd=Fact in Equation (8-2a), where K0 is the pre-yield stiffness matrix and
Fact  {f act1 , f act 2 , , f actn d }T is the force vector of the active actuators referred to as the desired

control force vector. The state-space representation of this linear control system is,

  A X B F E U

X
s
s s
s act
s g
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(8-3a)
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(8-3c)

where Xs={Uo,U̇o}T (6×1) is the state vector, As is the system matrix, Bs is the input matrix and
Es is the disturbance matrix. These matrices are defined as follows,

 033
As  
1
 M K 0

 03n d 
I 33 
0 
, Bs  
, and Es   33 
1 
1 
M C 
 I 33 
 M Λ 

(8-4)

where 0 and I are the null and identity matrices, respectively. Furthermore, Ym (nm×1) is the
measured response vector, vm (nm×1) is the measurement noise vector, Yr (nr×1) is the regulated
response vector, and Cm, Dm, Fm, Cr, Dr, and Fr are matrices of appropriate dimensions.

8.3.1. LQG Optimal Control
The Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control method is used to control the
active actuators. This control method is simple and reliable. It has been chosen because of its
capability to take uncertainties in the dynamic response measurement of the control system into
account using a stochastic process. The desired control force vector is given by,

ˆ ,
Fact  K lqr X
s

(8-5)

where Klqr is the optimal regulator gain matrix and X̂s is the estimated state vector. Both Klqr and
X̂s, according to the principle of separation of estimation and control, can be calculated
separately by minimizing the following infinite-horizon quadratic cost function (Tewari, 2012;
Wu and Yang, 2000),
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In Equation (8-6a), Q and R are positive semi-definite and definite matrices of appropriate
dimensions, respectively, and E[.] denotes the expected value. This method is based on this
assumption that the disturbance (ground motion acceleration) and measurement noise signals are
uncorrelated Gaussian white noise processes with the following random properties,
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 T
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g
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g g ]  R g , E[ v m v m ]  R v , and E[ U g v m ]  03 n m .

(8-6b)

Here, Rg=diag(rg,rg,0) and Rv= rvI(nm×nm) are the covariance matrices of the disturbance and
measurement noise signals, respectively, in which rg and rv are constants. It should be noted that
Rg(3,3) is null due to the assumption that the rotational component of the ground motion
acceleration vector is zero. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that rg=25 m2/sec4 and rv=1
m2/sec4 (Ohtori et al., 2004) in this study. The following two steps have to be taken to find Fact:

Step 1. Design of the Optimal Regulator: In this step, the full-state of the system is measured
to find Klqr using the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) optimal control method as follows (Wu
and Yang, 2000),
K lqr  R 1  BsT Plqr  N T  ,

(8-7a)

where Plqr is a Riccati matrix which can be obtained by solving the following Riccati equation
with the assumption that Plqr remains constant over the control time interval [0 ∞),
Plqr A s  A sT Plqr   Plqr Bs  N  R 1  BsT Plqr  N T   Q  0 .
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(8-7b)

Matrices R , Q , and N in Equation (8-7b) are defined as follows,

R  R  DTr QDr , Q  CTr QCr , and N  CTr QDr .

(8-7d)

Step 2. Design of the Optimal Observer: In this step, the full-state of the system is estimated to

find X̂s using the Kalman filter, which is a Linear Quadratic Estimator (LQE), as follows (Wu
and Yang, 2000),

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
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m act

(8-8a)
(8-8b)

Here, Ŷm is the estimated measured response vector and Llqe is the state observer gain matrix
defined as,

L lqe  (PlqeCTm  N)R 1 .

(8-8c)

In Equation (8-8c), Plqe is the optimal covariance matrix of the estimation error, which can be
obtained by solving the following Riccati equation with the assumption that Plqe remains
constant over the control time interval [0 ∞),

Plqe A s  A sT Plqe  L lqe RLTlqe  Q  0 .

(8-8d)

Matrices R , Q , and N in Equation (8-8d) are defined as follows,

R  R v  Fm R g FmT , Q  Es R g EsT , and N  Es R g FmT .
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(8-8e)

It can also be shown that the solutions of the optimal regulator and observer problems
above are equivalent as per the duality law (Kalman and Bucy, 1961).

8.3.2. Step Boundary Layer Semi-active Friction (STBLSAF) Control

The i-th SEMFD cannot fully track the desired control force facti because its force
generation mechanism is dissipative in nature. This implies that the force-velocity hysteresis
curve of this damper lies only in the first and third quadrants. Therefore, a semi-active control
algorithm has to be defined to clip the desired control force facti to modify the magnitude of the
the normal force during the ground motion. The control current applied to the i-th SEMFD is
given by Ici=(Nfci/Nf1i)0.5 where Nf1i is the normal force per unit current as given in chapter 7 and
Nfci is the i-th normal control force that can be calculated by this relation,

 N fi min

N fci    f acti 

sat  2  sgn(u d i ), N fi min , N fi max 

  fsl 

u di  vf 0
u di  vf 0

(8-9)

where Nfmin=8.801 kN (Icmin=1 A), Nfmax=880.1 kN (Icmax=10 A), sat(.) is the saturation function
and vf0 is the zero-velocity threshold defined to detect the zero velocity at the moment when the
piston of the i-th SEMFD starts to stick or when the direction of its motion is reversed. The stickslip motion occurs when the dynamic state of the i-th SEMFD alternately changes between the
sticking (|u̇d| vf0→0) and sliding (|u̇d|≥vf0→0) phases, and as the piston enters the sticking phase,
the SEMFD stops dissipating the input seismic energy. The piston is not truly stationary in this
phase; instead, it has a very slow motion which involves micro-displacement hysteresis loops
according to the LuGre friction model (Canudas de Wit et al., 1995). The proposed semi-active
controller in Equation (8-9) has been designed to prevent the i-th SEMFD from entering the
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sticking phase. This semi-active controller, referred to as Step Boundary Layer Semi-active
Friction (STBLSAF) controller (He et al., 2003), is capable of maintaining the control current at
the minimum level Icmin=1 A when the absolute value of the velocity of the i-th SEMFD is
smaller than vf0 so that the normal force is reduced to allow the piston to continue its motion in
the sliding phase and thereby dissipating a larger amount of the input seismic energy. It will be
shown later that the value of vf0 can be determined by optimizing the energy dissipation capacity
of the proposed SEMFD. The proposed STBLSAF controller is also capable of returning the
piston to its initial position at the end of the ground motion since it decreases the normal force
when the velocity tends to zero.

8.4. Numerical Example

The proposed 3DOF dynamic model is utilized to demonstrate the capability of the
proposed SEMFD to limit the in-plane rigid-body motion of decks of horizontally curved
bridges. Figure 8.4 shows the structural drawing of the bridge prototype, which is a pre-stressed
RC horizontally curved bridge consisting of a box-girder deck and four single-column bents that
are monolithically connected to the deck. More details on the calculation of the parameters of the
dynamic model of the bridge prototype can be found in the previous publication of the authors
(Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016b).

The bridge prototype is equipped with eight pairs of SEMFDs

(nd=16) installed at the corners of the deck along both the r- and ϕ-axes and labeled by numbers
from #1 to #16 as shown in Figure 8.4. For the sake of simplicity, it is also assumed that the each
pair of SEMFDs installed in parallel at the same location generate the same damping force. For
example, both SEMFD #1 and #9 installed at corner #1 apply the same damping force fd1=fd9 to
the deck.
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Figure 8.4. Drawing details of the horizontally curved bridge prototype; (a) plan, (b) longitudinal
cross section, (c) radial cross-section, (d) cross-section of the columns, and (e) bilinear forcedisplacement model of the columns (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016b; Tondini and Stojadinovic,
2012).
The state vector of the system is chosen to design the optimal regulator. This implies that
Yr=Xs in Equation (8-3) where Cr=I(6×6), Dr=0(6×nd), and Fr=0(6×3). The regulated response is

minimized by choosing the following weighting matrices,

033 
1 q K
Q  d 0
and R  q r I1616 ,
2  033 q v M 

(8-10)

where qd, qv, and qr are weighting coefficients to control the deck displacement, deck velocity,
and actuator forces, respectively. A trial and error approach can be employed to find the values
of these coefficients by minimizing the response of the bridge prototype. In this study, it is
assumed that qd=qv=10+3 and qr=10−8.
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The absolute acceleration of the corners of the deck along the r- and ϕ-axes and the
acceleration of the ground motion along the x- and y-axes are chosen to design the optimal
observer. This implies that Ym={üacr1, üacϕ1, üacr2, üacϕ2, üacr3, üacϕ3, üacr4, üacϕ4, ügx, ügy}T in
Equation (8-3) where matrices Cm, Dr, and Fr are accordingly defined. These responses are
measured by ten accelerometers installed at the corners of the deck and on the ground as shown
in Figure 8.4a. The reason for measuring the acceleration response is that instrumenting the
bridge with accelerometers is practically much easier and cost effective than with displacement
and velocity sensors. It should also be noted that Ym in Equation (8-8) is directly outputted from
the dynamic model of the bridge prototype described by Equation (8-2) to take the nonlinearity
of the system into account. The power of the measurement noise signal is assumed to be equal to
0.628 μm2/sec3. It is also assumed that the time delay in the control system is negligible. The
performance of the semi-active controller strongly depends on the velocities of the SEMFDs as
can be seen from Equation (8-9). For the sake of simplicity, these velocities are calculated from
the actual response of the bridge prototype rather than the measured response.

8.5. Ground Motion Records

A set of three pairs of far-field ground motion acceleration records have been taken from
the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) strong ground motion database
(PEER, 2013) for time history analysis of the bridge prototype. Table 2 lists the orthogonal
horizontal components of these ground motion acceleration records and their basic information.
The wavelet adjustment method proposed by Hancock et al. (2006) (Hancock et al., 2006) has
been used to scale these accelerograms to match the design spectrum recommended by
AASHTO (AASHTO, 2011) for time history analysis of irregular bridges subjected to ground
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motions with a return period of about 1000 years. The design spectrum used in this study
represents the seismicity of an area in California with a rocky site, the critical damping ratio 5%,
and the peak ground motion acceleration (PGA) 0.638g. The matching process has been carried
out for the period range Tn=0.05 to 4 s as shown in Figure 8.5. This period range properly covers
the range 0.5Ts1 to 2Ts1 recommended by AASHTO (AASHTO, 2011) where Ts1=1.570 sec is
the natural period of the first mode of the bridge prototype.

Figure 8.5. 5%-damping acceleration design spectra of the ground motion records along the xand y-axes scaled to the design spectrum recommended by AASHTO (AASHTO, 2011); (a) Sax
and (b) Say.

Table 8.1. Ground motion acceleration records used for time history analysis of the bridge
prototype.
PGAb PGAc
(g)
(g)
Imperial Valley
DLT262
0.236 0.500
0169
1979
6.5
Delta
(IV)
DLT352
0.350 0.673
WSM090
0.173 0.571
Superstition Hills
1987
6.5
Westmorland Fire Station
0728
(SH)
WSM180
0.211 0.606
Dumbarton Bridge West
DUMB357 0.127 0.569
Loma Prieta
1989
6.9
0757
End
(LP)
DUMB267 0.127 0.719
a. RSN: Record sequence number in the PEER next generation attenuation (NGA) ground motion database.
b. PGA of the original record.
c. PGA of the scaled record.
RSNa

Name

Year

Magnitude
(M)

Station
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Component

Dir.
x
y
x
y
x
y

8.6. Results and Discussion

The bridge prototype is analyzed under the ground motion acceleration records listed in
Table 8.1. The semi-active control system is simulated by implementing the equation of motion
described by Equation (8-2) in MATALB/Simulink (MATLAB R2017b, 2017). The 4th-order
Runge-Kutta method with the time step Δt=10−3 s is used to carry out the simulation. This time
step is sufficiently small to capture the abrupt changes in the dynamic behavior of the SEMFD
when the piston undergoes stick-slip motion or when the direction of its motion is abruptly
reversed during the ground motions.

The performance of the semi-active control system is evaluated by defining the following
five control cases:

1. Passive-off: The control current to each SEMFD is constant, set to its minimum level, i.e.
Ic=Icmin{1}16×1.

2. Passive-on: The control current to each SEMFD is constant, set to its maximum level, i.e
Ic=Icmax{1}16×1,

3. Active: The SEMFDs are replaced by 16 active actuators. The force vector of these actuators

is given by Equation (8-5). In order to compare the performance of this controller with those of
other three controllers, it is assumed that the actuators become saturated when facti=±fdmax=±440
kN where i=1, 2, …, 16.
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4. Semi-active: The control current to each SEMFD is variable and is calculated by the proposed

STBLSAF controller described by Equation (8-9), i.e. Icmin≤Ici≤Icmax where i=1, 2, …, 16.

8.6.1. Preliminary Time-History Analysis

This section discusses the results of a preliminary study on the performance of the semiactive controller using the time-history analysis of the bridge prototype under the 1979 Imperial
Valley earthquake. Figure 8.6 compares the time histories of the x- and y-displacements and
rotation of the curvature center of the deck in the semi-active and passive-on control cases to
those in the uncontrolled case. The performance of the semi-active controller has been evaluated
for the three different maximum control currents Icmax=8, 9, and 10 A. Figures 8.6a-8.6c show
that the deck in the uncontrolled case experiences the residual deformations uox=−3.5 cm,
uoy=2.8 cm, and uoθ=0.002° at the end of the ground motion which are due to the shear yielding
of the columns (See Figure 8.7). Figure 8.6 shows that the semi-active controller has caused a
significant reduction in the response of the deck under all three maximum control currents. The
deck has been able to return to its initial position at the end of the ground motion not only due to
the linear behavior of the columns but also due to the capability of the semi-active controller to
restore the pistons of the SEMFDs to their initial positions. Figures 8.6d-8.6f also show that the
deck in the passive-on control case experiences the residual deformation uox=+1.7 cm and
uoθ=−0.003° despite the linear behavior of the columns. This is because the passive-on controller
is not able to restore the pistons of the SEMFDs to their initial positions and they lock at the end
of the ground motion when the intensity of the ground motion is lower than the break-away
level. It can be therefore concluded that the piston of a passive friction damper cannot be
returned to its initial position automatically at the end of a ground motion, but rather, it has to be
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returned manually which can be time-consuming and expensive due to the permanent
deformations of the deck. For example, see also Figure 8.7 showing the influence of the semiactive (Icmax=8, 9, and 10 A) and passive-on (Icmax=10 A) control cases on the radial and
azimuthal force-displacement hysteresis curves of Column #1 comparing them to those in the
uncontrolled case. It is seen that the performance of the SEMFDs in the semi-active control case
with Icmax=10 A is marginal compared to that in the passive-on control case.

Figure 8.6. Comparing the time histories of the x- and y-displacements and rotation of the
curvature center of the deck under the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake in the uncontrolled case
to those in the (a-c) semi-active (Icmax=8, 9, and 10 A) and (d-f) passive-on control cases.
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Figure 8.7. Comparing the radial and azimuthal force-displacement hysteresis curves of Column
#1 under the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake in the uncontrolled case to those in the (a,b) semiactive (Icmax=8, 9, and 10 A) and (c,d) passive-on control cases.
8.6.2. Parametric Analysis

This section discusses the results of a parametric analysis conducted on the horizontally curved
bridge prototype and the semi-active control system when subjected to the ground motion
acceleration records listed in Table 2.

Influence of the Zero-Velocity Threshold (vf0)

The zero velocity threshold vf0, as mentioned earlier, can affect the amount of the energy that is
dissipated by the SEMFDs. The following energy index is defined to quantify this effect,

tg
JE    EDd (t)dt
 0
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T
T
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(8-11)
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where tg is the duration of the ground motion, EDd is the dissipated energy, and EIr is the relative
input energy. It should be noted that 0<JE<1.

Figure 8.8. Influence of the zero-velocity threshold on the response of the semi-active control
system; (a) variation of the energy index JE with vf0/vfs and comparing the (b) time history of the
displacement of the piston, (c) force-displacement, and (d) force-velocity hysteresis curves of
SEMFD #1 for vf0/vfs=1 and vf0/vfs=0.01 under the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake.
Figure 8.8a shows the variation of JE with the ratio vf0/vfs on a logarithmic scale under the
ground motion acceleration records listed in Table 2. It can be seen that JE is insensitive to vf0/vfs
for vf0/vfs<<1 and its maximum occurs around the point vf0/vfs=1.0. It is therefore assumed that
vf0=vfs=0.01 m/s in this study. For more clarification, see Figure 8.8b comparing the time history
of the displacement of the piston of SEMFD #1 with vf0/vfs=0.01 (JE=0.9473) to that with
vf0/vfs=1.0 (JE=0.9473) under the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. The motion of the piston, as
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can be seen, is quite same in both the cases when the intensity of the ground motion is high (i.e.
for t=0−30 s). This is because the intensity of the ground motion is higher than the break-away
level of friction in these two cases so that the piston can continuously slide. However, the motion
of the piston becomes noticeably different between both the cases when the intensity of the
ground motion is reduced (i.e. for t>40 s). In the case vf0/vfs=0.01, it is seen that the piston
vibrates about ud1=0 with very low amplitudes close to the zero which is the indication of
sticking in this case. By contrast, in the case vf0/vfs=1.0, the piston still maintains its continuous
and smooth sliding about ud1=0 since the semi-active controller has been tuned in this case to
maximize the energy dissipation capacity of the SEMFD #1. Figures 8.8c and 8.8d also
compares the force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis curves of SEMFD #1 in these two
cases under the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. Note that the peak displacement of the piston
remains below the stroke of the SEMFDs, i.e. max(|ud|)<Δs=10.25 cm.

Influence of the Curvature of the Deck (κ=β/L)

For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the bridge prototype is symmetric so that both of its
pre-yield (static) and pro-yield stiffness centers coincide with the mass center of the deck, i.e.
rs0=rs=ym and ϕs0=ϕs=ϕm. This can be done by adjusting the positions of the columns shown in
Figure 8.4a. More details can be found in the previous publications of the authors (Amjadian and
Agrawal, 2016b, 2017d). The subtended angle of the deck β is the key geometrical parameter of
the bridge prototype. This paymaster is proportional to the curvature of the deck κ through
β=κL=L/RO where L is the length of the deck. It is varied from β=0° to β=180° to study the
influence of the curvature of the deck on its rigid-body motion under the ground motion
acceleration records listed in Table 2. The length of the bridge prototype is kept constant to make
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the horizontally curved bridges of different subtended angles equivalent to each other, as
recommended by AASHTO (AASHTO, 2011).

The feasibility of using the proposed SEMFD for seismic response control of horizontally
curved bridges is further studied by introducing the following performance indices:
Jri=max(|ucri|)/max(|ucri-0|) and Jϕi=max(|ucϕi|)/max(|ucϕi-0|) representing the ratios of the absolute
maximum radial and azimuthal displacements of i-th corner of the deck (i=1,2,3,4) in different
control cases to those in the uncontrolled case, respectively. These performance indices are
appropriate measures for evaluating the efficacy of the proposed SEMFD in limiting the in-plane
rigid body motion of the deck of horizontally curved bridges. A better performance is implied
when the value of an index is less than 1.0. Figures 8.9 shows the variations of Jri and Jϕi
(i=1,2,3,4) with β for the passive-off, passive-on, active, and semi-active control cases. It is seen
that Jri≅1.0 and Jϕi≅1.0 in the passive-off control case indicating that the displacement of the
deck in this case is almost same as that in the uncontrolled case for all the subtended angles
considered. This is because the SEMFDs have a low energy dissipation capacity in this control
case. The values of these performance indices, on the other hand, have been satisfactorily
reduced to values below 1.0 in the passive-on, active, and semi-active control cases. The
variations of these performance indices with the subtended angle of the deck in these three
control cases are quite erratic and do not follow a predictable pattern.
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Figure 8.9. Variations of the performance indices (a-c) Jr1 and Jϕ1, (d-f) Jr2 and Jϕ2, (g-i) Jr3
and Jϕ3, and (j-l) Jr4 and Jϕ4 with the subtended angle of the deck for different control cases
under the ground motion acceleration records listed in Table 2.
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However, it can be seen that the SEMFDs in the passive-on and semi-active control cases
have outperformed the actuators in the active control case that can be due to the saturation of the
actuators. Although the performance of the SEMFDs in the passive-on control case is
comparable to that in the semi-active control case, the passive-on control is not an efficient
seismic protection strategy because the control current to SEMFDs in this control case is
continuously kept at its maximum level. From a practical point of view, this is not feasible
because the continuous utilization of the external power source can overheat the FCs and cause
damage to the SEMFDs, especially during long duration ground motions. Furthermore, it is
possible that the deck in this control case to experience permanent displacements at the end of
the ground motion.

8.7. Concluding Remarks

The force-displacement model of the proposed SEMFD, described by the LuGre friction
model, has been implemented on the dynamic model of a horizontally curved bridge prototype.
A semi-active controller called the Step Boundary Layer Semi-active Friction (STBLSAF)
controller has been designed based on the optimal linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control
method to vary the control current flowing through the FCs. Numerical results showed that the
proposed SEMFD and its semi-active controller are satisfactorily effective in limiting the inplane rigid body motion of the deck of the bridge prototype. It is also found that the performance
of the STBLSAF controller to reduce the displacement of the deck is marginally better as
compared to that of the passive-on control case. However, the STBLSAF controller is able to
improve the energy dissipation capacity of the proposed SEMFD much better as it is able to
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restore the piston to its initial position without causing any permanent displacement in the deck
of the bridge prototype.
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CHAPTER 9. SEISMIC RESPONSE CONTROL OF
MULTI-STORY BASE-ISOLATED BUILDINGS
USING SEMFD

9.1. Introduction

The main objective of performance based seismic design of multi-story buildings is to
reduce seismic demands on both their structural and non-structural components. The most
efficient way of achieving this objective is by lengthening the natural period of the building
beyond the predominant period of the ground motion through seismic base isolation. Essentially,
seismic base isolation decouples the superstructure of the building from the horizontal ground
motion by interposing a layer of low lateral stiffness between the base floor of the building and
the ground (Naeim and Kelly, 2000; Skinner et al., 1993; Xu et al., 2006). The flexibility of the
seismic isolation system separates the first mode from the higher modes by increasing the natural
period of the building, while also this mode becomes the dominant mode of vibration. The floor
acceleration and the inter-story drift, which are directly related to damage in non-structural and
structural components, are simultaneously decreased, but at the cost of a larger displacement at
the isolation level.

This large displacement can, however, be reduced by enhancing the energy dissipation
capacity of the seismic isolation system by installing supplemental damping devices in parallel
with the seismic isolation system. One of such damping devices are passive friction dampers
(PFDs). However, the main issue associated with the action of PFDs is their highly nonlinear
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hysteretic behavior which is caused by stick-slip motion and abrupt changes in the direction of
the velocity of their pistons, in particular, when the ground motion has a high-frequency content
(Agrawal and Yang, 2000; Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a, 2016a). This nonlinear hysteretic
behavior can significantly affect the seismic response of a multi-story base-isolated building. It
undermines the seismic isolation system by inserting high-frequency pulses into the floor
acceleration, which may also pump a considerable portion of the seismic input energy into higher
modes. This may result in the increase of the floor inter-story drift. Therefore, the nonlinear
hysteretic behavior not only decreases the comfort of occupants but also increases the risk of
damage to non-structural components (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a; Lu, 2004).

The most efficient way of reducing the undesirable effects of the nonlinear hysteretic
behavior of a PFD, as discussed in chapter 7, is by varying the magnitude of the normal force
through a semi-active controller. This chapter focuses on the analytical and numerical modeling
of the SEMFD, developed in chapter 7, for seismic response control of multi-story base-isolated
buildings (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019b).

9.2. Analytical Model of a Multi-Story Base-Isolated Building Equipped with the SEMFD

Figure 9.1 shows details on analytical modeling of a multi-story base-isolated building
equipped with a smart base isolation system (i.e. the SEMFD installed in parallel with LRBs) in
the base floor. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the building is shear-type so that its
lateral motion can be described by a multi-degrees-of-freedom (MDOFs) dynamic model
subjected to a ground acceleration along the x-axis, as shown in Figure 9.1 (Chopra, 2000). It is
also assumed that the lateral-force resisting system of the superstructure can be represented by
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linear spring-damper systems at different floors. This assumption is valid because the inter-story
drifts of the floors are significantly reduced by the action of the smart base-isolation system so
that the lateral force-displacement of the superstructure remains below its yield limit during a
strong ground motion.

Figure 9.1. Analytical modeling of a multi-story base-isolated building and its semi-active
control system; (a) MDOF dynamic model of the building and illustrations of the (b) LRBs and
(c) SEMFD.
9.2.1. Force-displacement model of the LRBs

LRBs are elastomeric-based seismic isolators that, due to their high energy dissipation
capacity, have been used widely in seismic protection of civil engineering structures (Agrawal
and Amjadian, 2016; Naeim and Kelly, 2000; Robinson, 1982). This type of bearing, as
illustrated in Figure 9.1(b), consists of alternate layers of rubber vulcanized and bonded with
steel plates confining a lead core at the center of the rubber. The rubber acts as a spring
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providing a restoring force to store the kinetic energy of the superstructure while the lead core
provides damping force to dissipate the kinetic energy of the superstructure after yielding
(Agrawal and Amjadian, 2016; Naeim and Kelly, 2000; Robinson, 1982). The rubber is also
capable of providing a low amount of damping of approximately ξb=2.5%. Because of the high
vertical stiffness of the bearing, the steel plates transfer the horizontal motion of the
superstructure to the lead core to yield.

The force-displacement hysteretic behavior of a LRB under a cyclic loading can be
modeled by the uniaxial Bouc-Wen hysteresis model along the x-axis as follows (Bouc, 1967;
Wen, 1976),

f b  k b u b  cb u b  q bh ,

(9-1a)

where fb is the bearing force, ub is the bearing displacement, cb is the damping coefficient of the
rubber, kb is the pre-yielding stiffness, and qbh is the bearing hysteresis force defined as
qbh=Qb(zb−ub/dby) in which dyb is the yield displacement and Qb=(1−αb)kbdby is the characteristics
strength and αb being the ratio of the post- to pre-yielding stiffness. The parameter zb is a
dimensionless hysteresis variable that can be calculated by solving the following nonlinear firstorder differential equation at each time step,

z b 

A b u b  u b z b

n b 1

b   bsgn  u b z b   z b
,
d yb

(9-1b)

where sgn(.) is the sign function, Ab, nb, γb, and βb are dimensionless parameters that control the
shape and size of the hysteresis loop of the LRB. The values that are commonly chosen for these
parameters to model the dynamic behavior of a LRB are Ab=1, βb=γb=0.5, and nb=2 (Jangid,
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2007; Ramallo et al., 2002). For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that all the LRBs used in the
base isolation system are the same so that their forces can be superposed to form an equivalent
LRB with a force-displacement model represented by Equation (9-1).

9.2.2. Force-Displacement Model of the SEMFD

Figure 9.2(a) shows the configuration of the SEMFD, illustrating the key components
responsible for the generation of friction (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a). The SEMFD, as can
be seen, consists of two main parts: (i) the stator, which includes a ferromagnetic plate, and (ii)
the rotor, which includes two similar arrays of thick rectangular ferromagnetic-core coils (FCs)
and two friction pads.

The FCs are wound counterclockwise in the XY-plane. They are connected in series so
that they carry the same current Ifc. Figure 9.2(b) shows the plan of the upper FCs array
consisting of nc=nX×nY similar FCs separated horizontally from each other through narrow airgaps along both the X and Y-axes. The lower and upper FCs arrays are firmly mounted inside
two box-shaped housings made of a non-magnetic material. These housings are attached to the
two sides of the ferromagnetic plate through the two friction pads because of the attractive
magnetic interaction between the FCs and the ferromagnetic plate. The motions of the lower and
upper FCs along the X-axis are guided through low-friction linear bearings sliding over two solid
shafts with the displacement ud as shown in Figure 9.1(a) (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a).
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Figure 9.2. Configuration of the SEMFD; (a) longitudinal cross-section on the XZ-plane; (b)
plan of the upper FCs array; and (c) schematic illustration of the implementation of the SEMFD
on its own XY-plane at the base floor of a base-isolated building.
The friction pads are non-magnetic, i.e. μfr≃μ0, and do not interfere in the path of the
magnetic flux of the FCs all along the ferromagnetic plate. This plate is assumed to be made of
soft magnetic materials, such as electrical or silicon steel, with a small coercivity, but high
magnetic permeability and saturation level so that its magnetic hysteretic behavior can be
approximated as linear. Figure 9.2(c) shows the schematic implementation of the SEMFD, in
parallel with a LRB, at the base floor of a multi-story base-isolated building. The damper force in
the SEMFD is given by (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a),

f d  2Ff ,
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(9-2)

where Ff is the friction force developed between each of the friction pads and the ferromagnetic
plate. This force is expressed by a modified version of the Karnopp Friction Model (KFM)
described by (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016b; Karnopp, 1985; Olsson et al., 1998),

Ffsl sgn(u d )  fs

Ff  fe
F sgn( )
fe
 fst

u d  vf 0
u d  vf 0
u d  vf 0

fe  Ffst ,

(9-3a)

fe  Ffst

where Ffsl is the sliding friction force, Ffst is the sticking friction force, ℜfe is the external force
acting on the base floor during the sticking phase when the SEMFD is locked and behaves like a
pinned support at the base floor, u̇d=±vf0 is the velocity that defines the natural boundary between
the sticking (static: |u̇d|<vf0) and sliding (dynamic: |u̇d| vf0) phases and it is called the natural
sticking velocity here. This velocity, as a matter of fact, acts as a threshold for detection of the
zero velocity to alleviate the effects of chattering occurring when the piston of the SEMFD
undergoes stick-slip motion or when its direction of motion is reversed just after reaching its
peak displacement. The total external force is rfe=2ℜfe due to the symmetry of the SEMFD. The
dimensionless coefficient ϑfs in Equation (9-3a) represents the Stribeck effect and is given by,


 
fs  1   fst  1 e
  fsl 

u d sgn(u d )vf 0
vfs

s

,

(3b)

in which μfsl is the kinetic friction coefficient, μfst is the static friction coefficient (μfst≥μfsl), vfs is
the Stribeck velocity, and s is a constant. The normal force applied to each of the FCs array
because of the attractive magnetic interaction between that FCs array and the ferromagnetic plate
is designated as Nf. This normal force is related to Ffsl and Ffst thorough Ffsl=μfslNf and Ffst=μfstNf,
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respectively. Figure 9.3 shows the force-velocity behavior of the modified version of the KFM
described above.

Figure 9.3. Force-velocity behavior of the modified version of the KFM.
The stick-slip phenomenon occurs when the state of the SEMFD alternately changes
between the sticking and sliding phases (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a; Olsson et al., 1998).
The KFM, which is a static friction model, is capable of describing this phenomenon in an
explicit manner. This is an ideal approach to the modeling of stick-slip motion because the
natural boundary between the sticking and sliding phases at u̇d=±vf0 can be clearly identified as
can be seen from Equation (9-3a). There are, however, some difficulties in calculation of ℜfe
which limit the application of the KFM because ℜfe, as it will be shown later, is strongly
dependent on the dynamic characteristics of the primary structure and couples the behavior of the
KFM to the rest of the system (Karnopp, 1985; Olsson et al., 1998). It is worth mentioning that
the stick-slip phenomenon is implicit in dynamic friction models such as LuGre friction model
(Canudas de Wit et al., 1995) because the natural boundary between the sticking and sliding
phases cannot be clearly identified in these types of friction models. This boundary can,
however, be identified by a trial and error optimization approach when modeling a SAFD as
demonstrated in chapter 8 (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a).
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9.2.3. Equation of Motion

To decouple the damping and stiffness matrices of the superstructure from those of the
base-isolation system, the displacements of the floors of the superstructure are described relative
to the base floor, i.e. vsj=xsj−xb, j=1,2,…,n being the floor number. The equation of motion of the
multi-story base-isolated building under the action of the SEMFD can then be written into the
following matrix form,

  CU  KU  Λ q  Λ f  MΓ x
MU
b bh
d d
b g

(9-4a)

where U={xb,vs1,…,vsn}T ((n+1)×1), U̇, and Ü are the displacement, velocity, and acceleration
vectors of the base-isolated building, respectively, Λb={1,0,…,0}T ((n+1)×1) is the location
vector of the equivalent LRB, Λd=Λb is the location vector of the SEMFD, Γb={1,0,…,0}T
((n+1)×1) is the ground acceleration influence vector of the base floor; and ẍg is the ground
acceleration. The matrices M, C, and K in Equation (9-4a) are the mass, damping, and pre-yield
stiffness matrices of the base-isolated building defined as,

 m  Ms
M b
 M s Γs

01n 
ΓsT M s 
c
, C b
, and


M s  (n 1)(n 1)
0n1 Cs  (n 1)(n 1)

01n 
k
K b

0n1 K s  (n 1)(n 1)

(9-4b)

where Ms is the total mass of the superstructure, mb is the mass of the base floor,
Γs={1,1,…,1}Tn×1 is the ground acceleration influence vector of the superstructure, Ms, Cs, and
Ks are the mass, damping, and pre-yield stiffness matrices of the superstructure, respectively

(Chopra, 2000). The natural period and critical damping ratio of the base-isolation system,
considering only the first mode of the multi-story base-isolated building, are defined based on
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the post-yield stiffness of the base isolation system as follows (Jangid, 2007; Ramallo et al.,
2002),

Tb  2

mb  Ms
, b 
bk b
2

cb

 mb  Ms  bk b

(9-5)

The total external force rfe=2ℜfe is equal to fd when the piston of the SEMFD sticks
  0  (u
  0 ) and is given by,
 d  0) Λ dT U
( u d  v f 0  (u d  0) Λ dT U

1
  M 1KU  M 1Λ q  Γ 
rfe    Λ Td M 1Λ d  Λ dT  M 1CU
b bh
bxg 

(9-6)

This equation couples the KFM to the dynamic model of the multi-story base-isolated building.
It is worth mentioning that, in the sticking phase when |ℜfe|<Ffst, the acceleration of the piston is
not truly zero according to the KFM, because the magnitude of the velocity of the piston in this
phase is not exactly zero as expected, but rather it is very small, and is less than vf0, so that the
friction forces acting on the sliding surfaces cannot perfectly balance the external force ℜfe.
However, it should be noted that this small velocity does not affects the interpretation of the
results obtained from the dynamic simulations (Karnopp, 1985; Olsson et al., 1998). Finally,
after the magnitude of the external force reaches the breakaway level and goes beyond that, i.e.
|ℜfe| Ffst, the force balance is disturbed causing an abrupt increase in the acceleration of the
piston while the magnitude of the velocity of the piston remains below vf0 until the piston enters
its sliding phase.
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9.3. Numerical Modeling of the SEMFD

Figure 9.4 shows the key geometrical and material parameters of the I-th and J-th FC
located in the upper FCs, as illustrated in Figure 9.2(b). The FC consists of a copper wire of the
dimeter dw firmly wound around a ferromagnetic core of the relative magnetic permeability μrco.
The total number of turns of the wire is Nc=Nz×Nt, where Nz and Nt are the numbers of turns
along the z-axis and the depth of the winding, respectively. It is ideally assumed that Nz=hc/dw
and Nt=tc/dw where hc is the height of the FC and tc is the depth of the winding. The wire carries
the counterclockwise current IfcIJ=+Ifc in the xy-plane, so that the N- and S-poles are established
at z=+hc/2 and z=−hc/2, respectively, as shown in Figure 9.4. The ferromagnetic core is also
assumed to be made of soft magnetic materials with a linear magnetic hysteretic behavior such as
electrical or silicon steel which is widely used for the core in transformers (Amjadian and
Agrawal, 2019a; Moses et al., 2006). It is covered by a thin layer of non-magnetic material with
the thickness δcov and a relative magnetic permeability of unity, i.e. μrcov=1.

The main role of the ferromagnetic core is to facilitate the passage of magnetic flux from
the inside space of the FC to the outside space. This strengthens the attractive magnetic
interaction between the FC and the ferromagnetic plate and causes the FC to partly behave like a
cuboidal PM with a high magnetic remanence (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2016a, 2019a).
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Figure 9.4. Key geometrical and material parameters of the I-th and J-th FC located in the upper
FCs array.
It can be shown that the normal force Nf in Equation (9-3), i.e. Nf=Ffst/μfst=Ffsl/μfsl, is
proportional to the square of the current flowing through the FCs as follows (Amjadian and
Agrawal, 2019a),

N f  N f 1Ifc2 .

(9-7)

where Nf1 is the normal force when a unity current passes through the FCs, i.e. |IfcIJ|=1 A. This
normal force is, however, dependent on the direction of the current or the winding. It will be
shown later that a change in the direction of the current, which can result in the exchange of the
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positions of the poles of the FCs, can significantly influence the attractive magnetic interaction
between the FCs arrays and the ferromagnetic plate.

Table 9.1. Key geometrical and material parameters of the SEMFD.
Parameter
ac
hc
tc
dw
δcov
δgcX
δgcY
ΔgcZ
lfp
wfpl
δfpl
nX
nY
μrco
μrfpl

Value
205
164
50
1
1
5
5
0.25
1660
830
2
5
2
5000
5000

Unit
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
in.
mm
mm
in.

Description
Length of the sides of the FCs
Height of the FCs (Nz=164)
Winding depth (Nt=50)
Diameter of the copper wire
Thickness of the cover surrounding the ferromagnetic core
Size of the horizontal gap between the FCs along the X-axis
Size of the horizontal gap between the FCs along the Y-axis
Size of the vertical gap between the FCs and the ferromagnetic plate
Length of the ferromagnetic plate
Width of the ferromagnetic plate
Thickness of the ferromagnetic plate
Number of the FCs along the X-axis
Number of the FCs along the Y-axis
Magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic core
Magnetic permeability of the ferromagnetic plate

9.3.1. Optimal Design and Configuration

The main step in designing the SEMFD is the determination of the geometrical and
material properties of its key components described by the following 16 parameters: ac, hc, tc, dw,
δcov, δgcX, δgcY, ΔgcZ, lfpl, wfpl, δfpl, nX, nY, µrco, and µrfpl. Table 9.1 shows the list of these
parameters, their values, and descriptions. The values of these parameters have been determined
by conducting an optimization study on the dimensions and magnetic properties of the FCs and
the ferromagnetic plate. The details on this optimization study can be found in chapter 7. These
15 parameters are enough to calculate the normal force per unity current, Nf1, in Equation (9-7).
To calculate the normal force, Nf, and the damper force, fd, described by Equations (9-2) and (93), respectively, it is, however, required to determine these seven more parameters: μfsl=0.250,
μfsl=0.275, s=2, vfs=0.01 m/s, vf0=0.0025vfs, Icmin=1 A, and Icmax=4 A.

9.3.2. Finite Element Model
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Figure 9.5(a) shows the three-dimensional finite element (3D FE) model developed in
COMSOL multi-physics software (COMSOL v.5.2a, 2016) to analyze the attractive magnetic
interaction between the FCs arrays and the ferromagnetic plate. This model has been created
through AC/DC module and Magnetic Fields interface in COMSOL multi-physics software. The
finite element analysis, however, is carried out only on the upper part of the SEMFD with
Z≥−0.5δfpl because of the symmetry, as illustrated in Figure 9.2(a). The air domain, enclosing the
upper FCs array and the ferromagnetic plate, is modeled by a sphere of the radius 1660 mm
whose center is positioned at point O, the origin of the coordinate system. It is also assumed that
the model is in its stationary state, i.e. u͘d=0 and ud=0, because the motion of the FCs arrays
relative to the ferromagnetic plate do not affect the distribution of their magnetic fields as long as
they remain far from the edges of the ferromagnetic plate (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a; Kurz
et al., 2004).

The attractive magnetic interaction between the upper FCs array and the ferromagnetic
plate is described by the magnetostatic form of the Maxwell’s equations in the presence of an
external current as follows (Furlani, 2001),

(

1
  A)  J e ,
m
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(9-8a)

Figure 9.5. 3D FE model developed in COMSOL multi-physics software; (a) meshing details (D:
Domain and E: Edge) and B-field of the FCs on the X=0 and Y=0.5(ac+δgcY)planes in (b)
Array 1, (c) Array 2, (d) Array 3, and (e) Array 4.
where ∇ is the Del (Nabla) operator, A is the magnetic vector potential, Je is the volume density
vector of the external current, and μm is the magnetic permeability of the materials. This partial
differential equation is solved by a stationary solver in COMSOL multi-physics software by
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satisficing the magnetic insulation boundary condition and the Coulomb gauge, i.e.   A  0 .
Then, the magnetic flux density vector, B, can be calculated as follows,

B  A .

(9-8b)

The attractive magnetic force between the upper FCs array and the ferromagnetic plate is
also given by (Griffiths, 2014),

Fm  
 T  dS ,
Sfpl

(9-8c)

where T is the Maxwell Stress Tensor whose terms are defined by,
Tij 

1
0

1

2
 Bi B j  2 ijB  .

(9-8d)

In Equation (9-8d), δij is the Kronecker delta (i,j=X,Y,Z). The normal force Nf is the magnitude
of the Z-component of the attractive magnetic force, i.e. Nf=|FmZ|. The surface integral in
Equation (9-8c) is taken over the arbitrary surface Sfpl surrounding the volume of the
ferromagnetic plate in the air domain (Freschi and Repetto, 2013). It should, however, be noted
that more accurate results can be obtained by this integration when very fine mesh is generated
along the edges of the ferromagnetic plate, the edges of the FCs and their cores, as demonstrated
in Figure 9.5(a).

The arrangement of the FCs based on the direction of their poles strongly influences the
attractive magnetic interaction between the FCs arrays and the ferromagnetic plate. Figure 9.6
shows the four cases of feasible pole arrangements of the lower and upper FCs arrays which are
(1) Uniform array, (2) Y-Linear Alternating array, (3) X-Linear Alternating array, and (4) Planar
Alternating array. The position of the poles of the FCs can be exchanged by reversing the
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direction of their currents or windings from clockwise to counterclockwise, and vice versa.
Figures 9.5(b)-9.5(e) show the magnetic flux density vector field of the upper FCs array on the
X=0 and Y=0.5(ac+δgcY) planes obtained from Equation (9-8a) and (9-8b) for Arrays 1-4,
respectively. The magnetic field of the upper FCs array is significantly strengthened by
alternating the direction of the poles of the FCs as can be seen from Arrays 2-4 compared to that
in Array 1. This happens because of alternating direction of poles which creates a continuous
path for the magnetic flux in Arrays 2-4. However, the path of the magnetic flux is discontinues
in Array 1 due to the uniform direction of the poles.

Figure 9.6. Four cases of feasible pole arrangements of the lower and upper FCs arrays: (a)
Uniform, (b) Y-Linear Alternating, (c) X-Linear Alternating, and (d) Planar Alternating arrays.
The magnitudes of the normal forces per unit current for Arrays 1-4, obtained from
Equations (9-8c) and (9-8d), are Nf1=1749.3 N, Nf1=5375.5 N, Nf1=7064.9 N, and Nf1=8774.8 N,
respectively. It is clearly seen that alternating the direction of the poles increases the magnitude
of the normal force. Therefore, in this chapter, Case 4 is chosen to arrange the FCs. The normal
force in this case is bounded as 8.775 kN ≤ Nf ≤ 140.400 kN where the lower and upper bounds
correspond to Icmin=1 A and Icmax=4 A, respectively. Therefore, the force capacity of the SEMFD
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can be estimated as fdmax=2Ff=70.200 kN which is the magnitude of the damper force when the
control current is set to its maximum value of Icmax=4 A. The copper wire used to wind the FCs is
assumed to be of type 18-AWG which is able to safely carry the maximum current of Icmax=4 A.
This current is well below the 16 A current rating of this wire called the ampacity current
(National Electrical Code Committee and National Fire Protection Association., 2017; Sams,
1986). Finally, it is assumed that the stroke of the SEMFD is Δs=ac/2=102.5 mm. As can be seen
from Figure 9.5(e), if the piston reaches its ends at ud=±Δs=±102.5 mm, the free distances
between the edges of the ferromagnetic plate and the FCs at the ends are large enough to avoid
disturbing the uniformity of the attractive magnetic interaction between the FCs and the
ferromagnetic plate caused by the edge effect.

9.3.3. Design of the Current Driver (CD)

The performance of the SEMFD during a ground motion depends on the response of the
FCs to the control current Ic commanded by the semi-active controller. This response is not
instantaneous due to the inductance, resistance, and capacitance effects of the FCs (Alexander
and Sadiku, 2013). For this reason, the rise and fall of the current flowing through the FCs are
delayed, and therefore, the SEMFD may not be able to fully carry out the command given by the
semi-active controller. The capacitance effect, which is called parasitic (stray) capacitance and is
due to the differences between the electric potentials of the insulated turns of the winding wires
of the FCs, is generally negligible in the case of a direct current (Alexander and Sadiku, 2013).
The effects of the inductance and resistance, on the other hand, are highly significant and must
be taken into account. The inductance of the FCs (either self or mutual) depends on the magnetic
flux passing through the turns of their winding wires and increases with the magnetic
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permeabilities of their ferromagnetic cores and the ferromagnetic plate. The resistance of the FCs
is caused by the magnetic energy loss which is due to the heat generated by the direct current
flowing through their winding wires and the eddy currents induced in their ferromagnetic cores
and the ferromagnetic plate. For the sake of simplicity, the influence of the magnetic
permeability of the ferromagnetic plate on the inductance and the influences of the electrical
conductivities of the ferromagnetic cores and the ferromagnetic plate on the resistance of the FCs
are disregarded in this study.

Each FC in the lower and upper FCs arrays can therefore be represented by an ideal
ferromagnetic-core inductor with the self-inductance Lfc in series with an ideal resistor with the
resistance Rfc (Alexander and Sadiku, 2013). Figure 9.7 shows the equivalent circuit of the
SEMFD containing the equivalent ferromagnetic-core inductor and resistor connected in series.

Figure 9.7. Equivalent circuit of the SEMFD.
The equivalent inductance of this circuit Lfceq, which represents effects of both self and
mutual inductances of the FCs, is given by (Furlani, 2001),

L fceq  2

Wm
,
2
Icm

where Wm is the magnetic energy stored in the circuit and is given by,
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(9-9a)

Wm 

1
B  HdV ,
2 


(9-9b)

In Equation (9-9b), B and H are the magnetic flux density and intensity vectors of the FCs. The
FE model shown in Figure 9.5 is used to solve the triple integral in Equation (9-9b). The
integration is carried out over the air domain where the magnetic field exists. The result,
however, has to be multiplied by two because of the symmetry. The effect of the mutual
inductance of the FCs is quite considerable because of the close proximity of the FCs to each
other. In contrast to self-inductance, mutual inductance varies because of the change in the
direction of the current flowing through the FCs; it is dependent on the magnetic interaction
between the FCs. For this reason, the equivalent inductances of the four FCs arrays shown in
Figure 9.6 are different from each other and are calculated as: Lfceq1=247.42 H, Lfceq2=416.06 H,
Lfceq3=448.78 H, and Lfceq4=530.1 H. The value of Lfceq is chosen to be 530.1 H, which
corresponds to FCs array in Array 4 (See Figure 9.6(d)). The equivalent resistance of the FCs,
which are connected in series, is also given by,

R fceq  2n c R fc ,

(9-10)

where nc=20 is the total number of the FCs and Rfc=lw/(σcAw) is the resistance of a single FC in
which lw=4NzNt(ac-tc), σc=58.58 106 MS/m, and Aw   d w2 / 4 are the length, electrical
conductivity, and cross section area of the winding wire, respectively. If we substitute for Nz, Nt,
tc, and dw from Table 9.1, we get lw=5,084 m, σc=58.58 106 S/m, Aw=0.785 10
in Rfceq=2211.141 Ω.
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mm2 resulting

The circuit shown in Figure 9.7 is of first-order. The differential equation governing the
flow of the direct current Ifc in this circuit is obtained by applying the Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law
(KVL), i.e. VS(t)=VL(t)+VR(t) with VS(t)=Ic(t)Rfceq, VL(t)=Lfceqİfc(t), and VR(t)=RfceqIfc(t), as
follows (Alexander and Sadiku, 2013),

fc Ifc (t)  Ifc (t)  Ic (t) ,

(9-11)

where τfc=Lfceq/Rfceq=0.240 s is the time constant of the circuit. The solution of this equation for
the step source Ic(t)=Ic0H(t) and the initial condition Ifc(0)=0 is Ifc (t)  Ic0 [1  exp( t / fc )] where
Ic0 is the steady-state current and H(.) is the Heaviside function. It can be easily shown that
t=5τfc=1.2 s is required for the current flowing through the FCs to reach almost 99% of the
steady-state current Ic0 (See Figure 9.9(a)). This time delay is not acceptable for seismic
protection because it is comparable to the predominant period of most earthquakes and can
totally disrupt the seismic performance of the SEMFD. Therefore, a current driver (CD) has to be
used to compenstate it. The role of the CD is to modify the current flowing throught the FCs Ifc
to match the control current Ic. Figure 9.8 shows the block diagram of this CD that uses a
proportional-integral (PI) control algorithm to minimize the magnitude of the error signal which
is calculated as the difference between the control current Ic and the measured current Icm.

The

transfer

function

of

the

equivalent

circuit

of

the

SEMFD

is

Gp(s)=Ifc(s)/Icd(s)=1/(τfcs+1) and that of the CD is Gc(s)=Icd(s)/Ierr(s)=KP+KI/s (Alexander and
Sadiku, 2013; Ogata, 2010). The equivalent circuit of the SEMFD acts like a low-pass filter.
Hence, it is not able to fully pass a control current with a high-frequency contents. Therefore, the
PI controller has to be tuned in such a way that it drives the FCs to pass control currents with
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wide range of frequencies. This tuning results in KP=100 and KI=417.5 sec−1 and a transfer
function for the feedback control system given by,

H(s) 

10000s  41750
,
24s 2  10100s  41750

(9-12)

where H(s)=Ifc(s)/Ic(s)=Gp(s)Gc(s)/[1+ Gp(s)Gc(s)] (Alexander and Sadiku, 2013; Ogata, 2010).

Figure 9.8. Block diagram of the feedback control system of the current driver (CD) used to
modify the current flowing through the FCs of the SEMFD.
Figure 9.9 compares the response of the equivalent circuit of the SEMFD under long- and
short-duration (i.e. low- and high-frequency) pulse-type currents with and without the CD. It is
seen that the FCs can merely pass 63% of the high-frequency current without the CD. The
proposed CD is however capable of driving the FCs to almost fully pass (i.e. 99%) this current
even when the control signal is contaminated by a measurement noise signal whose power, i.e.
the height of its power spectral density, is equal to 1.0 μA2/(rad/sec).
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Figure 9.9. Performance of the proposed current driver (CD) under two different single pulse
current sources: (a) long duration pulse with ∆t=5τfc and (b) short duration pulse with ∆t=τfc.
As illustrated in Figure 9.9(a) and 9.9(b), the proposed CD introduces a time delay of
about 7 ms in passing 99% of the control current. This time delay is not problematic for the
semi-active control system because it is very short and negligible compared to the natural period
of the isolation system, which is essentially the natural period of the first mode of the multi-story
base-isolated building. This conclusion is based on experimental studies conducted on semiactive fluid-based dampers, such as MR dampers, that are also susceptible to non-smooth
hysteretic behavior (Caterino et al., 2013; Y-J Cha et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2002).

9.4. Semi-active control system

The equation of motion, as described by Equation (9-4), can be linearized by substituting
αb=1 in Equation (9-1). The state-space representation of this linear control system is,

  A X  B f  E x ,
X
s
s s
s act
s g

(9-13a)

Ym  Cm Xs  Dm f act  Fm x g  v m ,

(9-13b)

Yr  Cr Xs  Dr f act  Fr x g ,

(9-13c)
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where fact is the desired control force (input) applied by an ideal active actuator substituted for
the SEMFD at the base floor, Xs={U,U̇}T is the state vector, Ym (nm×1) is the measured response
vector, vm (nm×1) is the measurement noise vector, and Yr (nr×1) is the regulated response
vector. The matrices As, Bs, and Es, which are called system, input, and disturbance matrices,
respectively, are defined as,

0
A s   (n 1)(n1 1)
 M K

I (n 1)(n 1) 
 0(n 1)1 
0

, Bs  
, and Es   (n 1)1 

1

1
M C  2(n 1)2(n 1)
 M Λ d  2(n 1)1
 Γ b  2(n 1)1

(9-14)

where 0 and I are the null and identity matrices, respectively. The matrices Cm and Cr and the
vectors Dm, Fm, Dr, and Fr are matrices and vectors of appropriate dimensions that can be defined
based on the types of the measured and regulated responses.

9.4.1. Active Controller

The desired control force fact is calculated by the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG)
optimal control method as follows,

ˆ ,
f act  K lqr X
s

(9-15)

where Klqr is the optimal regulator gain matrix and X̂s is the estimated state vector. Both Klqr and
X̂s can be calculated separately (following the principle of separation of estimation and control),

by minimizing the following infinite-horizon quadratic cost function (Tewari, 2012; Wang and
Dyke, 2013; Wu and Yang, 2000),



1 
T
2
J  lim E    Cr Xs  Dr f act  Q  Cr Xs  Dr f act   Rf act
dt  .
 
0
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(9-16a)

In Equation (9-16a), E[.] denotes the expected value, Q is a positive semi-definite matrix of
appropriate dimension, and R is a positive definite number. The disturbance (ground
acceleration) and measurement noise signals are assumed to be uncorrelated Gaussian white
noise processes with the following random properties,

 g ]  0 , E[ v m ]  0m1 , E[x
 g2 ]  rg , E[ v m v Tm ]  R v , and E[x
 g v Tm ]  01n m ,
E[x

(9-16b)

where rg is the covariance of the disturbance signal and Rv=rvI (nm×nm) is the covariance matrix
of the measurement noise signal. The influence of the disturbance and measurement noise signals
on the performance of the SEMFD is dependent on the ratio rg/rv (Yang et al., 2004). Therefore,
for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that rg=25 m2/sec4 and rv=1 m2/sec4, which are common
values in semi-active control of civil engineering structures subjected to earthquake (Ohtori et
al., 2004). The design of the LQG optimal controller is carried out by the two steps mentioned
below.

Step 1: Design of the Optimal Regulator

The full-state of the system is measured to find Klqr using the linear-quadratic-regulator
(LQR) optimal control method as follows (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a; Wu and Yang, 2000).

K lqr 

1 T
 Bs Plqr  NT  .
R

(9-17a)

In Equation (9-17a), Plqr is the Riccati matrix obtained by solving the following Riccati equation
by assuming that Plqr remains constant over the control time interval [0 ∞),
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Plqr A s  A sT Plqr   Plqr Bs  N 

1 T
Bs Plqr  N T   Q  0 ,

R

(9-17b)

where R , Q , and N are defined as follows,

R  R  DTrQDr , Q  CTrQCr , and N  CTr QDr .

(9-17c)

Step 2: Design of the Optimal Observer

The full-state of the system is estimated to find X̂s using the Kalman filter, which is a
linear-quadratic estimator (LQE), (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a; Kalman, 1960; Kalman and
Bucy, 1961; Wu and Yang, 2000),

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
X
s  A s Xs  B s f act  L lqe ( Ym  Ym ) ,
ˆ C X
ˆ D f ,
Y
m

m

s

m act

(9-18a)
(9-18b)

where Ŷm is the estimated measured response vector and Llqe is the state observer gain matrix
defined as,

L lqe  (PlqeCTm  N )R 1 .

(9-18c)

In Equation (9-18c), Plqe is the optimal covariance matrix of the estimation error obtained by
solving the following Riccati equation by assuming that Plqe remains constant over the control
time interval [0 ∞),

Plqe A s  A sT Plqe  L lqe RLTlqe  Q  0 ,

In Equation (9-18d), matrices Q and N are defined as follows,
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(9-18d)

R  R v  Fm FmT rg , Q  Es EsT rg , and N  Es FmT rg .

(9-18e)

The solutions to the optimal regulator and observer problems above are equivalent under the
duality relations (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2019a; Kalman and Bucy, 1961).

9.4.2. Semi-active Controller

The SEMFD is unable to fully track the desired control force fact described by Equation
(9-15) due to the dissipative nature of its mechanism. This means that the SEMFD is not capable
of generating the force fd=fact when sgn( factu̇d)>0. Therefore, it is necessary to define a semiactive control algorithm in order to clip fact at moments when the ideal active actuator tends to
push or pull the base floor in the direction of its velocity, the actions that may cause dynamic
instability because of injection of mechanical energy into the structural system of the building.
For this purpose, the control current applied to the SEMFD to clip and track fact is defined as
follows,

Ic 

N fc
,
Nf 1

(9-19)

where Nfc is the normal control force which can be determined by clipping the active normal
force Nact=0.5(fact/μfsl)sgn(u̇d) using a saturation function as follows (Amjadian and Agrawal,
2017b, 2019a),
N fc  sat  N act , N fc min , N fc max  , N fc min  N f 1Ic2min , and N fc max  N f 1Ic2max

(9-20)

This semi-active controller is referred to as Saturated Semi-active Friction (SATSAF)
controller. In spite of being simple and very easy to implement, it has a major drawback and that
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is its inability to detect the boundary between the sticking and sliding phases. Therefore, it is not
fully able to alleviate the undesirable effects of stick-slip motion. These effects are (i) the spikes
in the acceleration of the building when the SEMFD suddenly enters/exists its sticking phase and
(ii) no energy is dissipated when the SEMFD sticks (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017b; Dupont et
al., 1997; He et al., 2003). If the SEMFD remains in the sticking phase, even for a very short
period of time during a ground motion, it cannot dissipate the seismic input energy. Sticking in
the SEMFD excites higher modes and counteracts the effects of seismic isolation to suppress
such modes. Therefore, two semi-active controllers capable of avoiding sticking in the SEMFD
by changing the control current such that the piston remains in sliding phase are proposed. These
semi-active controllers are also very easy and simple to use.

Step Boundary Layer Semi-active Friction (STBLSAF) Controller

The sticking phase can be identified by defining a step boundary layer around the natural
sticking velocity vf0 in the KFM,

 N fc min

N fc     f act 

sat
0.5
sgn
,
N
,
N







fc min
fc max


    fsl 

 1
 1

(9-21)

In Equation (9-21), χ=u̇d/vst, vst being the controlled (artificial) sticking velocity and vst>vf0. This
semi-active controller is referred to as the Step Boundary Layer Semi-active Friction
(STBLSAF) controller since the normal control force varies by a step function in the vicinity of
χ=±1. It detects the sticking phase at χ=±1 and then reduces the value of the control current to the
lower level of breakaway value of Icmin=1 A. This ensures that the piston does not stick and
maintains its sliding motion. The optimum value of vst can be determined by comparing the
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amount of dissipated energy to that of the input energy during a ground motion. It will later be
shown that vst=2vfs=0.02 m/s is an optimum value for the controlled sticking velocity. This value
is 800 times of the value of the natural sticking velocity, i.e. vst=800vf0. Although defining the
step boundary layer enables the STBLSAF controller to prohibit the SEMFD from entering the
sticking phase, it involves abrupt switching and chattering around the critical points Nfc=Nfcmin
and Nfc=Nfcmax in the saturation function, χ=±1 in the step function, and χ=0 in the sign function
that cause spikes in the acceleration of the base floor.

Figure 9.10. Functions S and Ψ defined to smooth the (a) saturation and (b) step functions,
respectively.
Smooth Boundary Layer Semi-active Friction (SMBLSAF) Controller

The effects of abrupt switching and chattering on the acceleration of the base floor can be
reduced by smoothing the saturation, step, and sign functions using tanh(.) function as follows,
N fc  1    N fc min  S

(9-22a)

where S and Ψ are smoothing functions replacing the saturation and step functions, respectively,
and are defined as follows,
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   fsl 
  

(9-22b)
tanh      1   tanh      1 
(9-22c)
  1
2

 N fc min
N
S  N fc min   fc max
2


In Equation (9-22), α>1 and β>1 are constant coefficients controlling the smoothness of the
functions around critical points. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that α β. Figure 9.10(a)
compares the saturation function with the smooth functioning S, and Figure 9.10(b) compares the
step function to its corresponding smoothing function Ψ for β=1,2,4,10, and 100. It is assumed
that α=β=100 in this study. This semi-active controller is referred to as the Smooth Boundary
Layer Semi-active Friction (SMBLSAF) controller.

It is worth mentioning that non-smooth hysteretic behavior is not limited to fiction
dampers, which are essentially solid-based dampers, but may also be seen in some types of semiactive fluid-based dampers such as MR dampers. The shear behavior of a MR fluid during both
its pre-yield and post-yield phases is similar to friction (Olsson et al., 1998). The phenomenon of
force break‐away in the beginning of the sliding phase in a friction damper is similar to the
phenomenon of force overshoot in a MR damper that occurs in the beginning of the post-yield
phase because of sticking in the MR fluid (Amjadian and Agrawal, 2017a; Weber et al., 2005).
For this reason, MR damper can also increase the accelerations and inter-story drifts of the upper
floors of a multi-story base-isolated building despite being able to limit the displacement of the
base floor (Maddaloni et al., 2017). To overcome this issue, electrical current in a MR damper
has to be regulated following a semi-active control scheme, as experimentally demonstrated by
Maddaloni et al. (2017) (Maddaloni et al., 2017).
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9.5. Numerical study

The SEMFD is implemented on the dynamic model of a six-story base-isolated building
to demonstrate its capability to improve the seismic performance of multi-story base-isolated
buildings. The performance of the proposed semi-active controllers are evaluated for their ability
to reduce the displacement of the base floor while limiting its acceleration.

9.5.1. Six-Story Base-Isolated Building

Table 9.2 shows the dynamic parameters of the 6DOFs dynamic model including the
mass and the damping and stiffness coefficients of the floors taken from a same model developed
by Kelly et al. (1987) (Kelly et al., 1987; Ramallo et al., 2002). The table also shows the
dynamic parameters of the equivalent LRB, including the natural period, the critical damping
ratio of rubber, the yield displacement, and the parameters of hysteresis model. The yield force
of the equivalent LRB is assumed to be 15% of the total weight of the building as it has been
recommended for base-isolated buildings subjected strong ground motions (Park and Otsuka,
1999; Ramallo et al., 2002).

Table 9.2. Dynamic parameters of the six-story base-isolated building.
Floor
mb (kg)
Tb (s)
ξb (%)
dyb (mm)
αb
Ab
βb
γb
Base
6800
2.5
2.5
23.3a
0.1
1.0
0.5
0.5
Floor
ms (kg)
cs (kN.s/m)
ks (kN/m)
1st
5897
67
33732
2nd
5897
58
29093
3rd
5897
57
28621
4th
5897
50
24954
5897
38
19059
5th
a. The yield force fyb of the isolation system is assumed to be 15% of the total weight of the building, i.e.
fyb/W=fyb/(mb+Ms)g=53.371 kN which results in dyb=fyb/kb=23.3 mm.
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2.0

From a practical point of view, acceleration is the most suitable response for
measurement as compared to displacement and velocity, since measuring vibration by
accelerometers is more cost-effective and reliable. The measurement of displacement and
velocity is cumbersome because, unlike acceleration, they are not absolute quantities, being
dependent on the inertial reference frame in which they are measured (Dyke et al., 1996). For
this reason, the absolute accelerations of the six floors of the base-isolated building and the
acceleration of the ground are selected for the design of the optimal observer described by
Equation (9-18). Therefore, Ym={ẍg,ẍb,ẍ1,…,ẍ5}T+ẍg{0,1,1,…,1}T in Equation (9-13b) where
matrices Cm, Dm, and Fm can be accordingly defined. These responses are measured with the
seven accelerometers Sg, Sb, and S1-S5 installed on the ground and six floors of the base-isolated
building as illustrated in Figure 9.1. It should also be noted that Ym in Equation (9-18) is directly
output from the dynamic model of the six-story base-isolated building described by Equation (94) representing the nonlinear behavior of the equivalent LRB. It is also assumed that the power
of the measurement noise is equal to 0.628 μm2/sec3.

The displacements and velocities of the floors of the base-isolated building, as the
regulated responses, are selected for the design of the optimal regulator described by Equation
(9-17). Therefore, Yr={xb, x1,…, x5, ẋb, ẋ1 ,…, ẋ5}T in Equation (9-13c), where matrices Cr, Dr,
and Fr can be accordingly defined. The regulated response vector Yr is minimized by choosing
matrix Q and number R in Equation (9-17) as follows,

1 q K 066 
Q  d
and R  q r
2  066 q v M 
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(9-23)

where qd, qv, and qr are weighting coefficients for controlling the floors displacements,
velocities, and the desired control force, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed
that qd=qv. The values of these weighting coefficients are obtained as qd=qv=0.5×10+4 and
qr=0.5×10−4 using a trial-and-error approach to the minimization of the regulated responses
resulted from the LQG optimal control method.

Figure 9.11 shows the block diagram of the semi-active control system. The semi-active
controller and the current driver are dependent on the feedbacks of the velocity of the SEMFD
and the current flowing through the FCs. The velocity of the SEMFD is calculated online by
denoising and then integrating the relative acceleration of the base floor obtained from the
signals output from the accelerometers. The current flowing through the FCs is calculated by
denoising the signal output from an ammeter installed on the SEMFD. For the sake simplicity, it
is assumed that time delay is negligible and the measurement noise can be ideally eliminated
from these two signals.

Figure 9.11. Block diagram of the semi-active control system.
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9.5.2. Ground Motion Records

Three far-field ground motion acceleration records have been selected from the Pacific
Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) strong ground motion database (PEER, 2013)
for response history analysis (RHA) of the six-story based-isolated building. Table 9.3 lists these
records and their basic information. The wavelet adjustment method proposed by Hancock et al.
(2006) (Hancock et al., 2006) is used to modify and scale these records to match the ASCE 7-10
Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCER) design response spectrum that represents earthquakes
with a return period of about 2475 years (ASCE, 2010). This design response spectrum
characterizes the seismicity of an area located in California with the site class B, the critical
damping ratio 5% and the PGA=0.876g. The matching process has been carried out for the
period range Tn=0.05-5 s, as shown in Figure 9.12. This period range properly covers the period
range 0.5TD to 1.25TM recommended by ASCE 7-10, where TD and TM are the effective periods
of the base-isolated building at the design and maximum displacements, respectively, and TD <
Tb and TM < Tb. The maximum values of the response quantities of interest are used for the
evaluation of the seismic performance of the six-story base-isolated building and its semi-active
control system.

Table 9.3. Ground motion acceleration records used for the response history analysis.
RSNa

Name

Year

Magnitude
(M)

Station

Component

PGAb
(g)

PGAc
(g)

0169

Imperial Valley

1979

6.5

Delta

DLT352

0.350

0.384

0728

Superstition Hills

1987

6.5

Westmorland Fire Station

WSM180

0.211

0.408

0757

Loma Prieta

1989

6.9

Dumbarton Bridge West End

DUMB267

0.127

0.427

a. RSN: Record sequence number in the PEER next generation attenuation (NGA) ground motion database.
b. Peak ground acceleration (PGA) of the original record.
c. PGA of the record after scaling to the design spectrum.
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Figure 9.12. 5%-damping acceleration design spectra of the ground motion records (a) un-scaled
(b) scaled to the ASCE 7-10 MCER design response spectrum.
9.5.3. Results and Discussion

A nonlinear time-history response analysis is carried out on the six-story base-isolated
building subjected to the ground motion acceleration records listed in Table 9.3. The simulation
of the semi-active control system is performed by implementing the equation of motion
described by Equation (9-4) in MATALB/Simulink (MATLAB R2017b, 2017). The 4th-order
Runge-Kutta method with a time step of Δt=10−3 s is used to carry out the simulation. This time
step is sufficiently small to capture the abrupt changes in the dynamic behavior of the SEMFD
when the piston undergoes stick-slip motion or when the direction of its motion is suddenly
reversed during the ground motions.

The performance of the semi-active control system is evaluated by defining the following
five control cases:

1. PSOFF: The control current to the SEMFD is maintained at a constant level set to its

minimum value, i.e. Ic(t)=Icmin=1 A. The SEMFD in this case acts like a PFD with the
constant damping force fd=fdmin=4.512 kN.
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2. PSON: The control current to the SEMFD is maintained at a constant level set to its

maximum value, i.e. Ic(t)=Icmax=4 A. The SEMFD in this case acts like a PFD with the
constant damping force fd=fdmax=70.200 kN.

3. SATSAF: The control current to the SEMFD is varied as per the control law defined by

Equations (9-19) and (9-20).

4. STBLSAF: The control current to the SEMFD is varied as per the control law defined by

Equations (9-19) and (9-21).

5. SMBLSAF: The control current to the SEMFD is varied as per the control law defined by

Equations (9-19) and (9-22).

The magnitude of the damping force in the last three cases varies between fd=fdmin=4.512
kN and fd=fdmax=70.200 kN depending on the definition of the control law.

Figure 9.13 shows the time-history responses of the base floor and the SEMFD in PSOFF
and PSON cases when the building is subjected to the first 30 s of the Loma Prieta ground
motion. Figure 9.13(a) shows time-history of the displacement of the base floor, which also
describes the displacement of the piston of the SEMFD. It can be seen that the SEMFD in the
PSON case fully sticks over the two time intervals t=0 7.548 s and t=13.950 30 s. The base
floor maintains its position at xb=ud=0 cm and xb=ud=1.9 cm over these two time intervals,
respectively, implying that the SEMFD is locked. The intensity of the ground motion is lower
than the breakaway level in these moments so that the piston does not slide. Furthermore, it is
observed that the piston, or the base floor, is not restored to its initial position at the end of the
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ground motion, undergoing a residual displacement of 1.9 cm due to yielding of the equivalent
LRB. The breakaway level is reduced in the PSOFF case and, as the result of that, the SEMFD
experiences a continuous sliding in this control case as shown in Figure 9.13(a). The amplitude
of the motion of the piston in the PSOFF case is, however, larger than that in the PSON case
since the amount of the energy dissipated by the SEMFD is lower.

Figure 9.13(b) shows the time-history of the relative acceleration of the base floor in the
PSON case. The evidence of stick-slip motion in the SEMFD is more evident in this response,
since the SEMFD is stuck where ẍb≅0. The absolute acceleration of the base floor has not been
presented here because it does differentiate the sticking phase from the sliding phase in both the
PSON and PSOFF cases.

The effects of stick-slip motion on the energy dissipated by the SEMFD has to be
investigated too. This energy quantity is given by,

t

EDd (t)   fd ()u d ()d .

(9-24)

0

It needs to be compared to the relative input energy of the building during the ground motion
which is determined by,

t

 ()d .
EIr (t)   
xg ()ΓTb MU

(9-25)

0

Figure 9.13(c) compares time-histories of these two energy quantities in the PSON case.
It is observed that the dissipated energy is constant over the two time intervals t=0−7.548 s and
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t=13.950−30 s since the SEMFD sticks in these moments and remains in an inactive state. The
sudden spike in the input energy over the time interval t=7.548−8.619 s is due to higher intensity
and frequency content of the ground motion during this time interval that activate the piston to
swiftly slide. This, in turn, increases the amount of the energy that can be dissipated by the
SEMFD, as can be seen in Figure 9.13(c).

Figure 9.13. Time-history responses of the base floor and the SEMFD under the Loma Prieta
ground motion acceleration; (a) the displacement of the base floor in PSON and PSOFF cases,
(b) the relative acceleration of the base floor in PSON case, (c) the dissipated energy and relative
input energy in PSON case, and (d) the relative acceleration of the base floor in PSON and
PSOFF cases from t=7 s to t=9 s (Note: SL=Sliding Phase and ST=Sticking Phase).
It would be interesting to see how the relative acceleration of the base floor varies during
this time interval. Figure 9.13(d) shows the time-history of this response from t=7 s to t=9 s. The
motion of the piston of the SEMFD in the PSON case, as described in the figure, is not purely in
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its sliding phase as it also undergoes two short-duration (less than 0.1 s) sticking phases.
Although these sticking phases do not generally disrupt the process of energy dissipation since
they are short-duration, they cause dramatic increase in the acceleration response of the base
floor. From Figure 9.13(d) it can be however seen that the motion of the piston in the PSOFF
case is purely sliding so that the acceleration response in this case is smaller.

The performances of the STBLSAF and SMBLSAF controllers depend on the value of
the controlled (artificial) sticking velocity vst in Equations (9-21) and (9-22). This velocity has a
noticeable effect on the energy dissipation capacity of the SEMFD during the operation of these
controllers. This effect is quantified by a performance index defined as the ratio of the area under
the time-history curve of the dissipated energy to that of the input energy as follows (Amjadian
and Agrawal, 2019a),

tg

JE 

E

Dd

(t)dt

0
tg

E

.
Ir

(9-26)

(t)dt

0

where tg is the duration of the ground motion and 0<JE<1. It should be noted that an increase in
the value of this index indicates that a higher performance is being achieved. Figure 9.14(a)
shows the variation of JE with vst/vsf on a logarithmic scale in the STBLSAF case under the three
ground motion acceleration records listed in Table 9.3. It is observed that JE is insensitive to
vst/vsf for vst/vsf<0.1 but it gradually increases over the range 0.1 vst/vsf 4 and then decreases
suddenly for vst/vsf>4. In general, it can be said that the maximum value of JE can be found over
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the bandwidth 1 vst/vsf 4, as illustrated in Figure 9.14(a). Based on this, we assume vst/vsf=2.00
in this study.

For more clarification, the time-history of the ratio of the dissipated energy to the input
energy EDd/EIr in the STBLSAF case has been plotted in Figure 9.14(b) under the Loma Prieta
ground motion for vst/vsf=0.01 (JE=0.7315) and vst/vsf=2.00 (JE=0.7670) compared to that in the
PSON case. This figure indicates that the STBLSAF controller with vst/vsf=2.00 (JE=0.7670) is
able to dissipate a larger amount of the input energy compared to that by the PSON controller,
because of its capability to maintain the piston of the SEMFD in a steady and continuous sliding
motion.

Figure 9.14. Energy dissipation capability of the SEMFD in the STBLSAF case; (a) variation of
JE with vst/vfs under the three ground motion acceleration records and (b) comparing the timehistory of EDd/EIr under the Loma Prieta earthquake in the STBLSAF case with vst=0.01vfs and
vst=2.00vfs to that in the PSON case.
The displacement of the base floor is reduced by the STBLSAF controller because of its
significant energy dissipation capability. This reduction is, however, achieved at the cost of
amplification of the relative acceleration of the base floor or floors above due to chattering in this
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controller which causes the control current to vary abruptly. This issue has been resolved in the
SMBLSAF controller as discussed before.

Figure 9.15. Comparing time-histories of (a) the displacement and (b) the relative acceleration of
the base floor in different control cases including the PSON, SATSAF, STBLSAF (vst/vsf=2.00),
and SMBLSAF (vst/vsf=2.00) cases.
The time-histories of the displacement and the relative acceleration of the base floor in
this control case have been plotted in Figures 9.15(a) and 9.15(b), respectively, under the Loma
Prieta ground motion and have been compared to those for the PSON, SATSAF, and STBLSAF
cases. It can be observed from Figure 9.15(a) that the piston of the SEMFD also sticks in the
SATSAF case, similar to that in the PSON case due to its inability to detect the sticking phase.
The residual displacement of the base floor in this control case is larger than that in the PSON
case. However, it is seen that the displacement of the base floor in both the STBLSAF and
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SMBLSAF cases fluctuates about the displacement response in the PSON case. This shows
continuous sliding of the piston in these two cases. Because of this reason, there are lesser spikes
in the acceleration response compared to that for the PSON case, as shown in Figure 9.15(b).
The acceleration response in the SMBLSAF case is smaller than those in the other cases because
of its ability to avoid stick-slip motion while maintaining a smooth nonlinear hysteretic behavior.

Figure 9.16. Force-displacement hysteresis curve of the SEMFD in the PSON case under the
Loma Prieta earthquake compared to those in the (a) STBLSAF and (b) SMBLSAF cases, and
the force-velocity hysteresis curve in the PSON case compared to those in the (c) STBLSAF and
(d) SMBLSAF cases.
Figure 9.16 compares the shapes of the force-displacement and force-velocity hysteresis
(FDH and FVH) curves of the SEMFD in the PSON case to those in the STBLSAF and
SMBLSAF cases under the Loma Prieta ground motion. The FDH curve in the PSON case is
rectangular-shaped with sharp edges which can also be seen in the FDH curve for the STBLSAF
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case. These sharp edges are the results of abrupt switching in the motion of the piston of the
SEMFD and are responsible for the high-frequency spike in the acceleration response. However,
the SMBLSAF has the smoothest FDH and FVH curves among these controllers as shown in
Figures 9.16(b) and 9.16(d).

These results show that the proposed SMBLSAF controller has been successful in
optimal smoothening of the SEMFD from a theoretical point of view as demonstrated in Figure
9.16(b), where the SEMFD generates a FDH curve of smooth edges. This smooth behavior is an
in-built feature of the SEMFD that can be realized in a real case by varying the current flowing
thorough the FCs using an electrical controller following the control law described by Equations
(9-19) and (99-22). It should however be noted that achieving such a smooth behavior may not
be fully possible in practice when there may be considerable uncertainties associated with the
operation of the semi-active control system and the characteristics of the disturbance (i.e., the
ground motion).

Figure 9.17 shows the time-history of the control current for the SMBLSAF case
compared to those in the PSON and STBLSAF cases. The variation of the control current in the
SMBLSAF case is noticeably smooth and its peaks are smaller than those in the other two
control cases, implying that the SEMFD needs lower amount of external power for the operation.
This proves the superiority of the SMBLSAF controller over the other controllers. The SEMFD
in the PSON case needs a larger amount of external power to keep the control current to its
maximum level. This may not be feasible for the purpose of seismic protection because
continuous utilization of the external power can overheat the FCs and cause damage to the
SEMFD, especially during long duration ground motions.
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Figure 9.17. Time-history of the control current in the SMBLSAF case compared to those in the
PSON and STBLSAF cases.
Figure 9.18 shows the peaks of the inter-story drifts and absolute accelerations of the
floors in the PSON, SATSAF, STBLSAF, and SMBLSAF cases under the three ground motion
acceleration records listed in Table 9.3. These results have been compared to those in the
uncontrolled case (i.e. no SEMFD has been installed in the base floor). Figures 9.18(a), 9.18(c)
and 9.18(e) show that all the controllers have been successful in reducing the displacement of the
base floor under all the three ground motions. The ratios of the peak of the inter-story drift of the
base floor in the PSON, SATSAF, STBLSAF, and SMBLSAF cases to those in the uncontrolled
case under, for example, the Superstition Hills ground motion are equal to 0.25, 0.31, 0.32, and
0.32, respectively. The PSON controller, however, has shown slightly better performance in this
regard where the displacement of the base floor has been reduced to a value about 4 cm. The
peaks of the inter-story drifts of the upper floors with respect to the uncontrolled case have not
been increased much by these four controllers. Figures 9.18(b), 9.18(d), and 9.18(f) show that the
peaks of the absolute accelerations of the floors in the SMBLSAF case are less than those in the
other control cases under all the three ground motions, implying that the proposed SMBLSAF
controller has outperformed the other controllers, particularly the PSON and SATSAF
controllers which are non-smooth. For example, the ratios of the peak of the absolute
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acceleration of the base floor in the PSON, SATSAF, STBLSAF, and SMBLSAF cases to those
in the uncontrolled case under the Superstition Hills ground motion are equal to 7.02, 5.84, 2.16,
and 1.84, respectively. This demonstrates that the proposed SMBLSAF controller has improved
the performance of the SEMFD by 73%, 68%, and 15% over the PSON, SATSAF, and
STBLSAF controllers, respectively. It is however obvious that the peaks of the absolute
accelerations of the upper floors are increased by the action of the SEMFD during the operation
of these controllers under all the three ground motions. The situation in the PSON case is the
worst, indicating that this controller can significantly excite the higher modes and pump a large
amount of the seismic input energy into these modes. The SMBLSAF controller causes the least
increase in the absolute accelerations of the upper floors. This increase is not problematic from a
structural damage point of view because the main cause of structural damage in the upper floors
is the inter-story drift rather than acceleration. The increase in the inter-story drifts of the upper
floors because of the action of the SEMFD is negligible and this is despite the fact that these
responses have been dramatically reduced already by the seismic isolation system. The risk of
non-structural damage or human discomfort is, on the other hand, high when the accelerations of
the upper floors is increased. The average value of the absolute accelerations of the upper floors
in the SMBLSAF case is about 0.5g which is almost two times of that in the uncontrolled case!
These values are beyond the acceleration limit of 0.85 m/s2 when objects begin to fall down and
the acceleration limit of 0.35 m/s2 when the occupants experience difficulty in walking (Boggs
and Petersen, 1995). These issues are not, however, serious during a major ground motion and
can be easily avoided in multi-story base-isolated buildings by taking simple seismic safety
precautions.
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Figure 9.18. Peaks of the inter-story drifts and absolute accelerations of the floors in the PSON,
SATSAF, STBLSAF, and SMBLSAF cases under the (a-b) Imperial Valley, (c-d) Superstition
Hills, and (e-f) Loma Prieta ground motions.
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9.6. Concluding Remarks

The capability of a new class of semi-active friction dampers termed as smart/semi-active
electromagnetic friction damper (SEMFD) to effectively reduce the displacement of the baseisolation system in multi-story base-isolated buildings has been demonstrated in this chapter. The
design and configuration of this damping device are simple and consist of two similar arrays of
thick rectangular ferromagnetic-core coils (FCs) and a ferromagnetic plate made of a soft
magnetic material with a high magnetic permeability. The FCs are connected in series and
attached to two sides of the ferromagnetic plate by two friction pads made of non-magnetic
materials. The energy dissipation mechanism of the SEMFD is provided by the friction
developed between the friction pads and the ferromagnetic plate when the piston pulls or pushes
the FCs relative to ferromagnetic plate, and the normal force engaging the sliding surfaces is
generated by the attractive magnetic interactions between the FCs arrays and the ferromagnetic
plate. This magnetic interaction was modeled by a three-dimensional finite element model of the
FCs and the ferromagnetic plate in COMSOL multi-physics software. It has been shown that the
arrangement of the FCs according to the direction of their poles can strongly influence their
attractive magnetic interaction with the ferromagnetic plate, and thereby can decrease or increase
the magnitude of the normal force. Four different pole arrangements including the Uniform, YLinear Alternating, X-Linear Alternating, and Planar Alternating arrays have been investigated
for this purpose. Results show that the Planar Alternating array can create the highest normal
force, since it is able to create a continuous path for the magnetic flux of the FCs.

A modified version of the Karnopp Friction Model (KFM) has been used to describe the
damper force because of its capability to express stick-slip motion in an explicit manner. The
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effectiveness of the energy dissipation mechanism of the SEMFD can be guaranteed by not
letting its piston undergoes a stick-slip motion. This can only be provided by varying the
magnitude of the normal force during the ground motion, which can be effectively done by
controlling the current flowing through the FCs. Three different semi-active controllers referred
to as the Saturated Semi-active Friction (SATSAF), Step Boundary Layer Semi-active Friction
(STBLSAF), and Smooth Boundary Layer Semi-active Friction (SMBLSAF) controllers have
been designed by the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) optimal control method to vary the
control current. The two last controllers are capable of identifying the boundary between the
sticking and sliding phases. Their performances have been compared to that by the Passive-On
(PSON) case in which the control current is set to its maximum value. To compensate the delay
in the FCs to response to the control current, caused by their inductances and resistances, a
current driver has been designed using the Proportional-Integral (PI) control method.

The energy dissipation capability of the SEMFD and the proposed semi-active controllers
has been investigated by implementing them into the dynamic model of a six-story base-isolated
building supported on lead-rubber bearings (LRBs). The building was subjected to three far-field
ground motion acceleration records scaled to the ASCE 7-10 Maximum Considered Earthquake
(MCER) design response spectrum. Simulation results show that the SMBLSAF controller is
superior to the other controllers, since it is able to effectively vary the control current so that it
not only prevents the piston of the SEMFD from undergoing a stick-slip motion, but also causes
the SEMFD to possess a smooth nonlinear hysteretic behavior. This controller enables the
SEMFD to limit the displacement of the base floor without noticeably increasing the inter-story
drifts and absolute accelerations of the floors.
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CHAPTER 10. CONCLUSIONS

10.1. Summary and Conclusions

The key contribution of this dissertation is the development of novel electromagnetic
passive and semi-active friction dampers for the purpose of vibration control. These dampers are
capable of showing smooth nonlinear hysteretic behaviors that can effectively reduce the
undesirable effects of stick-slip motion which are commonly seen in conventional friction
dampers. The following presents the main conclusions drawn from the research conducted in this
dissertation:

(i)

A simple passive friction damper, termed as passive electromagnetic eddy current friction
damper (PEMECFD), was proposed for seismic control of civil structures. The operation
of this damper is based on parallel actions of solid-friction and eddy current damping
mechanisms. The eddy current damping part has been utilized to increase the energy
dissipation capacity of the damper and decrease the undesirable effects of the friction part
on the acceleration response of the primary structure. It was shown that the eddy current
damping part of the PEMECFD is effective in limiting the acceleration response of a
2DOF base-isolated building amplified by the action of the friction part. The numerical
results showed that the performance of the PEMECFD in reducing the displacement
response of the building is comparable to that of a passive MR damper of the same force
capacity. It was also shown that a higher level of performance can be achieved when a
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proper balance is maintained between the portions of friction and eddy current damping
in the damper force.

(ii)

A study was conducted on the modeling, design, and testing of a proof-of-concept
prototype of the PEMECFD to demonstrate the effectiveness of its smooth hysteretic
behavior. It was found that the alternate pole-arrangement of the permanent magnets in
the prototype damper produces a larger eddy current damping coefficient than their
uniform pole-arrangement, while both may cause same normal forces. Two dynamic
models namely “basic” and “enhanced” were developed to demonstrate the forcedisplacement relationship of the prototype damper with the smoothing effects of eddy
current damping. The results of characterization tests showed that the proposed enhanced
dynamic model is superior to the basic dynamic model in prediction of the dynamic
responses of the prototype damper since this model takes inertial effects into account.

(iii)

The idea of combining friction with eddy current damping was further investigated by
proposing a fully solid passive damping device, termed as Magneto-Solid Damper
(MSD), in which arrays of cubic permanent magnets were used to generate normal force
and eddy current damping. The optimal pole arrangement of these magnets was
investigated to optimize design of the MSD. The results of FE simulation showed that,
for a given number and size of the cubic permanent magnets, arranging the poles of these
magnets alternately along the direction of their motion is the most optimum case to
increase the energy dissipation capacity of the MSD while ensuring its smooth hysteretic
loop.
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(iv)

A proof-of-concept prototype of the proposed MSD was modeled, designed, and
fabricated for the purpose of characterization testing. It was found that the prototype
MSD is capable of showing a smooth force-displacement hysteretic curve under a wide
range of harmonic motions because of the magnetic interactions of the lower and upper
arrays of cubic permanent magnets with the lower and copper plates, respectively. The
proposed enhanced dynamic model was capable of predicting the response of the
prototype MSD quite accurately.

(v)

A study was carried out on the modeling, design, and FE simulation of a semi-active
electromagnetic friction damper (SEMFD) to demonstrate that how varying the normal
force can be effective in smoothing the nonlinear hysteretic behavior of friction. The
energy dissipation capacity of the proposed SEMFD was optimized by carrying out a FE
parametric study on geometrical and magnetic parameters of the components of the
damper, including the dimensions of the ferromagnetic-core coils, the dimensions of the
ferromagnetic plate, the size of the vertical gap between the coils and the ferromagnetic
plate, the size of the horizontal gap between the coils, and the magnetic permeabilities of
the ferromagnetic cores inside the coils and the ferromagnetic plate. Four different pole
arrangements of the coils, (i) uniform array, (ii) Y-linear alternating array, (iii) X-linear
alternating array, and (iv) planar alternating array, were investigated to optimize the force
capacity of the proposed SEMFD. The results of parametric study showed that planar
alternating array can create the highest normal force since it is able to create a continuous
path for the magnetic flux of the coils. A current driver was also designed using the
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Proportional-Integral (PI) control method to compensate the time delay in the response of
the coils to the control current.

(vi)

The energy dissipation capability of the proposed SEMFD to control the in-plane rigidbody motion of the deck of a horizontally curved bridge was demonstrated. A semi-active
controller, termed as the step boundary layer semi-active friction (STBLSAF) controller
was developed to vary the control current flowing through the coils. The numerical
results showed that the proposed SEMFD and its semi-active controller are satisfactorily
effective in limiting the in-plane rigid body motion of the deck of the bridge. It was also
been found that the performance of the STBLSAF controller to reduce the displacement
of the deck is marginally better as compared to that of the passive-on control case.
However, the STBLSAF controller is able to improve the energy dissipation capacity of
the proposed SEMFD much better as it can restore the piston to its initial position after
earthquake without causing permanent displacements in the deck of bridge.

(vii)

The energy dissipation capability of the proposed SEMFD was further evaluated by using
it to reduce the displacement of the base-isolation system in multi-story base-isolated
buildings. Three different semi-active controllers referred to as the saturated semi-active
friction (SATSAF), step boundary layer semi-active friction (STBLSAF), and smooth
boundary layer semi-active friction (SMBLSAF) controllers were developed to vary the
control current. The two last controllers were capable of successfully identifying the
boundary between the sticking and sliding phases. The numerical results showed that the
SMBLSAF controller is superior to the other controllers, since it is able to effectively
vary the control current so that it not only prevents the piston of the proposed SEMFD
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from undergoing a stick-slip motion, but also causes the proposed SEMFD to possess a
smooth nonlinear hysteretic behavior. This controller enables the proposed SEMFD to
limit the displacement of the base floor without noticeably increasing the inter-story drifts
and absolute accelerations of the floors.

10.2. Future Recommendations

There are several tasks that were not considered in the development of the novel electromagnetic
passive and semi-active friction dampers in this dissertation. The most important tasks
recommended for future studies are:

(i)

Sensitivity of Permanent Magnets to Temperature: Friction and eddy current damping

are two important sources of heat that can cause issue in the proposed MSD. Increasing
heat can demagnetize the permanent magnets which can result in the reduction of their
magnetic fields, and consequently, the reduction of the damper force. Therefore, the
thermal analysis of the proposed MSD is recommended to be considered for its design.

(ii)

Influence of Eddy Current Damping on a Variable Normal Force: Adding an eddy

current damping mechanism to the proposed SEMFD can further smooth its nonlinear
hysteretic behavior. Therefore, adding two copper plates to the design of the proposed
SEMFD is recommended which can be the subject of future studies.
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APPENDIX A. ANALYTICAL INTEGRATION

The first integral whose analytical solution is presented in this section, is the surface
integral in Equation (3-16). It is solved to find Jeix(x,y) and Jeix(x,y) in the s: xyz coordinate
system. This integral is taken over the two infinite current sheets which are located at x0=−0.5lm
and x0=+0.5lm and have the unit normal vectors n=−ex and n=+ex, respectively. If we substitute
for n and x0 in Equation (3-16), it can be expanded as,

 0.5w m 
(x  0.5lm )e x  (y  y 0 )e y  (z  z 0 )e z
1
J ei   c v c Bavg    (e z ) 
dz 0 dy 0 
1.5
4
 (x  0.5lm ) 2  (y  y 0 ) 2  (z  z 0 ) 2 
 0.5w m 
0.5w m 

(x  0.5lm )e x  (y  y 0 )e y  (z  z 0 )e z
(e z ) 
dz 0 dy0 
1.5


(x  0.5lm ) 2  (y  y 0 ) 2  (z  z 0 ) 2 
0.5w m 


(A-1)

After calculating the cross products involved in the above integrals, Jeix(x,y) and Jeiy(x,y)
are respectively given as follows,

0.5w m 
 2

(y  y0 )dz 0 dy0
1
i
J eix (x, y)   c v c Bavg   (1)  

i
2
2
2 1.5
4
0.5w m  
[x  (1) 0.5lm ]  (y  y0 )  (z  z 0 )  
 i 1
0.5w m 
 2

[x  (1)i 0.5lm ]dz 0 dy 0
1
J eiy (x, y)   c v c Bavg   (1)i  

1.5
i
2
2
2
4
0.5w m  
 i 1
[x  (1) 0.5lm ]  (y  y 0 )  (z  z 0 )  

(A-2)

Now, if we use u-substitution method and consecutively use following indefinite integrals
to solve the first integral,
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2

1
1
du  2
2 1.5
u ]
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u
2

a  u2

C
(A-3)

u
1
2
2
 a 2  u 2 du  2 ln(a  u )  C ,

Jeix(x,y) can be obtained as that in Equation (3-17). Similarly, Jeiy(x,y) can be given if we
use following indefinite integrals to solve the second integral in Equation (A-2),

 [a

2

1
1
du  2
2 1.5
u ]
a

u
2

a  u2

C
,

a
1 u
 a 2  u 2 du  tan ( a )  C .

(A-4)

The second integral which is solved here is the one used in Equation (3-19) to calculate
the Xʹ-component of eddy current damping force of the infinite copper plate. This integral is
taken over the XʹYʹ-plane of footprint with the lower and upper limits of Xʹfp1=−lm/2,
Xʹfp2=+lm/2, Yʹfp1=−wm/2, and Yʹfp2=+wm/2. If we substitute for JʹeiY from Equation (3-17b) in
which x≡Xʹ and y≡Yʹ, the integral can be expanded as,

 
FeiX

1
2
Bavg
 c  c v c  I1 (l m , w m )  I 2 (l m , w m )  I 3 (l m , w m )  I 4 (l m , w m ) 
2

(A-5)

where I1, I2, I3, and I4 are double integrals which can be calculated as follows,
I1 
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(A-6)
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To solve these integrals we used the u-substitution method and the following indefinite
integrals, respectively,

 tan

1
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Therefore, the X-component of eddy current damping of the infinite copper plate in the
LRF will be FeiX=−CeiẊ in which Cei is obtained as that in Equation (3-20b).
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APPENDIX B. DIMENSIONLESS MAGNETIC
FORCE AND EDDY CURRENT DAMPING
FUNCTIONS

Dimensionless vector function fmIJ(.) in Equation (4-3d) is given by,
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(B-1)

where IXijkp , IYijkq , IZijkp , and IZijkq are integrals defined as follows,
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where A() , B() , and C() are defined by,
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Dimensionless function ceIJ(.) in Equation (4-7b) is given by,
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where Iij and Iij are integrals defined as follows,
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